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Social Security, Food Stamps, Others Examined

Budget Cuts Predicted
To Inflict Political Pain
W.ASHINGION APi - Government
officials on both ends of the federal funnel — giving and receiving — predict
the deep budget cuts sought by President Reagan will inflict political pain on
Congress and economic suffering on
Americans.
Among the targets reported under
consideration by Reagan budgetcutters are such politically popular programs as Soeial Security, food stamps,
child nutrition and economic aid to
farmers and cities.
"We begin what may well turn out to
be the most painful political process
through which any of us will ever go,”
Rep. James R. Jones, D-Okla., said
Tuesday as the House Budget Committee he heads began studying its own list
of potential program cutbacks.
At the White House, meanwhile, bigcity mayors received the bad news
from Reagan about his plans for sharp
reductions in urban aid. New York
Mayor Edward Koch said the president
promised "those who are truly in need
will not be asked to suffer, but all
others, hopefully, will suffer equally.''
Reagan, who must persuade a reticent Congress to support the reductions, was to meet with congressional
leaders in the Capitol this afternoon to
discuss his economic proposals.
The president also plans to make a
televised address to the nation
Thursday night to spell out his general
view of the economy's problems and
why his proposed cures are necessary

to leca er inflation and unemployment
and restore healthy economic growth.
He is to submit a package of tax cuts,
offsetting budget reductions and
regulatory changes to Congress Feb.
18.
Getting Congress to enact the budget
cuts, however, will not be easy, Jones
said as the Budget Committee reviewed
105 suggestions from congressional
economists on how to prune billions of
dollars from the budget.
"We leave behind the easy talk and
get down in the trenches with 105
specific items, every one of which will
do some damage to some 'people
somewhere," he said.
Black leaders in Congress, who met
with Reagan Tuesday, emerged from
their White House meeting saying they
feared Reagan's budget cuts will come
down hardest on their constituency.
"We told the president we are gravely concerned that policies devised to
rein in inflation do not disproportionately burden the poor, the elderly and
moderate income people," said Rep.
Walter Fauntroy, D-D.C., chairman of
the Congressional Black Caucus.
Even as the administration worked
on its spending cut proposals, Reagan's
chief economic spokesmen urged Congress Tuesday to raise the national debt
limit by $50 billion to finance the current budget deficit..
The House Ways and Means Committee voted to raise the debt ceiling from
$935 billion to $985 billion after

inside today
The Calloway County High School Lakers lost to Henry County Tuesday
night. For complete details and photos of the game,see Pages 10 and 11 in
today's edition.
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clear and colder
Clear and cold tonight, low 10 to
15. Mostly sunny Thursday and
slightly warmer with high in the
low to mid 30s.
Extended Forecast
Generally dry conditions are
expected Friday through Sunday.
Highs Friday will be in the :30s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

• 56.55

State Cut From Budget To Be
Discussed By Regents Saturday
discussed at the session is a recommenThe Murray State University board of
dation on a state mandated cut of
regents will meet in regular session
$870.000 from the university's budget.
Saturday, Feb. 7 at 1 p.m. in the board
Other items on the agenda include:
room on the third floor of Wells Hall.
• A report onstudptit.health services..
The major item expected' • to- • -be ---•
• The appointment of a dean for the
College of Human Development and
Learning.
• A report on bylaws of the board.
Several other matters are expected to
be discussed by the regents in Saturday's session.
Parent-teacher conferences at
4
Calloway County High School will be
held from 3 p.m. to 6 Monday;, Feb. 9, at
the high school.
Teachers will be in their rooms and
all parents of students are urged to attend.

Conferences For
Parents, Teachers
Set At Calloway High

Treasury Secretary Donald T. Regan and budget director David A.Stockman
said the government would reach the
current limit in only a few days.
Without an increase, the government
then would lose its borrowing authority.
Stockman, who consistently voted
against raising the debt limit during his
four years as a Republican House
member from Michigan, said he had no
choice but to seek an increase now
because "the bills are coming due and
they must be paid."
"I voted against those dehtceiling
bills tin the past) because I had no confidence anybody was developing a plan
to control spending," he said. "I have
confidence that such a plan is being
developed now because I am writing
it."
Reagan is setting his sights on reducing the 1981 budget at least 2 percent,or
about $13 billion from a total of $663
billion in estimated spending.
For 1982, Reagan's economic advisers are looking to eliminate between
$35 billion and $40 billion from a $739
billion budget proposed by the Carter
administration, congressional sources
said.
A list of potential cuts drawn up by
Stockman and circulated through Congress suggests major reductions in a
variety of aid programs.
The proposals include eliminating
Social Security survivor benefits for
college-age students and reducing
Social.Security disability payments.
cutting federal funds for state-run
Medicaid programs, tightening rules
covering import-related and extended
unemployment benefits, phasing out
federally subsidized public service jobs
and reducing food stamp benefits and
child nutrition proLirarns.

SPONSORS COMMITTEE MEETS — Several members of the sponsors committee for the
1981 Charity Horse Show
met Tuesday at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital to discuss final plans for the show's
sponsors. The show, in its
sixth year and co-sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club and
the Murray Rotary Club,
will be held April 17-18 at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. All proceeds
from the show will go
to charity. The Sigma Department will use its money to pay for the "jaws of life." At the
meeting were (from left,
front row) Mike Keller, co-chairman of the sponsors committee; Lois Keller; and Jean Hurt;
(back row) Joe Belcher,
co-chairman of the Group I of the show; Janna Hughes, co-chairman of the sponsors committee;
Charles Walston,
co-chairman of the horse show; and Dean Poston, co-chairman of Group I of the horse
show. Not pictured is Judy
Muehleman, co-chairman of the horse show.

At U.S. 641, Wadesboro Road Intersection

Dexter Girl Dies After Accident
A three-year-old Dexter girl was killed and a Smithland woman was listed in
satisfactory condition today in Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, following a twovehicle collision late Tuesday morning
at the intersection • of U.S. 641 and
Wadesboro Road in Marshall County.
Tessa Hudson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs: Ronnie Hudson of Dexter, died
about 1 p.m. in Lourdes from injuries

Browns In Italy
To Discuss Coal
Man Charged
Farm Products
With Motel
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API'— Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. left this morning to
Deaths Of Girls
join trade discussions in Italy on Kentucky coal and farm

products.
Brown and his wife, Phyllis George,
left on a commercial airliner for Rome
at the request of Energy and
Agriculture Secretary William B.
Sturgill.
Sturgill and former Gov. Bert Combs
have been in Italy for the past two days
conducting dicussions with Italian officials on the long-term availability of
Kentucky products.
Brown's press secretary Frank
Ashley said Sturgill called the governor
Tuesday night to report that the
negotiations had progressed well and
were at a point that the Italian government felt it essential that Brown join in
the discussions.
Brown will take part in discussions
Thursday and Friday.
Brown said Kentucky is in a position
to offer long-term supplies of coal and
agriculture prodcuts if a framework for
long-term contracts can be arranged.
'Gov. and Mrs. Brown will also attend
a formal state dinner with Italian trade
officials Thursday night and will attend
a trade luncheon with the officials Friday.

SEVIERVILLE, Tenn. 1AP — A
part-time surveyor charged with the
strangulation murder of two teen-age
Kentucky girls vacationing at a Smoky
Mountain resort hotel will be arraigned
Friday.
Circuit Court Judge Kenneth Porter
ordered the hearing after a Sevier
County grand jury on Tuesday indicted
Allen Wayne Hughes, 26, of Gatlinburg
on two charges of first-degree murder.
Hughes was arrested last July 30, a
day after police found the body of
Tanya J. Roberts, 16, on an outside
stairwell at a Holiday Inn and the body
of Jennifer L. Stevens, 17, on a bed in
the hotel room the girls shared.
The two Crestwood Ky., teenagers
were vacationing alone in Gatlinburg, a
resort gateway to the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park. Police allege
Hughes metthe girls at a nightclub the
night before their bodies were found.
Police testified during a preliminary
hearing last October that Hughes confessed to killing Miss Roberts but forgot
what happened to Miss Stevens. He is
being held in jail with bail set at
$150,000.

was eastbound on Wadesboro Road and
collided with Sharpe's car in the 641 intersection.
Seys vehicle hit the side of Sharpe's
car, the reports said.
Both drivers were treated and released for injuries, the reports said.
The intersection is about .6 miles
liouth of Hardin.
• Funeral arrangements are being
handled by the Filbeck and Cann
,Funeral Home in Benton.
'•
('

TROPHY FOR THE CHAMPIONS — Brig. Gen. lohn P. Prillaman, commander of the U. S. Army's Second ROTC Region, Fort Knox, presents
Murray State President Constantine W. Curris with the 1980 national ROTC
rifle championship trophy, won by the university's six-member team last
year for the second time in the last three years. Members of the team
were: Mark A. Deleon°, Chicago Heights, Ill.; Scott C. Lewandowski,
Brookfield, Wisc.; Mary A. Schweitzer, Lancaster, Pa.; Michelle F. Soncrant,
Stoughton, Mass.; William G. Hughes, Billings, Mont.; and Kirk D. Ware,
Radcliffe, Ky. Of the six, four — Deleon°, Lewandowski, Schweitzer and
Soncrant — were All-American marksmen.

University Center To
Be Dedicated Saturday

Seminars Scheduled
At Murray State
Two collegiate seminars have been
slated at Murray State University.
"Love Canal — Infamy or Prophecy"
will be held at 3:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 6,
in the Student Center Auditorium. A
coffee will be held at 3 p.m.
At 12:30 p.m. Monday, Feb. 9,"Some
Implications Between Harvest Rate
and Population Resiliency of the
Muskrat" will be held in Room 228 in
the Blackburn Science Building.

Parks Board To Hold
Meeting Tuesday
The Murray-Calloway Courly Parks
Board will meet at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Feb. 10, at the Calloway County courthouse.
Items on the agenda include the monthly finance report arid the report of
parks director(;ary Hohman.

sustained in the wreck. She had been
transferred from the Benton Hospital.
Norma Sharpe, 34, Smithland, also
was taken to the Benton Hospital before
being transferred to Lourdes. Both
were passengers in the car driven by
James E. Sharpe, 37, Smithland,
Sharpe's husband and Hudson's uncle.
According to Kentucky State Police
reports, the accident occurred about
11:15 a.m, when a vehicle driven by
Allie Seys, 49, Route 1, Farmington,

GROUNDBREAKING DAY — This was the scene in early March, 1977, when the groundbreaking ceremonies were
held for the Murray State University Center- Speaking, right center, was Clark Beauchamp, commissioner of
facilities and management, Frankfort. Patrice Carroll, daughter of then Gov. Julian M. Carroll and a student at
Murray State at the time, represented her father at the ceremonies. Other special guests included Russell McClure,
Frankfort, at the time commissioner of finance for the Commonwealth, and Richard Lewis, Benton, former administrative assistant to former Gov. Carroll. Dedication of the center is scheduled at 5:30 p.m., Saturday.

Dedication of the new University
Center on the Murray State campus is
scheduled Saturday, Feb. 7, with many
officials who helped obtain the facility
expected to attend.
Dignitaries scheduled to participate
include former Gov. Julian Carroll.
Ground was broken for the $8.2 million
facility, which is becoming the center
for student activities, during the Carroll administration.
A ribbon cutting ceremony is scheduled at 5:30 pm. near the main floor entrance. The ceremony will follow a
meeting of the Board of Regents on
campus.
In addition to former Gov. Carroll,
special guests invited to participate in
dedicating the three-story building include past presidents of the Student
Government Association who held office while efforts to build the center
continued.
They are Cathy Cole, Tini Tangford,

•
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Martha Boles, Mac Bushart, Steve
Bourne' and the current president,
Terry Clark.
Special music will be performed at
the dedication by Slide Advantage, a
brass band composed of trombone
players who are Murray State students.
The ceremony is planned to last about
15 minutes. Afterward, tours of the
building will be conducted and all service facilities will remain open until the
home basketball game at 7:30 pun, with
the Racers hosting Eastern Kentucky
University.
The University Center opened Jan. 14
following 34 months of construction. It
is located near the center of campusdn
the former parking area of the Cutchin
Recreational Complex.
Containing 135,000 square feet, the
center may be entered from the main
entrance facing the Blackburn Science
Building and Reagan Field or the lower
entrance facing Chestnut Street.
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Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Plans Projects At Meet
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met
Thursda), Jan IS. at the Ellis
Conunuruty Center with Vicky
Holton, president. presiding
Joyce Nunnally, social cornnuttee chairman, announced
that the sorority will have a
Valentine Banquet honoring
their Valentine Queen, Laurie
Rollins, on Feb. Sat 630p.m.
at the Majestic Steak House,
Mrs. Nunnally also reminded members of the Hearts and
Hands Night on Feb. 21. Each
member is to bring a handmade gift for her secret sister
Ila Brown, service chairman, announced that courtesy
bags and puppets have been
delivered to the Murray-

Calloway County Hospital for
the pediatric patients and that
March 19 will be a work night
to continue working on this
project.
Laurie Rollins presented the
program for the evening entitled "Industry of Kentucky."
Linda Foust, Vicky Holton,
and Laurie Rollins served
refreshments Others present,
not previously mentioned,
were Rowena Emerson, Lois
Ruiz, Debbie Lyons, Mary
Ann Barrow, Barbara
Chilean, Barbara Williams.
Cathy Marcussen, Debbie
Villaflor, Brenda Estes, Glenda Wilson, Joyce Thomas,
Wanda Morris, and Mary
Graves.

Michelle Kelly Studying
Special Course, Europe
DANVILLE.KY — Michelle
Kelly. a junior at Centre College of Kentucky, is taking
part in an off-campus course
being taught in Europe this
quarter
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Miss Kelly. daughter of
and Mrs. Prue W. Kelly, Route
6, Murray, is a member of the
Centre Choir and the Centre
Singers.
The course,led by Robert L.
Weaver, head of the music
program at Centre, is actually
two courses from which participants can choose. One
course is on styles in art and
architecture; the other on
inusic and society.
The course is being taught in
Parrs, Florence, Munich and
Amsterdam.
The winter term in Europe
course is one of six being
taught off-campus this term.
Other Centre students are studying in the Caribbean, the
Soviet Union, the Appalachian
region of Kentucky. at the Oak
Ridge National laboratory in
Tennessee and at the Dana
Corporation in Ohio.
Centre College of Kentucky
iSa four-year college of the
liberal arts and .sciences,
chartered in 1819.

Jeanette Cole
Has Exhibits
Jeanette Spehr Cole, assistant professor of art at Murray State University, currently has exhibits entered in
shows in three states.
The exhibitions are the National Print and Drawing Exhibition at Minot State College, Minot, N.D.; the Invitational Group Exhibition at the
Louisville ArtGallery, and the
All On Paper National Exhibition in Columbia, Missouri.
Each exhibition is on
display for the remainder of
this month.

Miss Greta Leigh Sauerbrey Is
Wed To Mr. Steber At Church
Miss Greta Leigh Sauerbrey
became the bride of Mark
Lawrence Sieber at a recent
afternoon ceremony perfumed at the Decatur Church of
Christ, Decatur, Ga. Jerry
Porter, minister, officiated at
the double ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Erich Sauerbrey
of Decatur, Ga Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J.
1.eon Smith of Atlanta, Ga..
and Mr. and Mrs. E.0.Sauerbrey of Greenville,S. C.
The groom is the son of Mrs.
William Crabtree and the late
Robert Cuthbert Steber of
Mobile, Ala. Grandparents
are the late James W.
Mrs.
Stricklaral and
Strickland and the late
William E. Steber and Mrs.
Sieber,all of Mobile, Ala.
A program of nuptial music
was played by a "brass
ensemble under the direction
of Cecil Wilder of Jonesboro,
Ga,
The Bride
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a
candlelight cathedral gown of
alecon lace and chiffon, accented by seed pearls.
Mrs. Paul Gerard, sister of
the bride, Key West, Fla., was
the matron of honor.
- The bridesmaids were
Joanne Wilson, Mrs. Bobby
Shackelford, and Lee Ann
Phipps.
Flower girls were AnnMarie Hoke and Rebecca
Hoke, cousins of the bride
from Murray.
Jim Steber of Mobile, Acitiv,
served as best man for his
brother.
Groomsmen were Tom
Steber and Mike Steber,
brothers of the groom, Steve
Bugg and Steve Mills, all of
Mobile, Ala.
Trumpet soloist, Lee King,
of Jonesboro. performed a
benediction fallowing the
repeating of the marriage
VOWS.

Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
church fellowship hall.
The bride's book was kept
by Julie Culwell of Montgomery, Ala.
Serving were Kim and
Karla Sauerbrey, cousins of
the bride from Eastman, Ga.,
Robin Steber, sister of the
groom,and Linn Fountain.
Mr.and Mrs. Steber are now
residing in Mobile, Ala.
Events
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Tennis Group C To
Play Thursday At
Kenlake Center
Group C of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Thursday,
Feb. 5, at 9:30 a.m, at the
Kenlake Tennis Center. They
will meet at 9 a.m. at the home
of Cathy Mattis to go to the
center.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Annette Alexander, Ann Uddberg, Renee
Wynn,and Pat Binford.
Court Two — Carol Walter,
Cathy Young, Leisa Faughn,
and Cathy Mattis.
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Mrs. J. Leon Smith, grand- home. Serving as hostess for
mother of the bride, and Mrs. the occasion was Mrs. Torn
Paul Gerard, sister of the Norwood of Stone Mountain,
bride, entertained at a Ga.
bridesmaids luncheon at the
The bride was entertained
Swan Coach House.
at a kitchen shower in the
The wedding party and out home of Mrs. Gerald Culvvell.
of town guests were served a
Mrs. Al Martin and Mrs.
buffet dinner celebration after Bobby Shackelford honored
the rehearsal at the bride's the bride with a brunch and

for Information
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By Estelle Spiceland
Jan. 0,1981
How could a bundoiler make
one sad? It worked wonders
recently by burying the
chimney on an old place where
the house was burned, by
making a road passable to
unused fields, and by stopping
ditches which threatened to inundate hill land.
But this preparation for spring also revived memories of
younger days when every spring meant a new beginning
and renewed effort to overcome difficulties, and days
were too short for fullillment
of plans.
Now the days take toll of acvaintances, just recently J.
0. Parker, Ronald Churchill,
Guy Wilson, Lee Finney, and
two sisters-in-law, Christine
Dawson and Lurline Dawson
Moore, besides many others.
I can understand better
Matthew 634 — "Take
therefore, no thought for the
morrow," for soon there may
be no tomorrow. today is all
we have, yet, so long as there
is youth and strength, hope
will spring eternal in the
human breast.
Birds will return to build
nests and sing again after the
dreary winter, and dormant
bulbs will sprout, and flowers
will bloom as grass greens.

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Lawrence Sieber

Young ladies 8 through 12
years of age are invited to participate in the Miss Kentucky
National Pre-Teen Pageant to
be held at The Market House
Theater, Paducah,on April 4.
The Miss Kentucky National
Pre-Teen Pageant is the official state pagear.t to the Miss
National Pre-Teen Pageant to
be held in August, 1981.
Contestants will be judged
on poise, personality and appearance. There is no swimsuit or talent competition.
Special trophies will be
awarded for sportswear and
party dress competition.
Miss Kentucky National
Pre-Teen will receive a Cash
Award, official tiara and banner, among other prizes and
will be flown round trip to the
National Pageant in August,
1981.
Young ladies may obtain
further information by writing
to Mrs. Winnie Boaz, Route
#10 Box 136, Paducah, Ky.
42001 1502)554-2642.
A Mini-Modeling Charm
Course will be given during
the pageant event.

•
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Writer Talks, Events
Mr. and Mrs. Gary McClure
left their home hill to move into their modest brick house in
Lynn Grove recently. Best
wishes to the young couple
always, and thanks to those
Kings Sons who stopped Sunday to play my neglected
piano and sing -Consider The
Ijibes"from Matthew 6:28.
I enjoy church services at
Two Rivers Church near
Opryland, Nashville, Tenn.,
on Sunday at 9:30 a.m. on
Channel Sin this weather.
Now since I started writing,
it is another day. A
memorable day of freedom for
52 hostages, and also the eve
of a fabulous inauguration for
a movie star president. Quite
a contrast to the last inauguration when the president and
wife walked to the White
House. But that president can
walk tall as he departs for his
crowning achievement was
having freedom for the 52
prisoners. It took cooperation.
And back to local issues. Car
accidents continue but not at
the rate before the 55 mile
speed limit. Surely if lives are
saved and gas conserved, the
55 mile speed limit should not
be removed.
Nor should the Calloway
Rescue Squad be removed. It
has served many purposes.
May its work continue.

Most Children, Divorced
Parents, Live, Mothers

Young Ladies
To Enter Pre
.Teen Pageant
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Down Concord Wav—

miscellaneous shower held at
Mrs. Martin's home.
a
for
Hostesses
miscellaneous tea shower held
at the home of Mrs. Richard
Craig were Mrs. Craig, Mrs.
Joe Glenn, Mrs. Jim Lang,
Mrs. James Murphey, Mrs.
Robert Baker, and Mrs. Hall
Irby.

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
1AP) — Only about one-tenth
of the children living with currently divorced parents
with their fathers, about the
same percentage as 20 years
ago, reports a Pennsylvania
State University researcher.
"Although I expect fathers
to obtain custody a bit more
often during the coming
decade, such a trend has not
been established yet,- says
Dr. Graham B. Spanier,
associate professor of human
development and sociology.
Examining census records,

'le and a fellow researcher,
Paul C. Glick, found that
fathers seem to have their
best chance to obtain custody
of children following divorce if
the youngsters are all boys.
The father's chances of having custody of very young
children seems to improve if
the mother has remarried,
Spanier notes in an article coauthored with Glick, a senior
Jemographer at the U. S.
Bureau of the Census, for
"Family Relations,- a journal
published by the National
Council on Family Relations.

Q: Have you put on a
few pounds over the
holidays?
Q: Do you need to firm
and tone your body?
A:Call 753-4084
or 753-4085
to exercise your complimentary visit

Complimentary Visit
Murray Health Spa
What would you like to accomplish at the spa?
Lose weight? Yes( ) No( ) Gain Weight Yes( ) No
General Conditioning? Yes( )No( )Other

1

Hoye you ever visited the Murray Health Spa? Yesi
No( )

)

Age _

Name
Address
City
Home Phone

I
I

_State

Zip Code

Work Phone

Entrants Must Be 18 or older

I
I
I

IIIMMIIIIIMIIMIIIMMMMIIIIIIIIMM=IMMIMINIMMa

No Long Term Contracts!
No Pre-Paid Dues!
Small Monthly Fee-Paid Each Month You Attend
We have the best in exercise equipment featuring showers,
sauna, ancf sun boothes.

The Murray Health Spa
New Owners—New Business —A New Relaxed & Comfortable Atmosphere
214 North 15th St.—Murray, Ky.
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sat.
8.00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
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Community Saddened By Death Of Arlin Paschall

1

By Mrs. R. D. Key
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Cooper
Jan, 19, 1981
on Sunday.
This community was sadMrs. Terry Sills spent a few
dened by the loss of a good days this week with Mr. and
friend
and
neighbor, Arlin Mrs. Douglas Vandyke. Other
The Murray Chapter of the Full Gospel Business Men's
Paschall, being one of the visitors in through the week
Fellowship will meet Saturday, Feb. 7, at 8 a m at the
oldest
members and deacon were the Rev. H. D. Hudson,
Triangle Inn.
for many years of the North
Tins Scruggs, president, urges all members to attend and
the Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Fork Baptist Church.
invites any interested persons to take part in the fellowship.
Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Mrs.
Mrs. Lillian Ross of Paris
Ralph Gallimore, Glynn Orr,
Manor Nursing Home was Mrs. Warren Sykes, Mrs.
able to spend Christmas day
Jessie Paschall, and Mr. and
with her daughter, Mrs.
Mrs Clems Wilson.
Morgan McElroy and Mr.
Herbert Orr was admitted to
McElroy. She also visited her the Murray-Calloway County
The Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha Internasister, Mrs. Nome Olive, in Hospital on Friday.
tional will meet Thursday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. in the Teaching
Paris, Tenn., during the
Vester Paschall was admit
Center in Lowry Center, Murray State University, with
holidays.
ted to the Murray-Calloway
Diana Williams as the hostess.
Mrs. Cooper Jones visited County Hospital on Friday.
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Parish Center, St. Leo's Hardin Jenkins are in Florida
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Hall, Fine Arts Center. Murray silon Sigma Alpha Interna- will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge Micheal Beshears and
daughter, Michelle, of
State University. He will be tional will meet at 7 p.m. at hall.
Paducah visited with me
aasisted by Henry Bannon, the Teaching Center in Lowry
home from the funeral
voice, Arnie Casey, violin, and Center, Murray State UniverSale by West Kentucky Fur- enroute
Marie Taylor. piano.
sity with Diana Williams as takers Association will start at of Arlin Paschall.
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Mrs. Max Dale is ill with the
Hazel and Douglas Centers, p.m. and with Men Racers at
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will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 7:30 p.m.
Jenkins, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins.
Knights of Columbus Council p.m. for activities by the
and Mrs. Jessie Paschall
at
Senior
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with
start
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will
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Fellowship Meet

Farley of South Haven, Miss..
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs George Whitford of Nashville, Tenn.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall over the a eekend
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Calvary Temple will have
its Valentine's Day banquet at
6:30 p.m. at the . Colonial
House Smorgasbord. Tickets
at $5 each will be available at
the door.
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Group B of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Friday, Feb.
6, at 9:30 a.m. at the Kenlake
Tennis Center. The players
will meet at 9 a.m. at the home
of Frances Hulse to go to the
center.
The lineup will be as
follows:
Court One — Barbara
Malinauskas, Sandy Brannon,
Frances Hulse, and Janie
Ryan.
Court Two — Sheila Grogan,
Annie Knight, Mug Rigsby,
and Vicki Miller.
Court Three — Vickie
Baker, Marilyn Adkins. Norma Frank,and Agnes Payne.

Prairie Form
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twin Pack
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1 lb. Can
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Solvent
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. _ ___
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Orange
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$1 29
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801 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.
Store Hours:
Monday-Thursday 6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday 6 a.m.-12 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
DN,sort of Ashlaoo 0, in,

DECORATE\
YOUR HOME\
WITH
FABRIC
You Don't Have to Sew to Decorate
Note: This Seminar is by
Palmer/Pletsch Associates
the designers of
McColl's 7263
The 8 Hr. Blazer!
If you've not attended
any of their previous
seminars . . . you've missed
a good thing! Ask anyone
that attended the others.

Brighten yi(ur home quickly.: and inexpensively with fabric.
Learn him: in this stimulating .i hour serninay taught th Interior
4'oraitw. ,awn DiUoiv 14, Pahrtertpletse:h • ..Asisociates. • Home
owners and aparimplit dwellers alike rave abi alt...the
thoronghness of the seminar, and the inspiration they've been
given.
THIS ONE-OF-A-KIM)SEMINAR BRINGS 's )U:
• Energy wise decorating tips
• Mum'
1-11- rtirwIt ideas that help %nu brat high labor
costs
• Siteo-by •ste-o insulll 114.11S to miks • is (.1. 40 lie( orator
items. its lulling Ri Email „Hs I ri
shades
• Sie k-s Of is a en -setting is leas. mitit-i sit qis, tools mkt
thW
product intomultion ti„ give
to t real,•
• Several methods to 1•0‘.yr y% ails with taunt including Plc
innovative liquid start-h me-Thal
• when to glut-. fuse. se‘. on ...MO' tat air to cover any
surfar -e
FREE B(X)K INCLUDED:
128 page book Decorating With
DM:M:1M
Fabric — An Idea Book. I-A /111t
WM Twig
I initahl (54.91 valiie
Cost is Slg 75 per person and worth
every centt
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PIGEON EGGS
The female pigeon is unable
to lay eggs if she is all alone.
In order for her ovaries to
function, she must be able to
see another pigeon. If no other
pigeon is available, her own
reflection in a mirror will do
the trick.

IN PERSON:Karen Dillon
nationally known lecturer. interior
decorator & television personality

HANCOCK FABRICS
836 Joe Clifton Drive
Paducah, Ky. 42001
THURSDAY, FEB. 19, 9:30 A.M.& 6:30 P.M.
Plume pre-register by mail or in person to assure seating
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Play To Be Friday
At Kenlake By The
Tennis Group B

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Thomas L. Baggett of
Buchanan. Tenn., has been
dismissed from the Henry
County Hospital, Paris, Tenn

I FULL C AR AT
mon*

Or 're

Sunday,Feb.8
Shower for Pierce and Edith
McDougal, whose home and
contents were destroyed by
fire, will be held at 2 p.m. in
the multi-purpose room of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.

Gallimore were supper guest,
of Mr and Mrs Morris
Jenkins on Thursday
Get well wishes go out to all
the sick and shutins, and
path) to all in the loss of lot,
Ines

)
----7
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Marty Save-Man says

Chapter Plans Meet

psi7CONTM

Mrs. R. D. Key on Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
and Mr and Mrs. Terry Orr
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on
Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph

Mr. and Mrs Charlie
Gulledge arid Mr and Mrs
Tony Sykes and son. Bryan.
were dinner guests Sunday of
Mr and Mrs Henry Sykes
Mrs. Ralph Gallunore and
Mary Grace Morris visited

•
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Looking Back
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Letter To The Editor
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WEA DEFINITELY

Centralize Operations
Dear Editor .
I'd like to take this opportunity to explain why South Central Bell is centralizing its operations across the state,
particularly its Residence Service
Center operations in western Kentucky.
As we centralize our residence accounts in Paducah. 1 understand the
concern about employees and jobs leaving Murray But I want to make sure
the public knows that is we make these
changes, we will continue to fulfill the
obligations we have to our customers.
our employees and the communities we
serve.
Our customers expect high-quality
phone service at a reasonable rate.
Our employees need good jobs in a
successful company.
The cities we serve, like Murray,
want us to remain a vital part of the
community .
With these obligatabits in mind, we've
looked for ways to operate more efficiently: to take advantage of new
technology; to keep our prices
reasonable. As a result, charges for:
telephone service have risen far less
than consumer prices in general.
As new methods of reducing costs
become available, we're obligated to
put them to work to Improve your service and keep down your rates.
Centralizing our operations is one
way to serve you more efficiently. Computer technology enables us to keep
complete customer records readily
available to answer your questions and
take your orders through one centraliz-

Bible Thought
". . who knoweth whether thou
art come to the kingdom for such a
time as thist" Esther 4:14
Whethpr in the life of Queen Esther
or m your tile, it is important to !pal
ize God's purpose and t,ming

hEART11111
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer queNnom; and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these. columns, write to Hearline. 114
East Dayton St.. West Alexandria. Ohio,
45381. You will receive a prompt reply.
but y-ou must include a self addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I noticed in your column last week a basic explanation of a
trust , or trust fund Now oculd you tell
me "what the duties of the trustee are'.'B.N.
ANSWER: The following is a basic'
outline of the duties involved in accepting a trusteeship, whether the trustee
is a company or an individual.
1) Administer the trust=-Upon acceptance of the trusteeship, the trustee is
under obligation to the beneficiary to
administer the trust.
.
21 Loyalty —The trustee must keep
clear and accurate accounts of the trust
and make them available to the
beneficiary .
4) Not to delegate —The trustee is
under obligation to do all the work involved in the trust and not to hire others
to do such work unless it is absolutely
necessary.
5):: Exercise care and skill — The
trustee must, to the best of his/her
ability exercise the care and skill that a
man of ordinary pruderIce and intelligence would in dealing with his/her
own property.
There are many more duties involved
in accepting a trusteeship, but these are
the most Common among all the trusts
A trustee must be willing to do a considerable amount of work on the trust
and must be responsible for their actions.
The complications involved in a
trusteeship obviously change depending on the type of trust which is
created. If you are trying to choose a
trustee, you should takes very detailed
look at the duties involved with the kind
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ed bureau A large, flexible group of
employers is more efficient than
smaller operations scattered
throughout western Kentucky. It requires fewer people, less supervision
and less building space. The advantages and the savings are obvious.
While centralizing our operations
makes good business sense, we
understand the disruption a move may
cause some of our employees, and we
regret that: But in planning the changes
in Murray, and everywhere else, we've
worked hard to find jobs in other areas
of our people. We counsel and retrain
employees, grant leaves of absence,
help with early retirement and provide
supplemental pay plans. Layoffs are a
last resort that usually occur only when
an employee is unwilling to transfer.
However, our business is subject to
ups and downs in the economy, just like
any other Murray business. Our jobs
cannot be considered any more permanent-than jobs in other industries.
We're concerned that if we are going
to continue to provide good jobs, we
must change to meet the demands of
the economy and the needs of our
customers.
Even though we must make these
changes, we will remain a vital part of
the Murray community. More than 40
Bell employees still work here. Our current and planned investments of $1.5
million in Murray for construction projects to provide new service and reduce
the number of four- and eight- party
lines reinforce our commitment to the
conununity's future. And we'll continue
to handle your needs at the Olive Street
PhoneCenter Store.
Our ultimate reason behind these
changes is to continue to provide the
kind of service you expect at a price you
can afford.
Sincerely, Marvin W.Orgill
District Manager
South Central Bell
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of trust you wish to create, so that you
can make a'sound choice. We highly
recommend that you seek advice end
assistance in matters of this nature
from on attorney.
HEARTLINE: I have heard that
many people have had ()uccess in using
acupuncture from weight loss. Will
Medicare cover acupuncture? MR.
ANSWER'No.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare Part
Ai" pay for flu shots? K.D.
ANSWER N,

10 Years Ago
Murray State University's cornpulsory ROTC program will be replaced by a voluntary system next fall.
Deaths reported include Ewell C.
Tinsley, 66, Stone Wall Futrell, 78, and
Mrs. Etna Shackelford,95.
Boy Scout Troop 77, sponsored by the
Christian Men's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church, took first, second,
and fourth places in the Klondike Derby
last Saturday on the Boy Scout Reservation.
Births reported include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Max Lawrence on Feb. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Fitts of
Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., announce the
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Winnifred Frances, to Billy'
Terrell Logan,son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy'
Logan of Union City, Tenn.
Willard Ails spoke on "Drug Abuse"
at the meeting of the Zeta Department
of the Murray' Woman's Club.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre arc.
"Bullet" and "Bonnie and Clyde."
20

1980 Election, Emerging Trend To Right
(Editor's Note — The following
remarks were contained in a speech
given by Dr. Winfield H. Rose, chairman of the Department of Political
Science and Public Affairs at Murray
State University. to the Murray Rotary
Club.
Rose delivered the speech at the Jan.
15 Rotary meeting. I
Since the elections in November there
has been considerable discussion in the
mass media and elsewhere that U.S.
politics has entered a new era of conservatism. And, there is considerable
evidence, on the surface at least, that
this indeed is the case. The election of
Ronald Reagan, the capturing of control of the Senate by the Republicans,
the defeat of several prominent liberal
Senators, the loss of 40r so seats by the
Democrats in the House (even though
they still have a majority, and
Reagan's cabinet selections are probably the most obvious examples to
support this contention.
My response to this argument is not
that it is or is not true. My response,
however, is that I am not certain
because it is too early to tell. The remainder of my remarks today will attempt to explain that position.
First, I will turn my attention to Jimmy Carter. Carter obviously is not a
liberal Democrat in the traditional
sense of the teem. He is not a liberal in
the sense of a George McGovern,Frank
Church, or Edward M. Kennedy. In
fact, aside from the fact that he himself .
wanted to be President, that was the
basic reason Kennedy challenged
Carter in the primaries and tried to
deny him renomination. Carter advocated and/or helped bring about the
deregulation of airlines, domestic oil
and natural gas, and in the 1976 cam-
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Uovern ment
Organized society is a nej
.
.:essity to what is
favorably known as democracy, but within the range of reserving
basic liberties. Our forebears had little to do with government for
they had lesser needs, other than the four-year election time. No
longer is C41.oway County a democracy. identified with our founding fathers, but today it has become a corporate county. Yesterday,
they cared for their ill, built their own roads,, planted what they
wanted and needed, ran their businesses as they pleased. Today,
there is plenty of commercialism but a scarcity of morality. No
matter what the pursuit, government or affiliated private institutions daily affect our lives, creating an air of complete dependence
on some arm of government for the assistance of organized society,
consequently massive bureaucratic agencies perform the daily tasks
held responsibilities of the neighborhood yesterday. Granted, the
benevolences o? modern government have greatly eliminated much
of the want and despair of yesterday and no one desires to go
back to the good old days. Suddenly, CalloWayans are beginning
to feel the evils of modernizatttm, costs of sustaining bureaucracies
growing by the dozens, until the burden begins to break the tax
camel's back. Planning commissions and zoning committees. have
become nothing short of convenient tools for the oligarchy of vested
interests. Virtually every change made is a controlled action in
the hands of the elite of this county whether it is education, hospital,
farming, manufacturing service or otherwise. Even the courts of
justice have become the settlement arena for skillful attorneys and
if you are of the class to be served by the public defender, man,
you are at the mercy of judicial justice, but your noble neighbor
in Gatesborough will find satisfactory justice if he has to take his
case to the Supreme Court. The most tearful of all the governmental
functions is complete loss of self—calamitous value loss to Calloway
County and the nation, living in a society no one wants and no
one wants to do anything about it. Granted, we do live in a representative democracy, accepting the cherished description, but make
an effort to effect change in government as an individual you will
be overcome by associations, trade minions, medical societies, insurance organizations, and others who have a monopolistic control
through lobbies to effect passage or defeat of most every bill—with
few exceptions. People have lost faith in their representatives, not
because of their sincerity but their total lack of overcoming vested
interests.
To Be Continued

paign he attacked the so-called
"bloated" Federal bureaucracy and
promised to balance the- Federal
budget. These are traditional
Republican and Conservative positions
and so one might argue from this that
the trend toward conservatism began in
1976, not 1980. This, however, ignores
the election of Richard Nixon in 1968
and 1972. Thus,it could be argued - I am
not necessarily doing so - but it could be
argued that we have had three consecutive conservative Presidencies
prior to Reagan's and therefore that
Reagan merely represents the continuation of a pre-existing trend.
Thislirings me to a basic point. When
people vote - unless the candidate is
unopposed - they not only vote for someone but they also vote against someone. I am firmly convinced that
Carter would not have been elected had
Watergate not occurred and if Ford had
not pardoned Nixon -and remember, he
was just barely elected at that. By the
same token, when people voted for
Reagan — or John Anderson for that
matter — they were also voting against
Carter. Scholarly analyses of the 1980
Presidential election have not yet been
written and published and won't be for
two years or so but my expectation is
that when they are published they will
show that much of the Reagan vote was
simply an anti-Carter vote without
great ideological depth. This, coupled
with the fact that Reagan received only
51% of the popular vote, makes me hesitant to view Reagan's election as a
massive mandate for his conservative
ideology. If Reagan had ousted a
George McGovern with a victory of 60%
of the popular vote I would think differently but that obviously is not the
case.
Now let me ask and try to answer the
question of why Carter was defeated.
His defeat was the first time an incumbent Democrat has been defeated since
Grover Cleveland was defeated by Benjamin Harrison in 1888. If Carter's
defeat by Reagan represents a significant movement to the right or to conservatism, then by definition it also
should represent a rejection of
liberalism. From my earlier comments
it follows that I do not believe this is
necessarily the case. In addition, it
seems clear to me that Carter was
defeated because of the economy, I. E.,
recession, inflation, unemployment.
and high interest rates, the Iranian .
hostage prciblein;.and his apparent inability to deal effectively with these
problems. In a very real sense this was
unfair to Carter because much of the inflation was caused by OPEC and the increased cost of energy. Moreover, the
Iranian hostage situation has been virtually impossible to deal with from the
beginning due to the irrationality if not
lunacy of the Iranian authorities.
This is not to say Carter is totally
blameless. In 1976 he campaigned
against Washington and when he got
there he had no friends on the Hill and
they owed him no favors. Democratic
leaders in Congress were the pro's and
he was the amateur and they knew it.
His Congressional liaison was poor
from the beginning.
Moreover, Carter's undignified and
unpresidential behavior at times didn't
help. Examples are the Bert Lance affair, the Montezuma's revenge joke
with the President of Mexico, his going
into the locker room of the Pittsburgh
Pirates when they won the World
Series,and his public jogging collapse.
More seriou.s than these were two additional factors. One is that he didn't
understand politics and the political
games the President or any political executive must play. With naive courage,
Carter faced tough issues and wanted to
do what was right as he saw it
regardless of politics. This meant letting the chips fall where they may and
on November 4 they fell hard. Reagan
has made the same pledge and may
meet the same fate.
The other factor was his inexperience
in foreign affairs. A harsher term
would be ineptitude. The most serious
aspect of this was in his relations with
the Soviet Union. I am convinced the

Kremlin leaders simply could not
figure out or understand a man who told
the world in his 1976 campaign that if
the USSR invaded Yugoslavia after
Tito's death that the U.S. would not
react. From our standpoint, we could
not,- of course, go to war with the Soviet
Union over Yugoslavia unless we
wanted to start World War III. The
point, however, is that we should keep
our mouth shut in the hope that the
Soviets would be kept in the dark about
and fear what we might do in such a
situation. Little wonder is it, then, that
the Soviets knew we would do nothing of
consequence and only act like Chicken
Little no reference to the San Diego
Chicken intended) when they invaded
Afganistan. Carter's consternation
when this occurred is very revealing.
Another thing about Carter that I am
sure dumbfounded the Soviets but also
delighted them was his unilateral
throwing away of our 51 Bargaining
chip, the B-I bomber, before the SALT
II negotiations even began.
Finally, the Soviets viewed his
human rights policy and, more
specifically, his letters to and support
of Soviet dissidents as intrusion into
their internal affairs and were int uriated by such actions.
This brings us to the only aspect of
the 1980 Presidential campaign that has
any ideological significance at all, and
that issue is national defense and
security, an issue on which conservatives and Republicans have
generally taken a harder line than
liberal Democrats. Yet, this was only
one of the issues in the campaign, an
issue which Reagan did not use nearly
as much as he did the economy. It is, in
a sense, ironic that he campaigned on
recession, unemployment, and inflation, issues that Democrats have traditionally used against Republicans, and
Incidentally, the same issues that Kennedy used against Carter in the
primaries. Reagan did this to attract
traditional Democratic blue-collar
voters who usually vote their pocketbook first, last, and always, voters he
had to attract to win because only about
25% of the electorate are Republicans.
Thus, we have a conservative
Republican using liberal Democratic
strategy to defeat a moderate
Democrat. Thus, for all of these
reasons I see the 1980 Presidential election much more ass rejection of Jimmy
,Carter and his administration than as
an endorsement of Republicanism and
conservatism.
Now let us turn to the Congress and
remember the following:
(1) Again that only about 25% of the
electorate call themselves Republicans
while about 45% call themselves
Democrats.
( 2) Since 1930 the Republicans have
controlled only two Congresses, the one
elected in 1946 and the one elected in
1952.
3) In 1980 they won the Senate by only 3seats and the Congress is divided by
party control for the first time since the
elections of 1910.
(4) That normally the party in the
White House loses seats in the mid-term
elections. If history repeats itself the
Republicans could lose control Of the
Senate in 1982 and the Democrats
should gain some seats in the House. If
that happens, what will those who now
see a new era of conservatism on the
horizon have to say?
In sum, Reagan and his conservative
Republicans face several challenges:
I I They must get their programs
passed by a House still controlled by
Democrats.
(2) The ball is in their court and they
must deal effectively with the same
problems that faced President Carter.
This means they must lower interest
rates, unemployment, and inflation,
and make progress toward solving the
energy crisis.
431 They must show they can cut
taxes by 30%, increase defense spending and not increase inflation, and
balance the Federal budget all at the
same time. If they can do this it will be
the greatest act of pOlitical magic of all
time.
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YearsdeToay Ago
beendesignated

hasas
"Oliver Day" in conjunction with Campus Lights of 1961. Oliver is a dog who is
one of the feature attractions of the annual musical production at Murray
State College.
Deaths reported include Boyce
(Petel Holland and Manuel Paschall,
81.
Fourteen 4-H Club members enrolled
in the Tractor Maintenance Project at
the organizational meeting held at the
Murray City Hall.
A special story on "Topsoil" written
by Robert E. Brown, Soil Conservationist, is published today'.
Miss Nancy Outland, daughter of
Mrs. Wilbert Clarence Outland and the
late Mr. Outland of Murray, was married to Thomas Moran Samuels, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Samuels, Danville,
on Jan. 26 at the First Methodist Church.
The Parents magazine seal of approval has been awarded to All Jersey
Milk, according to an ad for Ryan Milk
Company published today.

30 Years Ago
The temperature in Murray warmed
up to 9 degrees below zero the night of
Feb. 3.
The Murray Telephone office had
four lines down between Murray and
Paducah and one down between Murray and Mayfield yesterday due to the
snow and ice..
A 4-H Club Tractor Maintenance
Operation School will be held in
Calloway County this year for the first
time, according to John R. Harrison, 4H Club Extension Agent.
World Day of Prayer will be held at
the College Presbyterian Church on
Feb. 9, according to Mrs. C. B.
Crawford, chairman of the committee.
for the Council of Church Women.
The Rev, Orval H. Austin is the
pastor of the College Presbyterian
Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray.
A special feature for the "Children's
Corner" by Joette Lassiter is published
today.
The Lydian Sunday School Class of
the First Baptist Church met in the
home of Mrs. Grogan Roberts.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 4, the 35th
day of 1981: There are 330 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 4, 1789, George Washington
was elected the first president of the
United States.
On this date:
In 1861, delegates from six seceding
Southern states formed the Confederacy at Montgomery, A.La.
In 1887, the Interstate Commerce
Commission was established.
Ten years ago: Egypt announced it
would extend a cease-fire with Israel
for another month.
Five years ago: India's Parliament
voted itself another year in office by
postponing scheduled elections.
One year ago: House and 'Senate
ethics panels opened inquiries of congressional members implicated in the
FBI's Abscam investigation.
Today's birthdays: 'Feminist Betty
Friedan is 60.
Thought for today : History is, indeed,
little more than the register of the
crimes, follies and misfortunes ot
mankind — English historian Etlii ant
Gibbon (1737-17941.
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Burley Volume, Price Down Again

National Advertising
Not Helping Sale Of
Hidden Valley Resort
FRANKFORT, Ky. (A134 - storm damaged the lodge, and
Although there has been na- the property has remained
tional advertising for bids on disused and in disrepair
its Hidden Valley Resort proLast July, state Sen
perty in eastern Kentucky, the Woodrow Stamper, 1)-West
state says there have been no Liberty, and Lexington real
takers.
estate agent Robert F. Link
Several persons have asked were indicted in connection
questions since the state with the sale of Hidden Valley
Department of Finance adver- to the state.
tised more than a month ago
They were charged with
in The Wall Street Journal and conspiring to receive payoffs
major Kentucky newspapers for Stamper, who, federal proto solicit bids.
seceors alleged, used his inSome even took out the fluence to persuade the state
department's packets of for- to buy the property at a
mal bidding information on possibly inflated price.
Hidden Valley, which has been
The two pleaded innocent
in the news lately in connec- and await trial in federal court
tion with a special federal in Lexington.
grand jury investigation of its
Atkins said ,.he next appurchase.
proach to the problem of what
Bids were to have been to do with the property will lac
opened and analyzed late last to find out if some other state
month, but nobody bid on the agency can use it.
If no state agency can pit
one-time resort in Powell
County.
the property to good use, new
"So it's back to the drawing bids may be sought in the sprboard," said
Finance ing, particularly if interest
Secretary George Atkins.
rates continue downward,
The property, including a Atkins said.
Another official, John
golf course and lodge, was
bought in 1977 for $515,000 by McMenaina of the Finance
the state Department of Cor- Department's real properties
rections, which planned to use division, raised the possibility
it for a minnimum-security of an auction instead of sealed
bids. -Ws a damn shame. We
prison.
Those plans were dropped really thought we'd some bids
after an explosion and a wind- on it," he said.

—r—
NURSES' DONATION — Carol Myers, treasurer of the
Murray Vocational Center class of 1981 nursing students,
presents a $300 check to Robert Trenholm, treasurer of
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. The money was
raised through the class's auction.

8) The Assuilated Press
Volume and price are down
again on Kentucky burley
tobacco markets, according to
theFederal-State Market
News Service
At 12 of the state's 30
markets where sales were
conducted Tuesday, 2,863,035
pounds of leaf were sold for
$4,749,744, an average of
8165.90 per hundredweight.
The average price was down
11 cents from the previous
day's sales and volume was
down nearly 2.5 million
pounds
Morehead recorded the

don, Owensboro, Richmond, ing Green, Frankl.r,
Russellville, Somerset and Hoplurisville, Mt Sterling arid
Paducah There was no report
Springfield
No sales were held at Bowl- from Mayfield

highest average of the day at
$166 47 per hundredweight
The lowest average was at
Paris where burley sold for
$164.30 per hundredweight
For the season Kentucky
farmers have sold 422,483,224
pounds of leaf for $701,219,877,
an average of $165.98

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Last year through the same
number of sale days tobacco
farmers had sold 344,589,243
pounds for $502,382,148, an
average of $14.5.79.
Markets are closed at
Bloomfield, Glasgow,
Henderson,
Greensburg,
Horse Cave, Lebanon, Lon-

Licensed for
CommeRial 8. Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky.

Lynn Grove
Grade A

Low Overhead Means low Pro-es

Ws Gladly
Accept feed Stamps
We R
The Right
To Limit quantities

39c

LARGE
EGGS

SUPER MARKET
Home Ow nod & Operated
New Shear* Hours 7 is.as.-4 pin
Prices Good Feb 4 throsigh Feb. 10

with $10.00 or mere purchase excluding
Dairy or Tobecc• Products & Drinks on Special

OxydelLaundry

Detergent
Save 20

Fresh Fluffy
Sun Sweet

Authorities Get OK
For Cold Check Warnings
secuted if the checks are not
made good within 10 days, nor
any law which would prohibit
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP - you from compiling a list to
Kentucky law, enforcement distribute to the merchants or
authorities have clearance other members of-the public."
from the attorney general's ofMiller said his office has
fice to decide whether to some reservations about givpublicize cold check warning ing merchants the names of
letters or keep them confiden- persons who have been sent a
tial.
warning but have not been
The opinion released Tues- convicted."We are sounding a
day, which has the force of law note of caution about the
in open records cases, went to possibility of a claim for
Marshall County Attorney defamation under certain cirRoger Perry.
'
cumstances," he said.
He said he operates a proThe attorney general's ofgram which cracks down on fice also said police departcold check writers while at the ments in Kentucky must consame time giving the violators tinue using a beep-tone warntime to make restitution.
ing device when recording any
"There is no difficulty in my two-way telephone calls.
simply summarizing the
Otherwise, the telephone
names of those persons company can discontinue seragainst whom criminal com- vice under rules it has filed
plaints have been taken and with the state Utility
providing this to the mer- Regulatory Commission, acchants," Perry said.
cording to Assistant Attorney
"However, the merchants General James Barr.
also wish for me to advise
The question was raised by
them -of the names of persons Winchester Police Chief Billy
who have -written checks that Claypool, who said South Cenhave been brought in for me to tral Bell Telephone Co. has
write the warning) notice let- refused his request to remove
ter on."
the beep-tone device from the
Perry said the businessmen police
department's
then could identify which per- telephone.
sons currently are writing bad
The attorney general's ofchecks.
fice also told the state Labor
He asked if under the Open Department is has the power
Records Act, he could to investigate the safety of
distribute such a list to mer- state vehicles even though
chants.
other agencies - such as the
Assistant Attorney General state police - may have conCarl Miller replied:
current jurisdiction.
"We know of no state or
But it said that authority
federal statute which pro- will be lost whenever the state
"hibits you • from allowing Transportatlion Department
public inspection of your let- gets around to adopting vehiters notifying passers of cold cle equipment requirements
cheeks that they will be pro-- under a new state law.

Prune Juice
Loaves
Reg. or Round Top

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

Cottage Cheese 21 Os

3

Hyde Pork Great Northern,
Pinto, Red Kidney & Chili Hot

Beans

Cans

150:

Hyde Park

Blackeye Peas
Turnip Greens A
$100
Hominy
. 'so. qiCams
Sweet Sue Chicken &

Dumplings

24 Di

79
$149

Welch s

Grape Juice
Sore

Mackeral

4Qc
-

New Swanson Chick.*

Mixin

40 Os

30'

S pa

Save 12
Lucky Leaf Cherry

Pie Filling
Save 30'

Aim
Toothpaste

White Cloud
Bathroom

Tissue
3 Lb. Jar
Save 61'

4 Roll Pkg.
Save 40'

H&R BLOCK
TAX TEST
DRISTAN

Question No. 18

H&R Block
will accompany you
to an IRS audit.
111 True El False
It's TRUE. When Hall Block prepares your
return, it's someone who knows all about income
taxes and has carefully reviewed your return prior
to the audit interview. It's someone who will go
with you at no additional cost, not as a legal
npresentative, but to answer all questions about
how your taxes were prepared.
WE'LL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Am•IM
Op.9 a.m.-6 p.m. Illmobilay.
p.m. Sat
Mom 7 31
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Reelfoot 'm Sliced In Chops

PRODUCE

FROZEN FOODS

P

Center Cut Chops lb $1.59

ork Loin
loolloot Pork

Mr. P. Combination

U.S. Ile. 1 Red

Potatoes

69c

'21 * Pizza

10 Lk Inc

Frosty Acres B sssssI

Fresh Crisp Stalk

Celery
Suakist

Lemons

39C

Sprouts

$ Os

49c
s1 39

Sib eon

Frosty Acres

Cranberries

69c Waffles

Noe N Serve 5 Os.

Wieners

RemsHeitt Perk

79c

„.

PICNICS '"?`
ItiteHectt

Franks

99c

O. 1.1.,

Ocean Spray 12 Os

Fun Saddles
Chicken

Brains

63c

ILS L.

Reelfsoi Soneited

Gardens Delight French

6/45c Fries

Sausage
$1 1

$

2/59c

Reelfoot Sliced

Boloye
$ 39

lb09
c

Reelfoot Pare
4 Lb Carte.

Lard

$169
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Storey's

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

FOOD
GIANT

MIRACLE WHIP

,
)1
Yirna

,96Z

SALAD DRESSING

Home Owned
Operated
We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

Prices Geed
Wed. Feb. 4th
Thru
Tues. Feb. 10th

REG. $1.45

REG. $1.35
KRAFT

Limit wits
Reseres4

REG. $2.55
FOOD GIANT WHOLE

COKE, SPRITE,
TAB, MELLO YELLO

MILK

320Z.
PLASTIC
TWO LITER
BOTTLE

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH Si 000 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS
Aill=111101MINIMM111111111111MININ

CHARMIN

BATHROOM
TISSUE

44-

25 LB. BAG

$1 69

6 ROLL PKG

GRADE A
DIXIE FRESH
EXTRA LARGE

SUNSHINE

PURINA
DOG CHOW

KRISPY
KRACKERS

EGGS

694

$
6
9
1 LB BOX

DOZ.

REG. $1.39
JENO'S FROZEN

SCOT FARM

BISCUITS

69'

16 OZ.
LOAF

PIZZA'S
U.S.

REG. 2/99'
FOOD GIANT

6 PK.
80Z.
KRAFT

CORONET,

MACARONI •gz CHEESE

NAPKINS
180 CT.

7

CARNATION HOT

HORMEL

COCOA MIX

TAMALES

12 OZ. 12 SERVINGS

$1 49

1501.

11 OZ.

so

KELLY'S

SUNSHINE

CHILI WITH BEANS

VANILLA WAFERS

0

71/
4 OZ.

• •••

is

BREA

15 OZ.

7

oz.

PARAMOUNT
DILL AND KOSHER

A

CATSUP
$1 09
3201.

32 OZ.

S op T ese Everyday
Low Shelf Prices

Heal* t Beauty Aid Specials
ALKA SELTZER

tee,
fo cot;c'os

rtStev

ivveve

69'
HUNTS

PICKLES
$1 09

69
'

TIDE LAUNDRY

"864

BABY FORMULA

COLD TABLETS

ENFAMIL

30's

85'

'?

DETERGENT

BAYER CHILDREN'S

4902.

77'

1301.

CRISCO

YORK ASPIRIN

200's

65'

46yea

.

LISTERINE

910

n
!

MOUTHWASH

97'

SEWING THREAD.. ASST. COLORS 12 PK. 85'

NFEST"

4 DAYS- 3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD • 16 PASSES

SHORTENING

3

Ls.

CHARMIN BATHROOM

TISSUE

4 ROLL $1 17

KRAFT

VELVEETA

21.1.

$2"

BOUNTY PAPER
NOTEBOOK

The Homo of

IPfCL IJOES

0114IFPI TOIS111 •VAILASILIF lAny

.oz.

Mirrray Ledges A Times

'FAMILY

FILLER PAPER

DISNEY
WORLD

IP

Tau. FREI)Roonody Soact• Comer • Cyr... fisofens•Ian Nil al Rom

• .....••••••••••••P`

RI
U.S.
TI

•
200 Cf. $1
"

TOWELS

HMO

89'

FOLGERS INSTANT

COFFEE

iooz. 429

—
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Eve;-yday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce
:4•6-0t

Ka-

ANL,.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BOTTON

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

ROUND STEAK

ROUND STEAK
19

99

1

LB.
••••

LB

,;,••
0.*

FAMILY PACK SLICED

%her•

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

NAi
.
s

CUBE STEAK

SLAB BACON ,

39

•

A

FAMILY PACK
LB.

LB.
"4":44t
1%

w,
‘
LOIN
HYDE PARK

PORK

NED HAM
99

'

3 LBS.
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

.‘ •

-1.41,111M10.10,*

RUMP ROAST

$1 99
LB.

WILLIAMS PORK

RIB HALF

SAUSAGE

PORK LOIN

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN
LB. $249

PORK RIBS

PORK ROAST

PORK ROAST

LB.$1 19
WoXIM 4116:4400%-

BACON

$ 1 39

99C
12 OZ.
$ 1 39
LB,

STORE MADE PORK

HYDE PARR

LB.

WIENERS
BOLOGNA
SAUSAGE
SCOTT FARMS

CORN DOGS

$ 1 39
LB.

LOIN END

BOSTON BUTT

_11_409

BRYAN

COUNTRY STYLE

TIP STEAK

SCOTT FARMS

1.11.

LB.

.:1064.ftrivicta-

$ 1 19
I

,

Giant Pt°duce Sayings

RED

GRAPES

TURNIPS

39
„Dv,

LB.

DV AULIII &RI IF

Le.
A

\'‘.4

, :Lan Air

LB.

RED, GOLD, WINESAP

APPLES

' ,4444,,voti-ootImistetwxsc

BROCCOLI
LETTUCE
MUSHROOMS

IA 99'
2/99'
.99'

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

$300.00
LAST WEEK'S NAME
JAMES HUIE
CARD NOT PUNCHED

COLORED

'fr'40ftsit•...A

2 99
LBS.
WASHINGTON STATE

BAKERY SAVINGS

GREEN ONIONS
SWEET POTATOES

3/51 00
991
2 lB

DELI SAVINGS

'' ,,,,:„. $,99,DINNER ( on;
PLATE
,t4.
v1.., 1 t ROLLS
LUNCH'S
V 07
-•
POTATO SALAD 9911TALIAN BREAD 794
LIVER LOAF
$1 39 BROWNIES _61$1 59
'Ib

•

i

- CABBAGE

PRINT

---

•
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Records & 8 Track
Tapes
00%
ioc;c sxx

•
•
•
•

Mix or Match
Original Artist

gr

2/$3"

4.
•

Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

Preparation H
Ointment
Helps relieve swelling of
hemorrhoidal tissues,
relieves pain

Sale

$1 58

Mennen
Speed
Stick Deocorant

40 Tablets

Sale

$228
Sale

5

Sale Your Choice

Packs

$119

•

5 Cartridges

Sale $

$1699 $21

79

Valentine
Chocolates

Sole

Sizes 4-7 Slim & Reg.
Reg. 12.99

WiEw
lerf

8 Bars

Special Selection

$1 29

ft

Insulated
Coveralls

Baby
Bath 90i.

Sale your Choice

RANTERS

Dristan
Tablets

:Car:

Sale

Mfg. Rebate

Your final Cost

Save $2.00

Cannon Towels
and Washcloths

:11

$168

Wash Cloth

II

No. VF100C Box of 100

Sale

Foot Lockers

674

Our Regular Price

Mr. Coffee Glass Decanter
For Use with All Mr. Coffee
Automatic Coffee Makers
Model CI- 7

Pair

Si
•99

First Quality

$27.58
$25.28 Bath Towel$388 Hand Towel
$7.00
$18.28

Sale Price

On Sale For

Mr. Coffee Filters

Dr. Scholls
Air- Pillo
Insoles

so,e66

sm to XX Large
Length - Short, Reg. 8. Long

A Special Group Of Luxurious
Velour In Solids & Patterns

$1 36

Our Regular Price
MP-100

Rain Overshoes

$3699

brews I to 10 cups, keep worm plate
keeps coffee at perfect serving tern•
perature for hours.

Nice Selection

Put soft cushioning comfort in any
shoe sizes for women or men

Only

.1."•• Plre•IR

Mr. Coffee Automatic
Brewing System

Valentine
Cards
Boxed Cards Or Single Cards
For Children or Adults

-0"-,111...

DRISTAN

Sale

Children's

.

.
ICJ ARE

Relieves Sinus
Congestion, Colds
24 Tablets
12 Oz. Bag

Save Up To $9.99

Slipper Sox

Brown Canvas or
Spruce Green

Roasted In The Shell

9

00

Men's

For Baby And You

Planters
Salted Peanuts

$***

Any Mens,
Boys and
Youth Sizes

Off

Sale

Minnen Baby-Magic
Baby Magic
Lotion 90z.

1/3

It

Uniroyal
Rubber Boot
Sale

Bras

$339

1 00
•

Sale

Exquisite Form

24 suppositories

Peanut Clusters of Coco Almond Patty Bar
Mix or Match

Sole

Sale

Preparation H
Suppositories

Candy Bars

It
It
It

$10
88

Box of 28

•

Sizes 8-14 Slim & Reg.
Reg. 14.99

$988

Regular, Super,
Super Plus

Stuckeys

We carry a nice selection
of Brad's & Whitman's
Boxed Chocolates.
Come in while the
selection is good.

88

Sale

Playtex
Deodorant
Tampons

9

-OK

Boys Billy The Kid
Jeans

1 °9

Size Small, Medium, Large

.4(

Zipper Style
Wine
Reg. 44.99

No. N530

Playtex
Hand Saver
Gloves
Sale

Dingo
Boots

Neo-Synephrine
Nose Drops
1 4 00

Price

Western
Shirts

Only

if***

Now

Ladies Western

Oatmeal Cookies or
Chocolate Chip Cookies

$1 00

1/2

Men's Wrangler

Long Sleeve
S- XL

Barna Cookies

Gillette Atra
Shaving
Cartridges
Sale

Sale

6 Oz. Bottle

M & MIS
Peanut
Chocolate
Candies
o Oz. Bag

994

ladieswear, Dresses,
Velour Tops, Sweaters,
Sock Caps, Shawls,
Girls Sleepwear, Girls &
Infant Tops & Girls Slips

Vicks Formula
44 Cough Mixture

Regular or Spice
2.5 Oz.

Sale

I

so •
MP •
• 111
or- al MI
1111111 •••••••••111116.11•11•
•••
HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY
orne items not exactl as •ictured

101.
Tube

PREPARATION H

Final
Clearance „I/

•

I ••• MN • lir es ni in

Sole Price
Mfg Rebate

Your Final Cost

$4.99
$4.19
$2.00

Reg $22.99

$219

Reg. $24.99
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SALE

SALE

$ 688
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Sa

$1788

Ear e Choice Of Color
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Opposition Not To Close Abortion Clinic
MIDDLESBORO, Ky.APi
- Opposition from ministers
and other anti-abortionists
will not force closure of a
recently opened abortion
clinic in Lexington, says Dr.
Ralph Robinson, the clinic's
founder.
-Those people have the
right to voice their opuuons. I
don't begrudge people for
speaking out on what they
believe," the 67-year-old
obstetrician-gynecologist and
father of six said Monday.
"But these actions aren't going to change my plans for a
professional clinic in Lexington. They won't do any
good in trying to stop me.
allows women
-The law
who want their pregnancies
terminated that right," Robinson said. "It's a decision telt to
the woman and her doctor, not
the government nor any thirdparty stranger or strangers
who don't know the circumstances involved."

Rubinson said the abortions
he performs • 'involve a
gynecological procedure.
They are not criminal.
-I know it takes a slow process to educate the public_
Regardless of all these protests, I feel my Lexington
clinic is going to be a good one
It has a good future."
Robinson was born in Kansas and educated in Seattle
and Oklahoma City. He said
he was "an idealistic young
doctor" when he came to Middlesboro in 1955.
He said he performs abortions in his office here and has
helped set up clinics in Dallas,
Mobile, Ala., and Jackson,
Miss.
He has encountered some
opposition in Middlesboro,
"but there never were any
public protests or marches
against my offices here,"
Robinson said. •'They knew I
was a good doctor. I had
delivered their babies, had

treated their diseases. I was
respected
"They knew I was a doctor
who did not advocate abortions for birth control or rushed into the operations without
counseling the patients."
Robinson delivered his last
baby five years ago

WASHINGTON APi — The
National Transportation Safety Board has suggested in a
report released Tuesday that
the train derailment that
resulted in the evacuation of
6,500 residents of the
Muldraugh area last July was
an accident just waiting to
happen.
The major blame for the accident was put on the Illinois
Central Gulf Railroad by the
panel for its "inadequate"
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The report, 34 pages in
length, was adopted by the
board with minor changes
after it had been discussed for
some two hours.
The ICG permitted poor
track conditions to continue
uncorrected, the report said,
and at 7:58 a.m. on July 26,
freight train No. 64 derailed on
a curve while carrying six
cars of hazardous vinyl
chloride and one of chlorine.
The outside rail on the curve
"tipped," the board said,
allowing the distance
betweeen the two rails to increase and causing the wheels
of the lead locomotive to drop
between them.

LEXINGTON, Ky. !API —
Fayette County Coroner
Chester Hager has announced
his intention to seek a seventh
four-year term despite recent
criticism of him by a former
associate state medical examiner.
-01
Hager, 55, said Tuesday in a
Tommy 8. Eddie Gilbert-Sonny King Tony Charles
prepared statement he would
8. Koko Were
continue to use his "valuable
Tajo Tosnomoto — VS — Eddie Giber,
years of experience in inThe Angel & All Hassan
vestigations in the medical— VS —
legal field" to provide fullTony Charles 8, Koko Wore
time coroner service.
Hager, a Lexington funeral
Sonny King — VS — David Oswald
director, has been president,
Tommy Gilbert — VS — &eddy Wayne
executive secretary and board
member of the Kentucky Cor7 SUPER MATCHES ON THIS ALL STAR CARD
oners Association.
$**********************************************4! He was criticized by Dr.
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`61

dap 5416, 4.1ip
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for the practice of

Two of the vinyl-chloride
tankers were punctured by the
derailment and burned four
five days before a planned explosion put out the fire, allowing the last of the evacuees to
return home.
The report said that a combination of defective crossties.
excessively worn rail, irregular track alignment and
the train's own speed was
responsible for the problem
with the rail.
'The increased possibility
of derailment because of a
combination
of
these
deteriorating track conditions
should have been recognized
ythe inspectors," the report
added.
The risk of derailment was
-significantly. increased'
when worn rails were allowed
to remain on the curves of a
mainline track, the report
said, as was the risk of -possible injurious consequence
from hazardous materials to
the Muldraugh-Fort Knox
communities."
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William Hamilton shortly
before Hamilton resigned as
associate state medical examiner in December.
Hamilton satq -shoddy, unprofessional and incompetent" work by coroners in
general, and Hager in particular, prompted his resignation.
Hager responded by calling
Hamilton a "Kilda donna who
thought he was going to come
in here and take over the state
of Kentucky."
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Coroner To Run Again

JERRY "THE KING" LAWLER
— VS —
THE DREAM MACHINE VI/JIMMY HART
SOUTHERN HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE MATCH
HANDSOME JIMMY VALIANT — VS— HECTOR GUERRERO
10 MAN TAG TEAM MATCH
Tole Yamomoto.The Angel- AK Hassan-Roddy Wayne
& DAVID OSWALD
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announce the association of

PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
at

procedures for inspecting and
maintaining track.
The report also listed as a
contributing cause, the
federal government's own
track-safety standards,. saying they do not provide for
track that is "commensurate
with the permitted train
spe,ids."

****MAIN EVENT****

-01

'I was seeing abortions being done every where by unskilled people I came to the
conclusion there was a real
need for them by professional
people And I knew how to perform them safely.'

Cause Of Accident Cited

CHAMPIONSHIP
WRESTLING

01
-01

Thomas E. Shirley & Co.
Certified Public Accountants

have as much religious feelings as most doctors

Inadequate Rail Inspection

4f**********************************************
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"Ohdetrics is fur young doctors," he said — and limited
his practice to surgery. He
performed his first abortion 10
years ago.
"It wasn't something I did
on the spur of the moment,"
he said. "I studied the issue. I
talked with numerous
ministers about it. I probably

Thomas E. Shirley, CPA
of
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Cold Third Quarter Detours Comeback

Lakers Take Henry Co. To Wire
By STEVE BECKER
Spoils Writer
PARIS. Ky - Calloway
County met its second formidable opponent in a row last

night and put together its second straight impressive performance. losing 58-53 to
Henry County.
Only• a cold shooting third

Iti4104

.dr

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times

Win Over Tigers
Starts Tournament
Talk About Racers
Sooner or later, a game had to come along and trigger
the thought of more exciting prospects for Murray State
_. than just the "mundane" world of last second Ohio Valley
Conference games.
For anybody who has not already delved into the
possibilities stemming from what happened Monday
night. all that postseason tournament talk has resurfaced
- in its aftermath.
So, if the 57-52 win by Murray State over Memphis State
. forebodes another serious bid by the Racers, that talk is
definitely assuming new dimensions.
When anybody is talking about postseason play, it may
conic down to the time when these two teams play again."
MSU coach Ron Greene forewarned."We could be in competition for that spot.
•
This was a great win for us. It was very sweet."
While Memphig State could not be sure if it really
wanted to be in Racer Arena and was practically just going through the motions of beating Murray, the Racers
.were getting the job done. They must have known that this
win could be almost as significantly sweet as the NIT wins
over Jacksonville and Alabama were last year.
This MSU team is coming along, and it is not wasting its
. tinie paying attention to outside distractions, such as
whether it had'the Tigers' respect or not. But it has been
• paying close attention to its coaching staff, and the results
are taking shape.
The Racers beat Memphis State because Greene
•understands, and is not the least bit intimidated by, playing these so-called big-time teams. In fact, some of the
MST.7 players,even talked about experimenting with the
Tigers on offense Monday night.
What Greene has managed to do over the years, and is
-steadfastly doing again,is to find a means of working with
the talent he has,no matter how different it is each time.
During the 1977-78 basketball season, on a night a certain student newspaper sports editor at Kentucky will
never forget. Greene showed he could not be distracted
from the task at hand by nearly masterminding an upset
the eventual NCAA champion UK basketball team.
What was so alarming to that reporter was not that
Greene was.pr-oving that Mississippi State had the talent,
but that he was about to send the shock waves rippling
--through Rtipp-Areria, Where the Wildcats were supposed
-to be untouchable.
- So, this writer was gaining more and more appreciation
if the most well-drilled State team he had seen in several
years.as he kept looking over at that State bench,especially at the coach who was not paying any attention to the
• surroundings,even on his first visit.
Instead. Greene was just making sure that his team was
patiently getting the ball to State forward Wiley Peck and
center Ricky Brown in their favorite spots, much like
MSU forward Glen Green and guard Lamont Sleets were
doing against Memphis State.
With Peck and Brown.approaching what were probably
their individual peaks for the season. State held a 56-52
leadin-thadast five minutes.
That UK saved that 1978 game by a 58-56 score was partly due to Peck being whistled for a very close charging
in. the seconds- • and, of course;• due to the
character of the Kentucky team that relied on a three--P.Qintplay_by All-American Jack Git'ens to take the lead at
—57-56.
But Memphis State, with all its size and talent. did .not
have the fortitude of that UK team, and that Opens the
question of just how many teams in the country really pay
• the same strict attention to the fervent coaching Greene
instills in his players.
.And if that is a factor in how far the Racers cap go given
another tournament bid when the time arrives, this team
cannot be overlooked., not even with all its shortcomings
and not even after its slow start.
• Ironically, that Mississippi State team did not receive a
tournament bid, not even from the NIT, after upsetting
I.SU in Baton Rouge to finish-the season in a second place
Southeastern Conference tie at 13-5 and with an 18-9
overall mark.
But this year could be a different story for Greene,
especially after the Racers were given their chance to
prove themselves in the NIT last year.
NISI; guard Lamont Sleets said that the win over Memphis State could be influential later since both teams will
be considered from the same region.
Both Memphis State coach Dana Kirk and guard Otis
Jackson were asked how Sleets would compare to some of
the top guards in the country, the ones who had been exposed to the multitudes of publicity and had the advantage
of a few extra inches in height.
" Kirk said he did not believe it was fair to be making the
comparisons but that Sleets definitely belonged in a class
with the best he had seen during the Tigers' schedule.
which has included Louisville, with Jerry Eaves, and
Vanderbilt, with Jimmy Gray.
But Jackson was a little more adamant in his answer.
•'I do not think Sleets can draw the fouls any better than
I cam.' Jackson said after Sleets had racked up 24 points
to his own nine. -But he definitely has to be respected."
That is the latest on this Murray State team. not widely
known (Jr feared as that Mississippi State team was not.
but nevertheless gaining a little more respect with each
game.
•

quarter prevented the laio . •
from upsetting the v.astly
talented Tennessee outfit.
-We missed a few shots in
the third quarter and they hit
most of theirs,". Calloway
head coach Chic Nutt said.
-We played our second good
game in a row. I think this effort vv•as even better than our
game against Tilghman Saturday. night."
Calloway had hit 68 percent
from the field against the
eighth-ranked Tornado in a
losing effort. 97-73. Henry
County defeated Paducah
Tilghman. 69-59. earlier this
year.
The Lakers were trailing to
-a slim 26-24-margin at the half
but could not find the basket in
the third quarter. Calloway
connected on just five of 16
field goals in the period.
The Patriots took advantage
of the momentary Laker lapse
and ran off to a 47-33 lead,
their largest of the evening,
with 30 seconds left in the
quarter.
Dan Key's 18-footer from
the side with 17 seconds left in
the period sent Calloway into
the fourth quarter trailing. 4735.
But the Lakers showed just
how far that they have progressed this season, refusing
to buckle to the Patriot control
offense in the final quarter.
Led by Key and guard Craig
Darnell, who popped in six
points apt
ece, Calloway hit
nine of 15 hots in the period to
'make the ast couple minutes
a contest.
The I.akers made their
final, . most , serious threat
When Key's off-balance
jumper from the deep corner
brought them to within 56-53
with only 17 seconds left in the
game.

The sticky Calloway press
forced a Patriot turnover on
tfie ensuing inbouzids
giving the takers a chance to
cut the Henry County lead to
one.
But Patriot forward James
Haynes saved Henry' County
six seconds later, stealing a
Calloway cross court pass to
seal the win.
-We showed a lot of pride in
the final quarter, we never
quit,•' Nute said about his
team. "If we keep improving
like we have the last two or
threa games we will be ready
by tournament time. That is
when it all counts."
Despite its arid third
quarter shooting, Calroway
recovered to post a 49 percent
field goal average for the
game. Henry County hit 24 of
41 floor shots for a torrid 58.5
6
percent.
The difference, however,
came at the fret throw line
where Henry County tossed in
10'Of 14 attempts. Calloway
converted one of only three
free throws it was awarded.
The
most astounding
statistic of all was the rebounding count. The Lakers held
their own against the much
taller Patriots as each Squad
totaled 23 rebounds.
"We did a good job of blocking out," Nute explained.
"That's about the only thing
you can do against a team that
big.
"We tried to keep the ball
away- from their center ( all-state candidate George Atkinson). We wanted them to shoot
outside and they did.
"Unfortunately for us, they
hit most of their outside shots.
Then they got inside on us a
couple of times in the second
half. They've got the height
and it paid off for them a few

Murray Frosh Play
Best Game 04 Year
Playing its best game of the
season, according to coach
Jerry Shelton, the Murray
freshmen defeated North Marshall, 4840. last night to,
a venge.an earlier 35-33 loss.
The Tigers were led in scoring by Andy Parks and Tommy Wagner with 14 and 12
points, respectively, while
Mark Boggess had eight rebounds along with his nine
"
points.
"We just had a super job
from most of our kids."
Shelton said. -We shot_ real
well outside and bandied their
press well. "
"Boggess used
his

quickness to block out well
and play good defense.
"
- We confused them by alternating our defenses, goinLJ
from a 1-2-2. to 4.2-.172 ti
halfcourt press. We changea
almost every time doWncourt.
-This was the finest job we
have done all year."
The,win 16ft the Tigers with
a 3-6 record going into their
game at South Marshall
tomOrroW night.

tuiies tonight."
The Lakers dug theinsdves
into an early hole, watching
Henry County scorch the nets
on the way to a 16-6 lead milway through the opening
quarter.
The Calloway strategy
began to pay off late in the
quarter as Henry County
began forcing its outside shots
with little success.
The Lakers reeled off the
final six points of the first
period and the first six of the
second period to forge into an
18-16 edge.
"We played as well as we
have played all season in the
first half," Nute said. "We
Played our best man-to-man
defense of the year. We forced
them into taking the outside
shot because we were sagging
un their center."
The teams traded the lead
for the remainder of the
quarter. Patriot guard Derrick Littleton nailed a 25-foot
jumper with five seconds left
in the half to account for the
two-point Henry County
halftime lead.
Key led a trio of Calloway
players in double figures with
14 points. Keith Lovett added
13 points and Marty McCluston, hitting six of eight
floor shots,chipped in with 12.
t'alloway County 1531 — Dan Key 70-0
14, Keith Lovett 61-2 13: Jeff Garrison 2
no 4; Brad Miller 1 0-0 2. Marty McColston 6 0-0 12, Craig Darnell 30-i 6;
Ricky Bowdon 5.021
Jeff Butterworth 0
1410.261-353
Henry Comely 150 — Tod Hays 0 0-0 0;
I terrick lAttleton 63-9 15; Wendell Theus
7 2-2 16, James Haynes 1 5.02, George
Atkinson 44-4 12: Kerry Hay 20-i 4: Kenny•Carril 029.21 10-14 58.
Cajoway County' . . . 12 12 II 18 - 53
Ilinry County
.16 10 21 II -- 58

Don ,Hargrove hit a layup
following an assist by Jeff Butterworth with 35 seconds left
in the game to provide the
deciding basket in a 38-36
Calloway County junior varsity win.
The' Lakers trailed 31-27

LOOKI
Darnell I

By 1

DESPITE FINDING THE LONG ARMS OF HENRY COUNTY IN HIS WAY,
Calloway County forward Jeff Garrison (33) makes a head fake before driving to
the basket for two points.
Staff Photo By David Hihbilts
heading into the final quarter points. Hargrove added eight
but used their press to scratch points as the Lakers improved
their record to 6-7.
out the decision.
Calloway County IMO — Jeff ButterBarry Albritton led all worth
I 1-2 3, [Yarnell Tharpe 3 I-1 7;
Calloway scorers with 14 - Barry Albritton 70-2 14; Monty Ray 1 0-0

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza

Murray

759-41492

2 Don Hargrove 3 2-48, Rob Ander
0-04 17 4-9 38
Henry County 1361 — Booth 2 1
Them (0416; Cos. 2 2-4 6; long 6 0-4) 1.1,
McClanahan 2 1-1 5 15 4-7 36,
i,onIs
Is 10 7 II - 36
14 6 II 5 36
Henn County

Raysha Roberts was Murray's only double figure scorer
with 10 points as the Tigers fell
to a 2-2 record for the season.
"They' took us out of our of-

MurMy ; . 7
15 -14 8
Sr Marshall
11 11 9 9- 40
— Mark Hoeg,. 9. TornMurray
my Wagner R. Anoly Parks 14. Kevin
Mathis 9._Roldne) K.'Y
North Marshall 14111i — Bright 7, Wilhy
17. M,,ru 4, Goherri 9 Waldrop 2, Wiluon

LEXINGTON, Ky. AP i —
Auburn's dismal basketball
season has put a damper on
Tiger Coach Sonny Smith, normally' the Southeastern Conference's leading quipster.
"There have been articles
written, wondering why I'm
no longer a funny guy," Smith
said. "Well,this year has really tested my sense of humor."
In fairness, any coach in
Smith's position Would be
hardpressed to muster a
chuckle these days.
Auburn is 8-10 overall, 1-9 in
the SEC. Its last victory was
more than a month ago — 6355 over Columbia on Dec. 30.
The Tigers' prospects will
not improve Wednesday night
when they take on No. 6 Kentucky in Lexington. The
Wildcats, 15-3 and 8-2, pounded the Tigers 79-66 at Auburn
on Jan. T.
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San Animal
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1
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Indiana 103,
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Portland III
We
Chow at(
Las Angeles
San Diego a
Boston at PI
Detroit at K
Dallas at tic
San Antonio
Utah at Pho
Reiland at
Wastirgton

Off

viais-ay
- - I- '8 11 .9
N” Marshall
12 8 16 Ifi -52
Murray o 29, — Raysha Roberts 10,
Diana Ridley 8. Kim Greene ii, Conme
Spann 17, Michelle Hounshell 2. Brenda
Critterolom 1
North Marshall $2 — Parker I:, liars
reit 10, 13,4..11 iIir500005 6. Katney
F ,;
Krr,ehnb
Waldror

But Smith said he wasn't
concerned about 'entering
Rupp Arena because "we've
played well there in the past."
He is concerned, however,
about Auburn's free throw •
shooting
or lack of it. The
Tigers had been outscored 302197 from the foul line even
before last Saturday's 61-58
loss to Mississippi, in which
free throws also figured
mightily.
Auburn had a 10-point lead
with nine minutes to play 'and
then we started fouling them,"
Smith said."They made seven
quick free throws, all coming
with the dock dead. • of
ctourse.•'
While going 0-for-1981, the
Tigers have "scored more
field goals than our opponents
in every game except one. And
in that one, the field goals
were even," Smith said,

Ptaladelphia
Boston
Ness York
Washington
New Jersey

—

fense with their man-to-man
defense," - Murray criaCh
Da
.Mthell: _said,
were also outrebounded con-

Auburn's Year Has
Dampened Its Coach

NBA

Prices
Good
Thru
Feb. 11,
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Girls Drop Behind
Early In 52-29 Loss
After falling behind 18-1 at
North Marshall last night, the
Murray freshman girls Seam
was never able to get closer
than 10 points as it dropped a
52-29 decision.
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UNC May Have Waited Too Late

Virginia Nudges Tar Heels In OT
By KEN RA PPOP0HT
AP Spurts Writer Despite his many years of
success as a college basketball coach, North Carolina's
Dean Smith has often been acaisused of going to his patented
four corners offense too often
and too early.
On Tuesday rught, he might
have gone to it too late.
Winning by 16 points over

Virginia nudway through the everytune we were m it
The Cavaliers finally caught
second half. Smith opted to
keep on moving, instead of up with the Tar Heels and sent
slowing it down, and it might the game into overtime tied at
have cost him an 80-79 over- 64. Then they beat their tough
time loss to the top-ranked Atlantic Coast Conference
rivals, ranked 11th in the counCavaliers
try, on a foul shot by reserve
At least he thinks so
"It was my mistake for not Terry Gates with six seconds
going to the four corners left.
"There's really not too
earlier than we did," he said.
-We scored or got fouled much I can say," noted
Virginia Coach Terry Holland.
"Our kids just refused to lose.
They certainly had every
chance to quit out there.
"In the first half, a couple of
times, we got our heads down.
Weatherford's seven points Carolina was kicking u,Q,on the
and five rebounds.
offensive boards after we
Calloway County 4231 - liii Weatherwere turning the ball over. But
ford 7. Anthony Sheppard 6, Chuck
in the second half. I got do
Adams 4. Mickey Garrison 2. Mark liar.
complaints. We came out and
canon 2. Richard Williams 2. Scott,Nada.
Mayfield 119i - Hurt 12. torift 8.
played just as hard as we
Wham:118, Mathis 7, West 2.11.nit 2
could."
The game, the only one involving ranked teams Tuesday night, had everything it in
undetermined.
Also, the Calloway County - including a fight between
boys team has had its game at North Carolina's Al Wood and
Fulton County rescheduled for Virginia's Jeff Lamp. Police
had to finally escort the teams
February 7.
off the frenzied Chapel Hill
court.
va9
In the overtime period,
Virginia got the tap and Lamp
hit a short jump shot giving
Virginia its first lead of the
game. The Cavaliers extended
their lead to six points with
3:06 left and never lost it.
Ralph Sampson led Virginia
with 32 points and 13 rebounds
bined Tuesday's news. con- while Lamp had 21 points.
ference with some heavy New Wood had a game-high 33
Jersey recruiting, part of his points for the Tar Heels:
The Cavaliers kept their
whirlwind
cross-country
schedule until the Feb.18 na- unbeaten streak alive, extentional signing date. "It's been ding it to 19 games this season
a great two months so far, the and 24 in a row dating to last
closest thing to heaven," he year. It was only the second
said. "I known I'm still on a time ever that Virginia has
honeymoon. It may change beaten the Tar Heels in Carafter a .year or so. but the michael Auditorium. The last
pressure isn't bothering me time was 1973.
Elsewhere, U.S. Reed led
yet.
'It's like my 13-year-old son Arkansas with 16 points and
said when I was being men- had three steals and four free
tioned for the Notre Dame job. throws in the final frantic
He said: 'If he stays, I get to minutes as the Razorbacks
go to Moeller,'and if he goes, I avenged an earlier defeat by
get to go to Notre Dame. I've Texas im beating the
got the best of both worlds.' Longhorns 54-18. Texas had
defeated • Arkansas 62-60
That's the way I feel, too."

Calloway Boys Defeated
In Seventh Grade Game
In a seventh grade game
Monday night, Calloway County dropped a 39-23 decision at
Mayfield as its record fell to 3. 3 for the season
The I.akers were led by Tim

Makeup Games Rescheduled
LOOKING FOR ROOM - Calloway County guards Craig
Darnell (11) and Brad Miller (21) finds their path to the

basket impeded by Henry County's quick guards.
Mail Photos By Das id HMI:Mix

Irish Coach Cannot Please Everybody

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
RICHMOND, Va. AP 1 -- Gene Mayer
breezed to a 6-1, 6-1 triumph over Pascal
Portes of France while John Sado was a
6-2, 7-6 winner over Trey Waltke in the
first round of the United Virginia Bank
Classic
In other action, Roscoe Tanner scored
a 7.6, 6-3 tnumph over Bruce Manson;
Yannick Noah of France rallied for a 6-7,
6-3, 6-4 victory over Kevin Curren, Ivan
Lendl of Czechoslovakia routed Tim
Gulhkson 60,6-2, and Vince Van Patten
upset Brian Gottfned 7-5, 6-2
DETROIT )AP)
Top-seeded Hana
Mandlikova trounced fellow Czech Iva
Budarova 6-1, 6-1 in the second round of
the Avon women's tennis tournament in
Detroit
, In other matches. No.3 seed Pam
Shnver beat Sherry Acker 6-1,6-3. No 7
seed Sue Barker of England defeated
Lea Antonoplis 6-2, 3-6, 6-4; Claudia
Kohde, a 17-year-old West German rank.
ed 67th in the world, upset No 5 seed
Regina Marukciva of Czechoslovakia 61.6-3, and Virginia Ruzici, the No 4 seed

NBA Standings
fly The Assuciated Press
Eastern Caderence
Atlantic Wei.
W
L
Pct.
Philadelphia
45 10
.818
Boston ,
43 10
all
New York
32 22
.593
Wastingtah,
473
29 30
New Jersey
13 41
269
Central Division
39 15
Mivraokee
.723
Indiana
:12 23
582
amigo
•
27 L
.50111
Cleveland
M 32
.407
Atlanta
19 35
.352
Defiant
11 43
za
Western Cooler...
Midwest Division
San Antonio
35 31
.636
HoustonTi TI
663
Kaman i,142
Ti1.
.455
Utah
M 32
418
Denver
33 31
.377
Dallas
8 46
.148
Pacific Dhisian
Phoenix
41 16
.719
Los Angeles
36 18
067
Golden Mate
27 12
.519
Portland
W 27
569
San Diego
23 31
43)
Seattle
M 31
404
Tuesday's Carnes
New York 101. San Diego 913
Pluladelphia W. Atlanta al
Ind.. 108, Miwaukee 99
Kansas Clty• 121, Dallas 99
San Ultimo 102, Detroit 99
Houston 135, Denver 129, CIT
Portland III, Washuuton 104, OT
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Cleveland
.
1 13 Arigolm at India.
San Diego at Ness Jerasy
Boston at Philadelphia
Detroit at Kansas llty
Dallas at Houston
San Antonio at Deriver
Utah 4 Fixer.
Pt:inland at Golden Slate
Washington at Seattle

27

9's

10
12
14
26'6

bUn
14-16',
17',

Iroal lion000d to, apytt aith 5-1 7-6
victory over Beth Norton
Also. No.6 seed Muria Jausovec of
Yugoslavia easily defeated Isabelle
Villiger of Switzerland, 6-1, 6-1, Lisa
Bonder downed Nina Bohm of Sweden 76, 6-4, and Barbara Potter defeated
Kathy Horvath 6-1,6-4
SKIING
SCHLADMI NG , Austria
AP) -Sweden's Ingernar Stenmaiii won the
59th World Cup race of his career,
beating Austrian Hans Enn in the
season's fifth giant slalom race
Stenmark had an overall time of
2 3480, while Eon had a total time of
2.35 71
BASKETBALL
NEW. YORK lAPI - Forward Bernard King Of the Golden State Warriors.
who averaged 27.4 points per game and

Bowling
Standings

had d remarkably .2; shooting percentage, has been named NBA Player of the
Month tor Januar!.

College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Delaware St 81. Ma.E Shore 78
Harvard 107, Yale 94
Holy Cross 68. Army 60
Maine 73, Boston 11 58
MIT 57, Nichols 55
Rhode Island 64, Brown 52
Rutgers 90. Manhattan 57
St.Peter's 57, Fairfield 55 •

spurn
Florida A&M 87. Flagler 75
Kentucky Si. 96, Wilberforce 64
Norfolk St. 93, Hampton Ins/ 92
N.lowa 70, Centenary 69
S.Carolina St. 53, N.C.Wilmington 48
Stetson 64, Jacksonville 51
Texas-Arlington 86,SW Louisiana 85
Virginia W. North Carolina 79.0T
Va. Commonwealth 90, N.0 Charlotte

so
Magic Tri Women's
oiling League
1-27-81
Team
People's Bank
.
55
21
Murray Insurance .
43
33
Thurman Furruture
41'i 34'x
Wilson Clean Up
41
as
Speedway Truckwash
406
Paradise Kennels
35., 40'5
ireball5
35'6 40'0
Dennison Hunt
32
44
Women of the Moose
31
45
Bank of Murray
30
46
HIGH TEAm GAME SC;
People's Bank
813
Murray Insurance 774
People's Bank
747
HIGH TEAM GAME i FR'i
Murray Insurance
1015
Speedwas.
1010
People's Bank .... ...
1007
HIGH TEAM SE RIES Se
People's Bank
2236
Murray Insurance
2199
Thurman F unuture
2183
HIGH TEAM SERIES I HCI
Murray Insurance
.2922
Speedway Truckwash
2903
Fireball 5
2851
HIGH IND.GAME I SC
Carol Wilson
195
Marge Hinman
189
Ethelene McCallon
•
182

Gebtrattc)
Carol Wilson
245
Beth Paulsen
224'
Jane Parks
221
Betty Allbritton
221
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC t
Carol Wilson
518
Marge Hinman
500
Ethelene McCall.
. 494
HIGH IND.SERIES HC
Carol Wilson
668
Jan Ochocki
622
Deborah Boyle
tilk
HIGH AVERAGES
Lois Smith
174
Marge Hinman
165
Pat Hesselrode
162
Sondra Rice
161
Barbara Hendon
158
Ruth Harrison ....
.. ... . .....
Ethelene M6Calhin
154
Carolyn Pyla
151
Mel Wilson
151
Mary Harris . .
149

In a pair of makeup games,
the Murray-Calloway County
girls ganie has been reset for
February 9 at Murray High
School with the time still

MIDWEST
Cincinnati 78, Loyola, 111. 76
Grace 60,St Francis,Ind 50
Illinois St. 74, Cleveland 51.57
St.Franeis, III 54, Chicago St. 52
St Xavier 96, NE Illinois 94, 20T
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 54, Texas 48
Baylor 60, Rice 59
Houston 79,Southern Methodist 64
Texas Tech 70, Texas Christian 60,OT
Texas Wesleyan 99. I,Tourneau 75
FAR WEST
E Montana 62, Puget Sound 55
Fort Lesvis 66. Denver 53
Gonzaga 79,16' Montana54
W New Mexico 39, Grand Canyon 30

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
SULWAL'KEE BREWERS-Signed
Moose Haas, pitcher.
BASKETBALL
National Baakastball Association
AT1.ANTA HAWKS-Placed James
McElroy, guard, on the injured list
Signed Art Collins. guard, to a 10-day
contract
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS-Awarded a
third-roorrd 1981 draft choice: and rothor
a third-round 1913 draft choice or a
second-round 1987 draft choice to the
Phoenix Suns as compensation for signing Garfield Heard, forward. If Heard
is still on an active NBA roster during
the 1981-82 season, Phoenix will be
awarded the 1983 choice If he is not.
Phoenix will be awarded the 1987
choice
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS- Placed
Dennis Awtrey. center, on the injured
list. Activated James Donaldson. center.
FOOTBALL
National Football Lessee
CLEVELAND
BROWNS-Signed
Milton Hardaway, offensive tackle, Jay
Kroeker, punter, I,s Petroff.
pi:seem-Arr. hod Lawreace Savage.
linebacker
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Named Tom
Bresnahan offensive line coach

Faust Does Not Believe
New Job Is A Big Jump

sort who tries to sell everyone
By HERSCHEL N ISSE NSON
AP Sports Writer
he meets on Notre Dame's atEAST RUTHERFORD. N.J.- tributes, whether prospective
AP - Gerry Faust, college recruit or out-of-shape sports
football's new Mr. Motivation, writer. "Instead, I've had to
doesn't think it's such a big cut back on a lot of motivajump from Moeller High tional speaking I do to inSchool in Cincinnati to the dustry around the country.
University of Notre Dame.
"My basic philosophy is that
"I don't see any problem I love to be around people and
because I was in a unique high I love kids. I'm in coaching for
school situation," says Faust, them. I Won't change. If I do,
who compiled a magnificent I'll quit. If I had ever lost my
173-17-2 record in 18 seasons at enthusiasm for high school
Moeller before being tapped coaching I would have quit."
last November to succeed Dan
In the two months-plus since
Devine at Notre Dame.
getting the Notre Dame job,
"My major adjustment will Faust has "spent half my time
be learning the ins and outs. It recruiting and the other half in
will take me a year to learn transition, reorganizing, gethow the university operates. ting a staff together." He cornThat's about the only problem
I see."
Faust will get some more insight into college football's
most pressure-filled coaching
job the_ first time he loses a
game or doesn't win by a big
enough margin to satisfy
Notre Dame's nationwide
horde of "alumni" - both official and otherwise.
"I've already gotten letters
from people telling me I have
to do is and I have to do
Cash & Food Stamps
that," lust said Tuesday at In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
Accepted -Sorry No Checks
Giants Stadium. where Notre
Dame and Army announced
..
they will play their 1983 game.
'Chickasaw
"You've got to realize you're
Prairie Farm
Ticket
not going to satisfy everybody.
This job is of such magnitude
that you can only please some
of the people."
And whether he likes it or
not, Faust also is learning that
Notre Dame is not your
1 Lb.
1 Gal.
oz
routine college coaching. job.
Case 53.84
Everyone wants a piece of
your time and Faust will turn
Chili Beans
down many more invitations
Salt
Potato Whole White ,
than he accepts.
S 1 89
Kidney
Beans
Gelatin
4
%Won
"I could speak five times a
...iso
day if I wanted to,': said the
Northern Beans
no
Flour
on 79c
Tamales
vs.
•
45-year-old Faust, a vibrant
Corn Flakes
i.,
Tender Chunk Ham

Shop The No Frills' Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town
..

Mart

BACON

Rote Effective Niro February 18th

:v

Blackeyed Peas

,.,

Compounded Daily for
Annual Yield Of 12.747%
$500 Minimum

LENDER
Paducah Downtown
401 Broadway

retre.•1•

Quick Rice

14o,

Salad Dressing

La Center Branch
U S Highway 60

Paducah Southside
Paducah Moll

Murray Brooch
1201 Main Street

A Iffh

Ir

-I I

COLORED

Toasty 0

Charles

CHIPS
•••••

0./10

Ky

Hickman Branch
Hwys 1 25 & 1099

Si

A•BAI I

Noodles

PRINT

794

'

59'
u., 59'

.....

Mustard

,, 3/79'

White Hominy

s.35

89'

DRI Pickles

Sweet

Short Cut

PEAS

GREEN BEANS

15 oz

adialiaidisssak

BRANCH OFFICES,

claw/Beans

''99C

Tea Bogs

5 I 7 99

55'
85
„o 87'
no 89
no 534
. 67'

'

16

3/93'

4
25

4

100 Lb

HOME FEDERAL
MAI MOUSING

89'

1" 25

Cream Cheese

Home Office 1601 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 442-9171

3/894

$

10 Lb

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

1

12

19'
19

POTATOES

Federal Regulation
Prohibits Compounding
$10,000 Minimum

Rote Effective thru February 11th

$225

Red

Stuffing Mix

13.985

COLA

.., 3/89:
is- 3/89
3/894
93'

Federal Regulation Requires a Substantial Penalty For Early Withdrawal From Certificate Accounts

182 Day
Money Market
Certificate

MILK

99

HOME FEDERAL CERTIFICATES
EARN MAXIMUM RATES

12.00%

DISCOUNT'
FOODS
,

To

Prunes

30 Month
Variable Ceiling
Certificate

earlier in the season
"We nussed a lut of free
throws and that was the difference in the game," said
Texas Coach Abe Lemons.
"You can really cut out talking about anything else. We
made a lot of mental errors
and our shooting was terrible
That about says it We took a
lot of bad shots in the first half
that were unaccountable.
We just wore out," Lemons
added. "I really don't know
now whether to let them off
some or work them harder "
Rob Williams scored 29
points and befuddled Southern
Methodist with his ballhandling wizardry to lead
Houston to a 79-64 victory
Williams, the Southwest Conference's leading scorer, got
16 of his game-high 29 points in
the second half when the
Cougars pulled away from the
Mustangs.
"Some guy was hitting me
on the elbow and that threw
me off somewhat,- said
Williams. "So I tried to go to
the basket a little bit more. We
knew we had to come back in
here and get back on the winning track. The thing we didn't
do in Dallas was execute like
we did tonight."
Williams referred to a loss
to the Mustangs earlier in the
season,
Wilbur Montgomery scored
20 points to lead Stetson over
Jacksonville 64-51: Jim
Mercer scored a career-high
29 points to lead Maine over
Boston University 73-58; Gary
Wats' 17 points led Holy Cross
over Army 68-60; Rhode
Island defeated Brown 64-52
behind Jimmy Wright's 17
points: Monroe Trout's 21
points paced Harvard over
Yale 107-94; Joe Copeland's
layup with one second left
gave Baylor a 60-59 decision
over Rice; Doc Holden's field
goal with eight seconds remaining provided Cincinnati- —
with a 78-76 decision over
Loyola of Chicago and Texas
Ted) whipped TCU 70-60
behind -Bubba Jennings' 22
points, including eight in overtime.

56 00 Case

Real Lemon Juice

79
no 894
99
-i.,

Asparagus Cuts
Prune Juice

,so

C

Pores Detgerent

Foil

Grope Jelly

)6 $1 59

Brillo Pods

so S 1 Sg

Light Bulbs

Cot litter

,..

MAC. &
CHEESE

19

„., Si 19
Si 39

Automatic Dish, Oct

Dry Cot Fond

69'

56.00 Case

15 oz

Paper Towels

99'
'0,' 59'

,..„...,

*.

494

Whole Kernel

&
CORN

Cream Style

4.

Case S6.48
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Sixers Rally, Pacers Down Bucks

Magic Number In NBA Was 16
By The Associated Press
The magic number in the
National Basketball Association Tuesday- night was 16.
Veterans Julius Erving and
Bobby Jones combined to
score Philadelphia's last' 16
points as the :tiers rallied to
defeat the Atlanta Hawks•9793. Meanwhile. rookie Lotus
Orr came off the bench to
score 16 points as the Indiana
Pacers downed Milwaukee
108-99 and snapped the Bucks'
home-court winning streak at
you guessed it - 16 games.
Elsewhere, the San Antonio
Spurs shaded the Detroit
Pistons 10.2-99, the Kansas City
Kings trmuned the Dallas
Mavericks
121-100, the
Houston' Rockets beat the
Denver Nuggets 135-128 in
overtime. the Portland Trail
Blazers turned back the
Washington Bullets 111-104 in
overtime and The New York
Knicks nipped the San Diego
Clippers 101-98.
Atlanta had an 87-81 lead
when Erving and Jones went
to work. Jones' three-point
play with 4:04 left cut the lead
to 87-84 and 20 seconds later
Erving stole an mbounds pass

and Neured L pw, its .1w1-5
within one.
Eddie Johnson. who led
Atlanta with 19 points, scored
with 3:24 left to put the Hawks
back up by three, but an Erving slain dunk and two free
throws by. Jones put
Philadelphia ahead for good
90-89 with 2:31 left. Erving
finished with 26 points, and
Jones had 21
Pacers 108, Bucks 99
Billy Knight scored 24 points
and James Edwards added 18
to lead Indiana,'but Orr scored
10 of his 16 points in the fourth
quarter to clinch the victory'
for the Pacers, who trailed by
11 midway through the second
period. Marques JohriOn led
the Bucks with 27.
A basket by Orr started a
run of 12 consecutive points to
give the Pacers a. 95-87 lead
with a:14 left.
Spurs 102. Pistons 99
Paul Griffin intercepted a
pass and hit a layup with 25
seconds left to key the Spurs y
their victory. Detroit's Larry
Drew had a chance to put his
team back into the lead with
seven seconds remaining but
missed two free throws and

N.111 .klat.1111u
Da,e I. ui'LiLiS'
then hit a pair with four
seconds left to provide the
final margin.
Late-game heroics by the
Spurs offset a season-high 40point performance by the
Pistons' John Long. The Spurs
won their 13th straight home
game, a franchise record.
TV were led by George Gerv in s25 points.
Kings 121, Mavericks 100
Phil Ford scored 30 points
and Scott Wedman 29 as the
Kings rallied from a poor first
quarter to hand Dallas its
sixth consecutive setback.
Geoff Huston scored 12 of his
23 points and Jim Spanarkel
had 13 points as Dallas
jumped to a 31-20 first-period
lead. But Kansas City' hit 11 of
its first 12 shots in the second
quarter to move ahead and
then connected on 13 of its first
16 shots of the third period.
Rockets 135. Nuggets 128
Moses Malone poured in 38
points, including six crucial
points in overtime, to lead
Houston. which also got a
career-high 24 points from
Allen I.eavell. Denver's David
Thompson tied the game 118-

Fir
Nt

WSJP

1115 at. the end uf regulation
time with a three-point shot at
the buzzer.
In overtime, Malone scored
six points and pulled du.
four rebounds and Leas
dished out two assists. Alex
English led the Nuggets with
26 points while Dave Robisch
scored 21 and Thompson had
20.
Trail Blazers 111. Bullets 104
Billy Ray Bates scored
seven of his 24 points in overtime as Portland snapped
Washington's four-game winning streak and handed the
Bullets only their second loss
in the last 11 games despite a
career-high 38-point performance by Greg Ballard. The
former University of Oregon
star hit 16 of 27 shots, many
from long range, and had a
game-high 15 rebounds.
Knicks 101, Clippers 98
Bill Cartwright scared a
season-high 33 points - 20 in
the second half - to lead the
Knicks. Nine of Cartwright's
points came in the final 6:51 to
nail down the triumph.
Reserve guard Kreeman
Williams paced the Clippers
with 21 points.
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"BID FOR BARGAINS"
The Biggest Radio Flea
Market You've Ever Heard

Enthusiasm Has Faded To A Whisper

All's Fuse Has Been Snuffed Out
By WILL uttntsr.Ev
AP Special Correspondent

whisper that can hardly be
heard in the front row. The
What snuffed out the fuse wide-eyed boyish enthusiasm
that fed the spark that explod- is gone. The sparkle has been
ed Muhammad Ali into a burst dulled. The familiar braggadocio is gone.
of celestial fireworks'.'
At news conferences, which
The once bombastic, once resounded with his wild
electrically-charged
fist boasts and histrionics, he
fighter
who dominated evinces Rile-Interest. He
heavyweight ranks and cap- yawns. He picks his teeth. His
tivated the peasants as well as eyes droop. Any jpinute you.
pontiffs of the world for most expect him to fall fast asleep,
of two decades has suddenly sitting up there in front of all
become subdued.
those microphones and
When he speaks, it is in a camera lights with reporters

GOLD ...
DIAMONDS ..

WE
BUY
BUY
UY

The Honest Way!
1ANY GOLD STAMPED\
101-141-181-221
SOUkatirS
‘
..AOCIE"

04A.P.S

MEDAWOreS
DWAI 5003#

We'll
Pay You

CASH
NOW! \

We are not -Fly-By-Nighters" only in
town overnight to take your money.
We've been trusted in Paducah for 69
years.

DIAMONDS
WANTED

OPEN DAILY 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m

MICHELSONt
eiPelen

shooting
questions at
machine-gun pace.
This is not the old Ali.
It was a mellower, more distant, more detached Ali who
flew into New York this week
to trade friendly barbs:with 85year-old Jack Dempsey at a
benefit for retarded children
and to try to explain away his
association with • a promotional organization called
MAPS (Muhammad Ali Professional Sports, Inc.. MAPS
is currently ensnared in a
$21.3 million lawsuit filed by
the Wells Fargo National
Bank charging that the promotions company and some of
its officers had embezzled the
money from the bank.
Ali lent his name for a fee and insists he has no other ofwith the
ficial connection
group headed by a Los
Angeles promoter named
Harold J. Smith.
"Do you feel that your image has been hurt by being
linked with this organizelion" Ali was asked Tuesday
at a Madison Square Garden
news conference.
."No, my image aunt hurt,"
Ali replied, almost inaudibly.
"Cause Nixon went bad it
don't mean the government
went bad. The White House
stayed white.
"But I ended up with power,
people power. I am the only
man who can stop traffic on
any street in the world. When
President Carter had trouble
_.,k±40 Russia,. he sent me to
Africa. I transcend boxing."
The words were the same
but they didn't have the old
ring. They were tired and old,

Just as Ali appeared to be at
age 39.
The once magnificent champion, jowly but not jolly, announced that he would never
fight again but would funnel
his remaining energies into
promoting.
"I will byvn boxing," he vowed, reaching deep into an aging pouch. "I will be the
greatest promoter in the
World. I will take fighters to
all those far places I have
been - Manila, Malasia,
Zaire, Puerto Rico. I won't
have to put up my money. The
countries will do it, $10 million
to promote tourism, also the
networks.
"They owe me. I am still
hot. Everybody's gotta reckon
with me."
You could look at the
somber Ali and tell - the
record waS stuck. Much as he
tried, he couldn't get the jive
going again.

Call Twice
A Day
9:30 & 1:05
TWICE A DAY YOU'LL HAVE A CHANCE TO CALL 753-2400
AND BID FOR APPLIANCES, MICROWAVE OVENS, FURNITURE, VACATIONS, HAIR STYLINGS, MEALS & MUCH,
MUCH MORE! DON'T MISS
FOR BARGAINS" BEGINNING FEB. 2ND.

4413ID

1

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ACCEPT OR REJECT ANY BID'

We give you more than just a
replacement window.

1
1

We replace your leaky. drafty, problem windows with
a better window: Famous Andersen® Perma-Shield®
windows. They offer yoU:
• Optional triple glazing.
•75+ years of window quality.
a-romplete weatherstripping
• Natural- inhiting wood..
• Low-upkeep you exteriors
• Double-pane insulating glass.
•'Fast, easy installation.

Double-hung.

IIIi

Awning.

Casement.

Gliding window.

The beautiful way to save fuel®

ANDERSON WINDOWS

OVEN FRESH...
$2 OFF!
$200 OFF PAN PIZZA.
$2 on

an, ham,

3141,01 fliatit. tfC•11

Awe served oven fresh and
ropred with your fay., orite
toppings. That's the kind,
iit PI::a von get at vu sir
Hometown Pizza Hue'
restaurant. Aahh.
77.147f,17

off an). medium
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Murray, Ky.
759-4646
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For Information Or To Have Our Salesman Stop And Give You A Free Estimate.

CALL

IN BENTON 527-1461

IN MURRAY 759-4026

TREAS

master charge

BUILDING CENTER
BENTON, KY. PHONE: 502-527-1461
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Murray and Aurora Customers Call 759-4026
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Fire Hits Fourth New Jersey
Nursing Home In One Year
POINT
PLEASANT
BEACH, N.J. 1API — Fire
swept through the Keifer's
Quarter boarding home, killing four elderly people and injuring 15 in the fourth boarding home fire in New Jersey
in less than a year, officials
say.
The blaze late Tuesday at
the facility in this seaside
community destroyed the
wood-frame building, which
housed 21 residents in need of
partial care.
Three of the injured were
critically burned and were
awaiting transfer to the St.
Barnabas Burn Center, about
60 miles away, said Point
Pleasant Hospital vice president Thomas Lonergan.
Five of the victims were in
guarded condition and another
seven were treated for minor
injuries, Lonergan said.
Three of the dead were identified as Howard Wagner,
Florence Keating and Fred
Budde, no ages or addresses
available. A fourth victim, a
woman, was not identified immediately.
William Dunkel,83, who survived the blaze, said he was
awake when the fire broke out
a little before 10 p.m. and
heard alarms ringing in the
three-story building.
'My neighbor, Joe, knocked
on my -door and said, 'Don't
you stnell the smoke?' We
went to the stairs and they
were full of smoke. So I went
back to my room, opened the
window and put my head out,"
said Dunkel. "I called Joe and
said 'get out of the smoke, put
your head out the window and
.get some oxygen'.
-We waited for the fire
department, and they were
quick...but not quick enough.
It happened so quick, I forgot

to take my teeth," he said,
Only 19 of the 21 Kiefer's
Quarters residents were there
at the time of the fire. Two

Texas Man Convicted
In Wife's Beating Death
CONWAY, Ark. 1API — that Mrs. Rode was standing
David • Leslie Rode, 29, of on the passenger side of the
Abilene, Texas, was convicted vehicle instead of the driver's
Tuesday of first-degree side.
murder in the beating death of
The defense called only two
his wife, Denise Rode.
of Rode's relatives to testify.
The Faulkner County Cir- Rode did not testify on the adcuit Court jury of eight women vice of his attorney.
and four men deliberated for
about one hour late Tuesday
before returning the guilty
verdict. Circuit Judge George
Hartje Jr. of Conway sentenced Rode to life in prison at the
Jury's recommendation,
State Rep. Ward "Butch"
During the one-day trial, Dr.
Fahmy Malak, the state Burnette has announced that
medical examiner, told the he has filed his papers to seek
court that Mrs. Rode, 2.5, died re-election for State Represenfrom a severe trauma to the tative of the First Legislative
head and manual strangula- District.
He also said that he planned
tion. He ruled out the possibility that she could have been to make his formal announcestruck by a car as Rode had ment at Damrons Restaurant
told authorities investigating in LaCenter, Ky. on March 9 at
seven in the evening, at a dinthe Aug. 18 death.
Lt. Merl Noggle, a Conway ner given him by the Ballard
police officer, said Rode told County committee to re-elect
him Mrs. Rode, a Louisville, Ward "Butch" Burnette for
Ky., native, was struck by a State Representative.
Rep. Burnette responded by
car while they were stopped
on the shoulder of Interstate 40 saying "My family and I cernear Mayflower. Rode told tainly appreciate the honor it
Noggle he had stopped to get has been for the last three
milk from an ice chest in the terms to have represented the
people of the First Legislative
back seat of the car.
Floyd Vanderwege of Con- District. We will continue
way, a medical technician representing the people of the
who called authorities about first district with honesty, inthe incident, said he was told tegrity and hard work and will
by Rode that he stopped to continue to be the voice of the
check a flat tire when his wife people of the first district and
not of special interest groups
was struck. •
h. administration."
n
Other testimony McMinn.,

'Butch' Burnette
To Seek Re-Election
As State Rep

negotiate her release.
John Dwyer, her husband,
said in Buffalo today that he
had heard news reports about
the trial but had no comment
until he had talked to the U.S.
State Department. The State
Department in Washington,
D.C.,said it had no comment.
Dwyer said Tuesday that he
was hopeful today would bring
word on whether his wife
would soon be released.
Mrs. Dwyer was not included in negotiations between the
United States and Iran on
release of 52 American
hostages freed from 444 days
of captivity on Jan. 20.

Small Business
Group To Sponsor
Relief Meeting

Two Arrested After
Hubcaps Stolen
From Hospital Lot

FRANKFORT, Ky. API1
—
The Small Business Administration and officials of
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s office will sponsor an
Two men were arrested and agricultural disaster relief
charged for the theft of a set of meeting
Monday
in
hubcaps late Tuesday after- Owensboro.
noon from a car in the
Most western Kentucky
Murray-Calloway
County counties were included in an
Hospital parking lot, a Murray SBA disaster declaration,
Department' Making farmers in the counPoliceties eligible for low-interest
spokesman said.
Jimmy Lee Harrell, 28, and loans as a result of the 1980
Freddie Johnson, 28, each summer drought.
Officials attending the
were charged with theft by
unlawful taking over $100, the meeting will answer loanspokesman said. Harrell also application questions and will
was charged with public intox- assist farmers in taking adication,the spokesman added. vantage of the loans, accorBoth were lodged in the ding to a release from Brown's
Calloway County Jail, the office.
The meeting will be held at
spokesman said.
The Calloway County 10 a.m.,in International Room
Sheriff's Office assisted in the A of the Executive Inn Rivermont.
arrests.
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It's Thumbs Up For Calhoun Farmer

others were ill and were being
treated at local hospitals at
the time of the blaze
Lonergan said.

U.S. Writer Tried In Iran
BERN,Switzerland (API —
American freelance writer
Cynthia B. Dwyer, who was
arrested last May in Iran, was
tried today by an Iranian
Revolutionary Court on espionage charges, a Swiss
diplomat reported to the Swiss
Foreign Office in Bern.
A foreign office spokesman
said the diplomat had attended the trial and that a verdict
was expected Monday. The
diplomat reported Mrs.
Dwyer appeared "nervous but
in good condition" at the oneday trial in Tehran.
Mrs. Dwyer, 49, of Amherst,
a suburb of Buffalo, N.Y.,
went to Iran to write about the
Iranian revolution and was arrested on May 5 on suspicion
of espionage for the CIA.
Swiss officials, looking after
American interests in Iran,
have been attempting to

Doctor Creates New Thumb After Accident

By MIKE HILL
Owensboro MesseugerInquirer
OWENSBORO, Ky. (API —
John Caraway, a Calhoun
farmer, lost part of his thumb
in a combine belt in October
1978.
He said that when he saw a
section of bone protruding
from what was left of his
finger, he knew the rest of the
thumb was gone.
Caraway sought treatment
at Owensboro-Daviess County
Hospital and was referred to a
new doctor in Owensboro.
The doctor wasn't able to
put Caraway's thumb back
together. The separation
wasn't clean enough for a successful operation.
Instead, Dr. Robert L. Reid
created a new thumb for
Caraway, using the' patient's
own skin and bone from
another part of his body.
Reid, who was chief of hand
and orthopedic surgery at
Walter Reid Army Medical
Center in Washington, D.C.,
before retiring from the Army, sees nothing unusual
practicing
in
about
Owensboro. He and his wife
are McLean County natives.
Reid's presence here is
welcomed. "We're just
delighted and tickled to death
that we have that type of
physician here," said James
Collins, Owensboro-Daviess
Hospital adCounty
ministrator.
Other local doctors do hand

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON
API —
President Reagan's Cabinet is
debating whether to keep or
lift the Soviet grain embargo
amid indications there will be
little effect either way on
American farmers.
The American Agriculture
Movement, meanwhile, is
reminding Reagan of his campaign promise to end the embargo.
A White House official, who
asked not to be identified, said
a decision today is doubtful
because it "is so tough."
"There's powerful symbolism on both sides," he said.
Lifting the embargo would
be a gesture to farmers, but
retaining or expanding it
"would also send a strong
signal internationally," he explained. -Economically, it
doesn't make that much difference to farmers."

Then he attaches the flap to
what's left of the finger The
flap grows around where the
finger was
Caraway said he had to be
hospitalized for two to three
weeks for the skin-flap operation Then he had to go around
with his hand attached to his
pelvic area for another three
weeks for the blood vessels to

Agriculture

metric tuns sit grain that here
specified under a 1975 agreement calling for regular purchases of U.S. corn and wheat
by the Soviets..
To help offset the embargo's
impact on farmers,the Carter
administration spent about $3
billion to buy or otherwise
withhold from the market all
agricultural exports denied
the Soviets.
Within weeks, however.
farm support began to crumble as grain prices dropped.
That slide occurred, many
believed, because Carter had
deprived producers of a
lucrative foreign market.
The 1980 farm-income figure
of $24 billion — for all farm
products — represented a
drop of more than 22 percent
from 1979's $31 billion, but
Department
Agriculture
economists say the tailspin
was due mainly to leftover
supplies from bumper 1979

Departnient

economists Say the 1980
decline in grain prices can be
blamed largely on a glut of
supplies from bumper 1979
crops, rather than the embargo.
Farm commodity prices
may be slightly lower because
of the embargo, some government experts say, and food
prices probably have not increased quite as much as they
otherwise would have.
When former President
Carter announced the embargo Jan. 4, 1980, in retaliation for Soviet intervention in
Afganistan, he had the support
of farm groups and their
members.
The order blocked delivery
of 17 million metric tons of
U.S. corn and wheat, plus
some soybeans and other products, that the Soviet Union
had been expected to take last
year. It exempted 8 million

IN IN NI IN
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take hold
'That was very ditticuit,
he said.
Eventually, Reid said, he
separates the new finger from
the pelvic area and sews up
the spot where the flap was
taken from A piece of bone
from the patient's pelvis is
then connected inside the new
thumb

harvests
The department had
predicted weeks before Carter
announced the embargo that
1980 net farm income would be
down sharply, probably about
20 percent, because of inflation
Farmers' net income this
year is expected to rise just as
sharply — perhaps to a range
of $27 billion to $32 billion —
because of higher prices triggered by last fall's droughtreduced harvests of grain,
oilseed and cotton and adjustments in livestock production.
Last March 28, however, the
American Farm Bureau
Federation asked for an "immediate end" to the embargo,
contending not enough was being done to offset its effects at
home and suggesting it was
having little impact on the
Soviet Union.
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Livestock Market
1.0171SNI71.11-E, Ky 1API — USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
500, represented slaughter and feeder
classes steady.
Slaruthter steers few good 794 lb 54 75,
standard 1115-1285 lb dairybreds 45.50
5000,
Slaughter heifers good and choice 570820 lb 52 03.57.10,
Slaughter cows commercial 12 0045.00. utility 43,00-47.50, high dressing
and high boning percent 4$ 55-49 50, cutter 40001-44 75. canner and cutter under
800Ib35 00-10 00;
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1-3 12501575 lb 5345-59 50. yield grade 2995-1220
lb 44 00,53 OD.
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
255-330 lb scalers 0545-79 00. choice 320430 lb calves 55 75-60 00; feeder steers
medium and large frame 1 800-890 lb
58 00-4600 including very fleshy offerings 730 lb 58 80, medium and small
frame mixed 1-2 including hulls 350-575
lb 5700.45 25. large frame 2 holsteins
770-875 lb 48 00.53 50,
Heifers medium frame I a few 370-590
1657 )0-01 50. medium frame 2 545-655 lb
49 00-53 00,
Hogs 1400. includes 700 feeder pigs,
compared to Thesday's close harrows
and gilts firm to 25 higher, US 1-2 220
235 lb 43 00-43 30, 17S 2 200.255 lb 12 5043 00. 250-285 lb 12 00-42 50, US 3 215-285
lb 41 00-42 00, 380-3301b 37 00.38 00. Sows
25-75 higher.. US 1.2 380-350 lb 35 9036 75. 150-400 lb 36,75-3775, 400450 lb
37 75-38 75, 150-500 lb 38 71.40 09, 500-550
lb 4000.42,25. hors over 300 lb 3210'
.3400, under 300lb 29 45-3250.
Sheep 25 untested earls.

Retd's wort involves hand
surgery, including creating
and reattaching fingers.
"It's a challenge to take
useless
and
something
devastated and make it into
something that can serve a
function," he said.
To create a finger, Reid
said, he cuts a flap of skin
from the patient's pelvic area

Cabinet Debates Over Embargo

• II • II II

Dwyer said Tuesday that he
had been in contact with the
U.S. State Department and
that "apparently her health
continues to be good."
Mrs. Dwyer, the mother of
three, has been held in Evin
Prison in Iran.
The Swiss Foreign Office
spokesman did not disclose
details of the trial proceedings.
He said he understood that
the public was not admitted to
the trial. He said the Iranian
authorities sent an invitation
Tuesday to the Swiss Embassy in Tehran to send an
observer to the trial.
He was Wilhelm Schmid,
head of the embassy's foreign
interests section, who was accompanied by an interpreter
and a local Iranian employee
of the embassy, the
spokesman said.
In other pending cases in
Iran, the head of the Iranian
Supreme Court said today that
the fate of four Britons held
captive for several months
will be decided "in a few
days."
Ayatollah Mohammad
Beheshti told a news conference in Iran that an investigation had been completed in the cases of the
Britons, three Anglican missionaries and a businessman.
They are John Cleman and
his wife Audrey, who ran a
medical clinic in Yezd, south
of Tehran, Jean Waddell,
secretary to the Anglican
bishop of Isfahan, and
businessman Andrew Pyke.

operations, but Reid is the only meinber of The American
Society for Surgery of the
Hand. Membership in this
group, which numbers 500 nationwide, is by invitation only.<
Kentucky has five hand
society members — four in
Louisville and Reid in
Owensboro.
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Deaths and Funerald

Ralph Rogers
House Destroyed
In Fire Today
The 7 Ralph
Rogers'
residente, Brown's Grove
community, was destroyed by
fire early today, according to
a Calloway County FireRescue Squad spokesman.
The fire was noticed by
Rogers about 1:15 a.m., the
spokesman said. However,
when squad members arrived
at the scene, the house was
engulfed by flames, he added.
. Rogers, who was treated
and released for smoke inhalation, had to break a window in order to get of of the
dwelling,the spokesman said.
The six men that responded
were able takeep the fire from
spreading to other stuctures,
the spokesman said.
Firefighters were on the scene
about one hour. he added.

Hog Market

-

Federal-Still* Market News Service
February 4, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 930 Est 700 Barrows 81
stiady 16 niostly 25- 50lower soWS
mostly steady instances Si 00 higher
641 75-42 25 few 42.50
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
$41 5f-.4i75
US 2210-330 lbs
' 141 1041 56
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
HO 00-4100
US 2-4330-270 Ins
Sons
133 94-3500
US 1-2 2763.50 lbs.
53494-3794
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
*3794-3894
US 1-3650-394 lbs
US 1-3 5066.50 lbs. 8311.00-39.50 few 40 06
13140-3494
L'S 2-33130-50016s.
Boars 28.00-29 25

Residents Ask For
Help To Locate
Dangerous Mines
FRANKFORT, Ky. [. AP Residents of coal-mining
counties have been asked by
the state Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection for
help in locating potentially
dangerous abandoned mines.
The department's division
of abandoned lands has
started compiling an inventory of the abandoned mines in
Kenflicky.
"Locating the sites and
determining the extent of problems at each one is the first
step toward getting funding to
reclaim
the
potential
hazards," said Dave Rosenbaum,division director.
The funds will be sought
from the federal Office of Surface Mining.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
ni local time today,furnished by First
of Michigan Corp .08 Murray
CE F..
L Fund

.

17.6U

Industrial Average
Air Products
43'. --'4
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..... 4 +.4
Ashland .
30.. Amencan Telephone
50r-, -'2
5i unc
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Ford Motor
•'.
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13's uric
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80-s tinc
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22•1
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. 17'4 tmc
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,TAKE GLASS
When going to a garage sale
or an antique auction take
along a magnifying glass in
order to see flaws, cracks or
marks.
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Indiana Fire Stuns Nearly 800
By MICHAEL EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
MILLTOWN, Ind. AP) The fire lasted less than 30
minutes, but its tragic toll
stunned the nearly 800
residents of this rural community.
"It's the worst thing that
has ever happened in the 27
years I've lived here...We've
never had anything like this,"
said Jerry Mackey, the fire
chief of the Milltown
Volunteer Fire Department.
Early Tuesday morning a
fire ravaged through a twostory, wood-frame house and
claimed the lives of four
members of a family and a
young relative.
Killed in the blaze were Bobby Dean Nesmith, 31; his
daughter, Shirley Marie
Nesmith, 7; a son, Frank Matthew Nesmith, 4 and another
son, Marc Andrew Nesmith,23
months, according to Coroner
Gerald Saulman of Efarrison
County.
Randall Manus, 15, who was
Bob Nesmith's nephew, also
was killed. Manus, who was a
freshman at North Harrison
High School in neasby
Ramsey, was spending the
night with the family.
"I don't know why it hap.'
pened, but I know my children
are in heaven," said Agnes
Nesmith, 27, the mother'of the
family. "It will be tough living
without them. The preacher
came over and we talked and
prayed."
All six members of the family were in one upstairs
bedroom. Mrs. Nesmith's
brother, Paul Elliott, 17, was
dowristairg. He escaped
unharmed.
•
"I woke up coughing," said
Mrs. Nesmith. "I saw flames
and smoke."
She said she opened a window, kicked out a screen and
jumped. On the ground. told
him I her husband) to throw
the kids, and that's the last I
heard of him.Elliott was downstairs in the
bathtub at the time of the fire,
he told officers.
"I heard my sister and tried
to run upstairs," he said, adding that he was unable to
reach • the other family
members because of the
flames and smoke.
near
zero
In
the
temperature he ran to a
neighbor's home for
assistance. "I was hollering
and screaming because I was
terrified," he said. "It seemed
like it took 20 or 30 minutes for
the fire department to . get
there, although it probably
didn't take that long."
Authorities speculated the
blaze started "from an
''overheated woodstove
downstairs right under the
bedroom." However, Mackey
said the fire could have
started from faulty wiring.
Otis Bowles, who lived two
doors dawn, said the house
originally was a school house
which he and a friend con-

verted into a residence in 1946.
He said the structure was probably over 100 years old.
-They were an awfully
closeknit family." he said.
"They stuck together real
good."
Nesmith was employed as a
mechanic by Colday Carriers,
a trucking firm. He worked
the night shift and apparently
had arrived home shortly
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BIRDS IN WAR
Birds have played a part in
many military operations
through the years. One of the
most unusual was during
World War I when parrots
were kept in the Eiffel Tower
,n Paris to warn of approaching aircraft. Because of
their acute hearing, the birds
were able "to detect approaching aircraft long before
the planes were heard or seen
by human spotters.
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State Parks To
Offer Valentine
Sweetheart Deals
FRANKFORT, Ky t AP - Five sLite parks will offer
special Valentine Sweetheart
Weekends Feb. 13-15 which
will include reduced lodge
rates, ptirties, dinners and
other entertainment
The participating parks are
Lake Cumberland: Kentucky
Dam Village; Lake Barkley;
Pennyrile Forest and
Buck horn Lake,

before the fire. The volunteer
fire department received the
call at 3:10 a.m.
Five trucks of firefighters two from Milltown and three
from Ramsey-responded.
"The first fireman, who lived just down the street, said
the upstairs was totally
engulfed and flames were
starting to come out the windows, downstairs,"o said
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The funeral for Mrs. Bessie
Jones was held today at 10
a.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Leon Penick-officiating.
Pallbearers were T. C. Collie, H. B. McMillen, Tollie
Dale McMillen, Buddy Spann,
Robert Cross Spann, and Bobby Lawrence. Burial was in
the Scotts Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones, 85, widow of
Herman Jones, died Sunday at
the Hope Nursing Home,
Westland, Mich.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Thomas Martin, Detroit, Mich., and one
sister, Mrs. Terry Lawrence,
Murray.

CONTRIBUTION - About $3,000 was presented last week to the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad. The money was raised from contributions by several individuals
and organizations. A benefit dance, with proceeds going to the squad, also was held.
Donations were collected by Ora Lee Dunn, Gil Hopson, Pernie Norsworthy, Ursey's
Grocery, Bonner's Grocery and Blakeley's Grocery. Collection boxes also were set up
in the People's Bank and the Bank of Murray. At the squad presentation were (from
left) Robert Trenholm, squad treasurer; Max Dowdy,squad chief; Fuel Bray; Ruby Bray;
and Randy Barnett.
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The funeral for Ben Frank
Bagwell, former resident of
Calloway County. was held
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home. Benton, with the Rev.
John Pugh officiating.
Burial was in the Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
Mr. Bagwell, 69, a resident
of the Sharpe-Palmer community, Benton Route 6, died
Saturday at 9:50 p.m. at St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
He was a retired grocery,
feed mill operator and farmer,
and attended the Reidland
United Methodist Church.
Suivivors include his wife,
Mrs. Thelma Bagwell; two
daughters, Mrs, Yvette
Freeman, Paducah, and Mrs.
Ruth Milo, Grosse Ile, Mich.;
two brothers, Sam Bagwell
and Ralph Bagwell. Mayfield;
one sister. Mrs. Sarah Walker,
Port St. Lucie. Fla.; five
grandchildren; three great
grandchildren._

Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Alice Levey; one sister,
Mrs. Luana Fey, Bonita, Cal.
No funeral services were
held, and the body was
cremated. The Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home of Benton
was In charge of the arrangements.

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Jones

staff writer for The Murray
Ledger and Times for 18 months before moving to
Hopkinsville.
He has been with the New
Era the past two years.
Atchley was born in
Cleveland, Tenn., and grew Ur
at Church Hill, Tenn.
He attended Berea College,
where he earned his
bachelor's degree in sociology
and history in 1972. He earned
his master's degree at Murray
State University M1977.
Atchley is a member of The
Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, and
is a member of the
Hopkinsville Optimist Club.
His wife, Kathleen, a native
of Eubank in Pulaski County,
is a registered nurse. The Atchleys have two children,
Laura, 4, and a newborn
daughter, Emily.

First District Congressman reporter at Hopkinsville, MurCarroll Hubbard has announc- ray and Benton, and his ened the appointment of Lowell thusiasm and effectiveness
Atchley, Hopkin.sville, as a qualify him for this position,"
Hubbard said.
press and legislative aide.
his
began
Atchley
Atchley, 32, is currently
senior staff writer with the newspaper career in 1974 at
Kentucky New Era in Benton with the TribuneHopkinsville. He will join Hub- Courier, eventually serving as
bard's staff on March 1.
news editor for the Marshall
Hubbard said Atchley will County newspaper and feature
work in his Washington office, writer for the paper's Leisure
where he will serve as a con- Scene magazine.
duit to news media in the 2.3"2From Benton, he went to
county First Congressional Murray where he worked as a
District, handle projects to
assist constituents, and be involved with the development
of legislation.
"Those who are aware of
Lowell Atchley's talents and
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)background realize that his
knowledge of the district, his Carter Caves State Resort
experience as a newspaper Park will host an "international strange music"
weekend Feb. 13-15 to give
"music lovers the opportunity
to discover the latest in
strange music," according to
the state Commerce Cabinet.
Saulman.
Folk singers Dick and Anne
The house was destroyed.
All that remains is the founda- Albin will join in a concert Friday night when instruments
tion.
The house was located at the such as vacuum cleaners and
southwest corner of the saws will be the sources of the
Milltown-Frenchtown roads in MUSIC.
the Milltown city limits about
Demonstrations
are
a half-mile east of the scheduled the following day
for people wishing to learn
downtown area.
Milltown is about 110 miles how to 'play strange instruments. '
south of Indianapolis.
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Ben Frank Bagwell
Dies; Was Farmer
Calloway Resident

Frederick Levey of Hardin
Route 1 died Sunday .at 6:30
p.m at the Marshall County
Hospital. He was 59 years of
age and a retired chief
engineer at Standdord Field,

Al.-101011RE

E uneral services for Mrs.
Marion Griffin of Indianapolis, Ind , formerly of
Marshall County, were held
today at 11 a in. at the chapel
of the Linn Funeral Home.
Benton, with the Rev. James
Hale officiating .
Burial was in the Pace
Cemetery_
Mrs. Griffin, 68, died Sunday at her home. She was a
member of the Hardin Baptist
Church.
She IS survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Jane Green,
Indianapolis, Ind.; one sister,
Mrs. Berna Starks, Hardin:
three grandchildren; two
great grandchildren

I

' Lowell Atchley Named
Press, Legislative Aid

Frederick Levey
Dies At Hospital

Mrs. Griffin Dies
Sunday With Rites
Held This Morning
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Consumers Affairs

Steps Listed For Consumers To Follow
After Discovering Damage To Products

FBLA WEEK — Mayor Melvin B. Henley signs a proclamation declaring the week of
Feb. 8-14 as Future Business Leaders of America Week in Murray. Shown with Henley
are members of the Murray Area Vocational Center FBLA Week committee, from left,
Bonnie Byerly, Vickey Weatherford and Donna Miller, committee chairman.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following column is written by
Sheen McDame', a senior in
home economics, consumer
affairs and marketing at Murray State. Her column will be
appearing on a weekly basis
throughout the spring
semester at MSU. Comments
from readers are invited. I
By SHERRI McDANIEIL
Special Writer
We are all consumers. And
as consumers, we must make
decisions each day about how
to spend our money. The task

of choosing wisely is difficult
nonsiuner Protection DmDuring the next several for this will only. aggravate
and frustrating, and problems weeks this column
"ion
will explore matters.
are numerous. Most people the issues surrounding
809 St. Clair Street
4. Speak first with the
these
encounter consumer pro- and other similar questions salesperson who handled your
Frankfort, KY 4411811
blems, but few know what while providing information purchase. If you still are not
• • •
steps to take to resolve them. that can help everyone satisfied, talk with the super- If immediate action is needed.
Think about the following iecome better consumers.
visor or manager. If you can call the Division's toll'
questions for just a moment:
Problem: You recently pur- necessary, go to higher levels free number — 1-800-432-9257
What do you do with a chased a product from a of authority such as the owner Because of the great demand
product that does not meet Justness. Shortly after you ar- of a small business,.regiona! for assistance, complaints
your expectations?
rive home you discover that representative, or company should be submitted in
.- Does a higher price meaq the product is damaged. What officers.
writing. Fill out the form
better quality?
5. Always wait a reasonable carefully and completely so
should you do?
What is involved in shoppThe following steps are sug- time for your complaint to be the Division will have all the
ing for credt?
information necessary to help
gested guidelines for resolving settled or rejected.
Can credit be used wise- your difficulty.
6. Be persistent, even if your you. Be sure to attach copies
ly?
1. Pursue your complaint first efforts are ineffective. of all relevant documents. Reimmediately, while the details One strategy is to submit a tain originals for your protecof the incident are fresh in written complaint and then tion.
your mind. Notify the business send a carbon copy to a higher
As soon as your complaint is
and give them an opportunity authority owner, manager, received, you will be notified
etc..
to resolve your complaint.
within five business days of
focus. Waggoner said fewer
2. Keep a complete record of
7. Carefully consider any of- what action the Consumer
people from other states are
your complaint. Save copies of fers to resolve your complaint. Protection Division will be
visiting Mammoth Cave.
• • •
able to take to assist you.
correspondence you send and
Park officials make periodic
By following these
If
you
receive.
are
unable to reach an
If
you
complain
in
plates,
he
license
of
checks
person or on the phone, note agreement that is satisfactory guidelines, you have a better
said, and "We see more Kenthe names of persons with to you, notify the Attorney chance to reach a satisfactory.
tuckians using the park."
General's Consumer Protec- agreement and resolve your
whom you speak.
He said future programs
3. Have supporting facts and tion Division by completing a complaint.
will be aimed more at attracrecords in order when you Consumer Complaint Form
• • •
ting persons who live near the
oNuEX
. T WEEK: Taking your
complain. Explain the pro- and sending it to the Division. crt
cave.
And Doyle said promotions blem clearly and courteously. A form can be obtained by complaint to Small Claims
should urge people "to spend a Try not to lose your temper. writing to:
whole vacation here, instead
of spending the day on the way
to somewhere else."
But Scott said that is not expected to happen overnight.
"You just can't wave a magic
wand and increase tourism 20
Wednesday, Feb. 4, 1981
Section B—Page One
percent," he said.

Park Tourism Down From Past Years
MAMMOTH CAVE, Ky.
( AP) — Although more people
toured Mammoth Cave in 1980
than the year before, tourism
was still far below that of
previous years, according to
officials who run the national
park.
Figures show there was a 6
percent increase in the
number of people taking cave
tours in 1980, but that followed
a 20 percent decrease between
1978 and 1979.
Some park officials doubt
former tourism levels can be
reached again.
"Those days are gone," Joe
Waggoner,chief interpreter at
the park,said recently.
Others outside the park
system are not so sure, but
most agree that a variety of

factors are holding tourism
down at the park.
Economic conditions - have
an impact, said W. Ray Scott,
executive assistant in the
state Tourism Department.
"This is the biggest thing affecting us," Scott said. "We
find more and more people in
an econOtnic squeeze."
"As inflation gets worse, it's
harder to get gas." said Waggoner.
The year of the big
decrease, 1979, was the year of
long gas lines and concern
over availability. After that,
gas became easier to find.
"At the same time it was
more expensive and that
helped to hold tourism down,"
Waggoner said.
And fuel is not the only rising expense.

"The price of hotel rooms
are going up 20 percent a
year," Scott said. "We (the
Tourism Department) leave to
shop around for specials in our
travels around the state.. John Doyle, manager of the
Ramada Inn at Cave City,said
relations between area motels
and the park management
also have caused problems at
times.
Sometimes tour groups
could not buy cave tickets in
advance and had to wait in
regular ticket lines, he said.
Recently, Park Superintendent Robert Deskins has
allowed group purchases the
morning before a tour,
however, Doyle said, and relations are improving.
"We feel like he listens,"

Food Effective Weapon
Against Soviet Union
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
AP ) —
Food proved to be an effective
weapon . in the confrontation
with the Soviet Union, according to U.S. officials who
supervise the embargo of
grain shipments. The embargo, they say,,achieved its
limited objective: gumming
up — slightly — the Soviet
economy.
One official, in typical
Washingtonese, described
part of the impact as "a
discombobulation of the
livestock sector" in Russia.
This week, President
Reagan is heading a Cabinetlevel review of the embargo.
At his news conference'last
Thursday, Reagan suggested
for the first time that the embargo could be expanded.
"You have two choices. You
either lift it, or you broaden it,
and we have not made a decision."
The Cabinet debate may.go
along these lines:
—End the embargo:
Reagan pledged during his
election campaign to lift the
embargo to woo the farm vote
and there is pressure on him to
deliver on his promise.
Moreover, the same U.S. officials who believe the embargo had a useful impact in
1980 say it may not make
much of a dent in 1981 because
the Soviets have found other
sources of supply, especially
from Argentina.
—Expand or retain the embargo: Despite the embarrassing political reversal,
some advisers are telling
Reagan that with Soviet

troops massed on the Polish Afghanistan.
"The reason for imposing it
border, this is hardly the time
to lift the sanctions imposed was to have a demonstrable
after the Red Army moved in- impact on the Soviet economy,
to Afghanistan. At the least, to show the seriousness of our
these advisers insist, Reagan feelings," he said. Reclaimed
.
should insist on getting it has done that.
The official, who asked not
something in return from the
to be identified, said Soviet
Soviets.
Not.only that, but lifting the grain imports were 8 million
embargo would deplete U.S. to 9 million tons less than they
grain reserves and prompt an would have been. Total imincrease in consumer food ports are put by the State
Department at 28 million ton›
prices,they add.
for the year ending Sept. 30.
The embargo was imposed
although others think it was
by former President Carter on higher than
that.
Jan. 4, 1980, following the
Also, he said the Soviets had
Soviet thrust into Afghanistan.
to pay one-third more for
Carter extended it into a segrain they did import.
cond year shortly before he
The U.S. embargo barred
left office.
the Soviets from purchasing 17
While the embargo has been million tons of corn and other
criticized as ineffective, a grain they had planned to purState Department official said chase, largely for livestock
the criticism seems to come feed. The embargo didn't bar
from people who thought its shipment of 8 million tons propurpose was to force the vided in a bilateral trade
Soviets to withdraw from agreement with the Soviets.

Audit Reveals Checks
FRANKFORT, Ky. ) AP ) —
An audit has turned up
$522,946 in uncashed checks in
files at the Bureau for Manpower Services in the state
Department for Human
Resources.
Resources
Human
Secretary Grady Stumbo said
the checks, some dating to
1977, were refunds by local
agencies that conduct job programs under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA I. He said the
checks were year-end refunds
sent by local agencies in cases

(II

.-

where there is a dispute over
the amount of unused money
to be refunded.
Stumbo said employees in
the Bureau for Manpower Services did not process the
checks because they apparently thought that cashing
the checks would cause the
state to lose its right to seek a
greater refund.
So far,-81 checks have been
found, which have since been
deposited with the state
treasurer, said Stumbo.
"At this point,,, there is no
evidence of embezzlement or
fraud by any state employee,"
Stumbo said. "It appears to
me it's been a management
problem."
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
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Doyle said, adding that
Deskins has re-opened the
cave's underground boat ride,
a popular attraction that had
been closed down.
Deskins has initiated
several new programs aimed
at attracting more tourists, including special events for
Earth Day, and a "December
Sing" program featuring
Christmas songs.
That was a success, Waggoner said. "If it hadn't been
for 'December Sing' it Would
have been a real bad month.•'
Not all programs catch on so
quickly, though, he said.
"Maybe it'll take a few years
of trying."
It may also take a change of
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TOTAL MARKET COVERAGE
When You Advertise In Both
The Murray Ledger & Times,
And Shopping Guide
Total Market Coverage

80'Per Inch
Lower Rates
For Reruns.
Your Advertising
Message Will Reach
An Additional 9,000
Families In Six
Surrounding Areas
Put Your Ad Dollars Where They Will
Benefit You!!

The Ledger & Times
Now Goes Into
7 Of 9 Homes
In Calloway County.

77%

Contact Your Advertising
Representative Today
For Rate Information

The Largest Circulation
In History.

The regulor business office
hours of The Menet lodger Times1 to. le 5 pm.. Monday
through Friday and 1 i.e. Is NWSaturdays
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The Saving Place

gives
Computer Baena,.
Each tire...1.97

=NC__

With
10-oz
Coke'

Fiberglass Belted Whitewall Sale

ANY 13" LISTED

$33

A78x13

Ea.

B78x13

ANY 14" LISTED

$42.

E78x14
G78x14
F78x14

ANY 15" LISTED
CHUTEAtl

Breast of Chicken Luncheon
All-white chicken meat. chopped and
formed into a patty. breaded and tried.
with potatoes. gravy, vegetable, roll.
and butter

Men's'Blue Jean' Western jacket
Sporty looking jacket, in indigo blue
cotton. features brass-tone snap closures, Casual western style goes great
with Chute f/1"' or Cholle •er' jeans.

Seall 0,
, .rrndecr

sdeN
,ne cmcnow rp.ce

otectoecre
10

G78x15
L78x15
H78x15

Ea.

Our Reg, 38.88 to 58,88
Plus F E T 173 to 3.03
All Tires Plus F FT Each
Mounting Included, No Trade-In Required

For Many
Cars and
Light Trucks

SMART(IMMO WANIANTY
e.,•e•ec,
rec,
cor.er.p,0p. preoo.ea
N mot',

$47

Installed

0a

6toituu
Installed
III•phee omen. Um...4
Alith Month
Itorele Ad.usPenent
IN•rrene,

Gal. Flat
Our Reg. 12.06

Gal. Low Lustre
Our Reg. 13.96

7.96

8.96

Our 7 88

And
Fresh Look' Flat Wall Or Low Lustre Latex
Paint
9-yr, durability paint, White, custom colors
Our 1.21, Interior/Exterior Spray Paint, 16-0z.,83e

iJeans,10.97

5.96
Velour Cushion
Foam -filled In
range of colors
Save at K mho

a

Limited (Ownership °archon) Warranty. Warranteed
OS long as you own your car
Details on store

k.m.r•el 3 Mon.Free

00

With Exchange
Our 56 88

Our 12 88

6.96

39.88

Ea

H.D. Shocks
Sizes for many
U.S. cars. Save!
Carry-Out,
La,
588

48-Mo. Battery
ide or top terminals Save

7.96
Fog Lamp Kit
Rectangular
amber, wire
and switch

Sale Price
Reg.8.97. Men's 11
/
4"Leather Belt. TQL j
6.9my Our
brown leather with hand-rupbed, ontiqued iook
Our Reg. 13.96

11.96

1.67

fresh

.100 Excedrin• Tablets
The extra-strength
pain reliever. Save

CHUTE-01

8
Sa1e
8
Pricc
e

Men's Western Sport Shirt
Handsome long sleeved shirt in
sold colors has embroidered
trim No-iron polyester/cotton

_
Fwggwill-E1
.

Our Reg 14 97

•

Save 54
Limit 2
4 . 14-o

z."
Carpet Fresh'5
-Rug, room deodorizer
Use with a 'vacuum'

10.97
Men's Chute fir" Western Jeans
indigo blue pans of heavyweight, laundry-washed 14-oz.
cotton denim. Popular western
style. Save

Limit

3/$1 Sa
Price
12"x25' Roll of Foil
K mart' household
aluminum foil, cutter
edge. Save now.

8-Pkg. Easy Wipe'
Disposabre. all purpose. 24x13" each,

'Net vet

essreare 1.11111141111

Sold in Sporting

Goods Dept

Gillette

Save $3

Swivel

8.97

U.S. Coast Guard
Approved for
Marine Use

DROPANE
t

'New Orleans Ace'

Men's Challenger.
'
Twill Jeans
Super fabric, Cleonese Fortrel'
'polyester/cotton twill gives
these jeans substance Save

diramas es

'Snake Eyes'

w•
wren minisa
10

Gillette
SWW Glette

Goreel o Reg TM of Fe..Inc:fuse*, a ebsscecev
00 the Celoneee COM

7_1

I

11
LA
LIMIT I PACKS un

ode, 33 14

I.

Swivel
3-

:2:3188E1
Cassette Recorder
Battery operated'
cassette player recor
der comes with earphone and a 3'
speaker

3/s,

Sale Price

Sale Price___

Our Reg 11.97

Aim . Toothpaste
With fluoride 6.4ounces net wt Save

With Mounting
Bracket

[I

44°
Pkg. of Two
Swivel Disposable
Razors

Al
-1111"
THE SAVING PLACE

•'C)4
Q
• •
'Perttp•rbox'

Our Reg 13 66

1.17
Propane Cylinders
May be used for soldering light cooking

9.97
Rechargeable Fire Extinguisher
For gas, wood, oil, electrical fires
in home, garage or boat. Save.

'Twister'

Our 1:2:&
1
34 94

2t• 8

'New Orleans Ace' Pistol Kit
Our 44.94,'Snake Eyes'... 37.88
Our 45.97,'Twister'
37.88
Our 49.97,'Pepperbox' 39.88

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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more for your money
2.50

Save
4.50

REBATE
BUY 2 PKGS.OF EACH
ITEM AND RECEIVE A
2.50 REBATE FROM
DOW. CHEMICAL
See store display or Oetais

50'

-a-w"ca"L-'-°ir."

97<
Gal
Size

,Arriii .2

50°

13.40E,„,
Pr.

2/1

While
Our
Reg Quantitie,,
94C
LAST
Brawny 2-ply,11x14" Paper Towels
100 new improved Northern' towels
with scrub strength. Long lasting,
absorbent. in, white oi colors_ 85
square feet. Low K mart' sale

PP697°

Save On PlaStic Bags From Dow'
100 square feet of foot-wide Nandiwrap.' 50, tight-seal Ziploc' sandwich
bags Or 20, gallon-size Ziploc'
storage bags. 10 9/ x11".

Men's Leather Work Oxfords
Here's comfort plus good looks for a
long day at work. Cushioned insole,
supportive steel shank. Black leather
with oil-resistant sole. Save now.

114901 tool Sot
inclosed,dorms
OW see only

MIMUM
1111

TueiSocks

Print
Shirts,
4.88

323
Queen Stupor S/M,MT/T

68.97

U4305

Iv.

Fit Sizes 10-13
Our Reg.568

Upright Vacuum With Tool Set
Headlight plus 5 cleaning tools. Steel agitator beats,
sweeps and cleans your carpets. Low, normal high
or shag nozzle adjustments.

Our 2.17-2.27

$4

6-Pr. pkg
Men's Tube Socks
White with stripes
Boys'9-11,6-pr. pkg.$3

1.29

9

Suport Panty Hose
Stretch nylon.,
Lycra' spandex
• tyclo os °Reg Woe

)

ronrCoic

4 88

Sit& MT/T

wella

Our Reg. 3.96

-.stant
conthboner
Our 5.17, Cover/
pod Set, 2.88

4374,

,ied re(

Polyester
Pants,
6.88

Our Reg. 11.47

6.99
Metal Ironing Table
Vented top. Adjustable height.

1.28

Limit 2
16-oz.• Wella • Balsam
Hair conditioner
Regular. Ex. Body.
'Fr or

Our Reg. 1.17

1.97

77°

Uno Card Game ,
Great Fun for from 210 players. ages 10
adult.

Pantl- all Panty Hose
Panty hose and
panty all-in-one

6.88

*so Oft NW

We Honor

1.28

16 02
Hair Conditioner
Shampoo or Condi
lion II ex body
'II 02

Shampoo
_ohnson.s
for baby

Baby Powder
Johnson's for
tender skin

K mart' ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY
Our, km roonhon

•••••

an

INIMIn am

Stretch Polyester Pants
Bend or turn, these pants fit to
perfection Great styling, many
with accent belts

is to have every advertised item in stock on on' sheaves
Ian oclvernsed dem Is not available tor
purchase Clue '0 000 unlcordeen reason I( mart we *sue
0 Pain Check on request tot the merchondise(one item
0
,tealiOnable tarIrdy Cluontthel to be purchased at the sale once
whenever crvallable or we sel you a comparable
quality dem al a CoMparable reduction m once Our poltc-y Is
to give out customers sonstortion otways

,
17 7S4'

IP.

A OA

Our Reg 9.96

Limited 2
Year Warranty

Conair 1200
Watt Hair Dryer
2 speeds-4 heat set
twigs

Oiir_Pori

Wallpaper Print Shirts
Feminine wallpaper prints soften
these smartly-tailored classics of
polyester cotton

no
more
Iran

1200 WATTS

1200 Wens
Lightweight Heir Dryer

19.88

bies9AW bmped T-shirts
Alive with color,for now ffiru summer Carefree in polyester cotton
or spun potvester.

4.88

797 Conair Mirror
Valve Included
With This Dryer

Model 065

2.88

'
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MIRACLE
WHIP

119

NORTHSIDE:
6-10 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays

ICES GOOD
THR F

LIMIT 2

—

•

32 OZ

ti•-•

FREE

FRC — FREE

1 7 20 1
REELFOOT 1111011ED

COFFE

HA,N
To Be Glyn Away

•
REELFOOT

2

MARTHA WHITE

SANDWICH

FREE

ON REELFOOT OR[MG

Just Rogistor o och Time
you visit ouV store
Drawing I.
held

SMOKED
HAMS

BREAD

Ives. F. h. IC
3:001 1.1111

BUTT PORTION 101

'Htyafl, nom

94t.

WHOLE 17-20 LB.

tRADE A
LARGE

MIXED SLICES QTR. SLICED 5129
Ls

KRAFT PURE

EGGS

EA

CENTER SLICES $149
ts

ORANGE
REELFOOT

1

moz.
'ORANGE
"

JUICE

TteS VINEE

So

MILK

FROZEN

29
Fight Inflation
Buy Generics & Save
1 LB

SALTINES r

'wow imw.
MACARONI
3202.

RICE
2 LB. BAG

GIANT 10POUND

IGA WHOLE HOMOGENIZED

TV
SPECIAL

BUY 10 PrI9H.r,c.

10 LB. FRYER

!' • wE MONEY. TAKE HOME AND RI4ACK INTO

10 LB. FRYER

LEG
QUA

BREAST
QUARTER

SAVE $2.00

SAVE $3.40

100 CT

10 LB

PORK
CUTLETS

GROUND
BEEF

SAVE $4.00

TEA
BAGS

HC

AYES

10 LB. REEL-LEEN

COFFEE
FILTERS

EEL-LI
ND &
MIXED

POI
NEI
BOI
SAVE

10 LB. LIBBY'S

BEEF
PATTIES

100 CT.

VEGETABLE
IL

SAVE $3.00
10 LB. DRY SALT
FAT BACK
SEASONING

SWEET
PEAS
303 SIZE

MEAT

at

SAVE $2.00

HII
RI
BEI
A'
10 LB.

POI
SP,
All
'SAYE

REEN
EANS

ARM

El

WHOLE
TOMATOES
303 SIZE

r
WAFEI

COUPON
Betty Crocker Creamy
D•hrxe Ready To Spread
FROSTING
Ilitewrol Mills, lat., Verificatle• Cootior, P. 0. Bev
117 AtIousespoils, Mae. 354411

12c Off
Betty Crocker
BISQUKK

COUPON
10c Off
Post Bran Flakes

M

4witoral Mills, loc., Viwillcutlom Coster, P. 0.04La
177 Illoweeepolls, Mina. 55440

LL Vi

•

EtcCT PtI

AIM
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SOUTHSIDE:
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 Sundays

GREEN VEGETABLE
SALE
FRESH GREEN

- FREIE — FREE

BROCCOLI

REELFOOT

LEAF
A
LARGE LETTUCE
BUNCH

17-201)
FOOT 9401TED

HA/.
Moor Away

FREEZER SPECIAL

lister F act' lime
it ouv store
Ingt• 'he held
F.

3-00

oi

0

)
s
torl/
104
m4

i

FREE
Tie*.

RESH FLORIDA
RED OR GREEN

REELFOOT
TEXAS WHITE

Stop Up Now and Save

29

29

Brom*

ADISHE

CAULIFLOWER

REELFOOT
U.S. CHOICE BEEF

IC

IAN

6 OZ.
CELLO

11 LARGE REAR

$1 19
FORE QUARTER
$1 45
HIND QUARTER
CUT & WRAPPED
FREE

REELFOOT i

FRESH FLORIDA

FRESH TEXAS

STRAWBERRIES ABBAGE

ND MEAT SALE

29

4

ND Ri4ACK INTO SMALLER PKGS. AND FREEZE FOR BIG SAVINGS

okykff

IVORY $149
LIQUID I 320Z.

'REEL-LEEN
10 LB. CENTER CUT \

IL
ER
MIXED 10 LB.

PORK
CHOPS

RED CROSS
THIN

CRACKERS

Lac CHEER $17

SPAGHETTI

SAVE $6.00

F
ILA
LBV0
Bo
RxKIST

1 LB'

w-ff

GIANT BOX

4 OL

10 LB. REELFOOTS

PORK
IGA OR CAMPBELL
TOMATO

5°

SOUP10 oz
DELTA
TOWELS

SAVE 1.40

10 LB. REELFOOT'S
SAVE $2.

PORK
SAUSAGE
SAVE $3.00

LB.
RANKS
S LB. —
ORM DOGS

Ofjlf DO

TV
SPECIAL

KLEENEX
TISSUE

I.

10 LB. FRESH

TICS W4155

BUNNY
'HARD

BETTY CROCKER

CAKE MIXES

W

ASSORTED FLAVORS

CAT
CHOW

No purchase necessary and you
BE SURE YOUR
need not be present to&In.
CARD IS PUNCHED
FOR THIS WEEK S BANKROLL

'800.00

ARMOURS 8 OZ. MICE

PEPPERON

9$

FIELDS
SLICED

These Nooluis W•r•Draws
ark V aleghw (Sortiaskle
Earl Vseeso•tior (Mortliskle)

BACON

RITZ
1207.

1GA 2'2 OZ.
WAFER SLICED

_4460700 Sosithside r
. Hardtack'

LL VARIETIES

Amtlerseaer.e.
•

Arse

89`

CRACKERS

LUNCH
MEATS

sit II i

K'

BANKROLL

PURINA

YES'

OLLS

r-

COLORED

PRINT
• ••

•
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* At The Movies 44
Current Mori** Al Murray Thutres)
By KENT FORRESTER
(JW* lane, way tack yonder
'to' easy un us wise horned, de
anunils On de creeturs .. Why
bless grashus! I done started
to tell one of dos tales 'bout of
Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox, en
to be telluf de grown
'bout des here movie,
Sang of the South. As Uncle
Remus use 'La say, "What fattens de chickens fattens de
hawks." :
1. an'sakes, dat of
sayin' don' hab nothin' to do
wid nothin'. I 'fraid my brain
wabblin"roun like a boss wid
(le bhn' staggers.
Well, it do seem to me dat
der a passel of questions 'bout
dat movie dat you jes' might
be wonderin' at. En I wouldn'
tell ya no lies, honey like dat
Brer Rabbit do when he meet
up wid Brer Fox. Dis here
movie has aged a touch. Dern
of songs dot der black folk
sing as dey slog off too work
are jes' a touch too fancy. Dey
soun' like sum ol white man
down in Atlanta done messed
wid de music - straightened
it out like sum young black gal'
wid nappy hair who took a hot
iron to it. .
Dis movie also lookin' a bit
Aged in its playactuf. Den.
white folk wavin' der hands en
eyebrows 'roun is too thick en
well-done — like dem ol'
mince pies dat yo' Auntie
Roo iriake. De littluns look like
dey tryin' too hard, en de
biguns didn' hab de 'vantage
of Stanislavski en de Method.
Dm movie also mo' sentimental dan dey make 'em today — 'specially 'bout dem or
plantation slaves. Dis apt to
make both sides angry as a
cricket in de hot coals. Dem
crazy abolitionists, fo' 'xample, be angry wid de sight of
happy slaves singin' der heads
off. En dey won' like dat Aunt
Jemima black woman in dc
kitchen. En dey sho' nuff am'
gum' to 'joy de "yasurns.'Member when dat white lady
scold Uncle Remus fo' tellin'
de breadsnappers too many
stories, en Uncle Remus he
-:ay, timid as a littl' bird,"You
not mad wid me, are ya, Miss
Sally?" Dat's a "yaSum."
Dat or white trash down in
de hollow be mad as hornets
too. Dis movie's heart is wid
de black folk, thank de good
Lord. It show a WO' black boy
en a littl' white boy teamin' up
again' two hal'
. white trashes.
En there's ol' Uncle Remus
hisself. He so sweet en nice,
jes'like every body'adaddy
• . .......

hippos'
Mks

MSU Debaters
Win First Tourney
Of Spring Semester

4

Murray State University
debaters Randy Hutchens and
Keith Brown won their first
debate tournament in two
outings since the beginning of
the spring semester. College
teams from six states sought
the championship of the
Magnolia Invitational at
Mississippi University for
Women.
Brown and Hutchens won
nine of 11 contests enroute to
their first place finish. Brown
was named second place individual speaker and Hutchens was fourth place. The
two compiled a record of SIN
wins against two losses in
preliminary competition.
Murray State then defeated
teams from the University of
Honda and two teams from
Southern Rlinois University on
the way to the championship.
Brown is a senior economics
major from Shepherdsville
and Hutchens is a senior
political science major from
Murray. Both are members of
the 1980 national championship team and are the current
Ohio Valley Conference in
debate.
They will represent MSU as
fending champions at the
De
Sigma Rho-Tau Alpha
nation in March and,according to MSU debate coach
Robert Valentine. are certain
to qualify for the final tournament of the Cross Examination Debate Association to be
held in April in Reno, Nev.

PAGE

Dat's What Uncle Remus Said I

I .spect 5cr littl' der chairs, jes' apeeruf at de
breadsnappers w
'joy it. screen My own youngun
Dem littl' honeys apt to stayed awake jes' like of Brer
'specially like de cartoon Owl, en she usually sleep like
parts I swear, dat ol' firer Brer Bear in de winter
Rabgit is a caution! He kic
But I 'spect dat you won'
most bodacious critter I ever 'joy it as much as de littluns
did see. En he sharp era bam- When de real people come on.
boo briar.
des of' movie slow down like
'spected
de molasses. My woman's eyes
breadsnappers. though, might watered up a bit when Uncle
get itchy as porky pines in de Remus had to go away, but dat
Georgia sununer when de car- woman's eyes water up 'bout
toons stopped en de real folks anything.
started up agin But when I
But der are fun things to'
looked 'round the movie yo' to watch while yo'
house, all the littl' breadsnappers are 'joytng
breadsnappers were glued to deinselves One thang, dat

LE)
The
Asserr
establi

Lei
efelfauee.
"
'"''.
LE I ERSHIP SEMINAR — Dr. Lowell latto, Murray
State University instructor, conducts a seminar,"Developing Self Confidence for
Leadership," for Murray High School
students enrolled in the gifted-talented program. The
students participated in activities
such as responding to a survey designed to indicate their
degree of self-confidence
and writing descriptive words about themselves.
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BIG JOHN PRESENTS

e

Tlils Ad Good Fob 4 Tlirs Fob 10

/Ohre
5.

$50.
$5.
If"(

.rt

$50.
$1.
If 7F

D

NE

4

$50.
$20.
eirOth

SAVE

YOU WIN
$100

2

Ji..114 4.41,
1,1,
14 11 01 4-1,
10

Morrell

Morrell Sao

Est

filetzeer Not Rod

WIENERS 2 LB $249

&mini

Riker Bel

FISH
STICKS

si69

Mn W.swrt Nome

CHEESE
SPREAD

140z

BREAKFAST
CHOPS LI

$161

RIB
CHOPS

CHECK OUT

CHUNK
BOLOGNA

PORK
PORK
$138 ROAST
RIBS
IFONIMAAA

CHECKOUT

Ng Ma Sow

Teo& 0.3.0k

e4 Jelin Bator

TENDER
LOINS

BEEF POT
ROAST

SAUSAGE

CHECKOUT

LB $189

84 J•11. Sow Tads

BSI J•lis Bow Tirade (Bele '1")

ARM SHOULDER
ROAST
a $179

CHUCK
STEAK

Or"")

BIG JOHN'S DEU
IN John's Snack Elk

FRIED
CHICKEN
eele,
...44•011111111te

Noe Bell Sliced

Piping Hot

CHILI

Light Pied Rirlio

ANGEL FOOD
CAKE
Eseli

_69

*,

2 Nee$119

BOILED HAM Ls $299
ear

$149

BIG JOHN'S FRESH
BAKERY TREATS!

CHECKOUT
1

120z

$1°9

Z
•
Fttr
&kg "51JA
oppi-veir -44 t
41-W
.
44011.
e
g
l

Fmk From no OV•11

COFFEE
RING

‘Nl
ause
"
i; sTh
- 1$1
"
1

$1S9

66,119,

WHafT
MICHERS
NEPPE

HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS

CARDS

Nook No 1

aateul F ult.00104 bawler
Cards Moats, Coated pat
!ere It,. recto* card,

Each

kid Teen

DONUTS

• Outahl• Plash.
See thrt. Rec., C.wrt F

i

149

'feeder Belisha

CHUCK
ROAST

LB $148

Heti

IPORK

Hindquarter
Forequarter
Whole Sides

Fresh Twin Beivelen Perk

1.•io lid

C•aNtry SI* Both

FREEZER BEEF SALE!

ROAST
$128
Le.

SUCE
BACON

u388,

CHECI
(OUT

a
ChEF

Ls $299

PORK
CHITTERLINGS
10 LB $649
Mole [diced $9')
SMOKED
PICNIC
Ls 79'

$149

Riverside

$159

LB i59

Fruen

CATFISH
STEAKS

Sew Rini Coiner Cot

IMIX

at $1"

POLISH
SAUSAGE

$159

IC
SI

/Who's FrilGrornd 3 LB OriMore

ton OW TM! Unit

Fred, knee

4•11a

CHECKOUT

$129

WIENERS 12 ch $119
PORK
PATTIES

r

Nis

120x Pko

Reelfoot

SOOtE

INSTANTLY!

Asserted

SLICED
BOLOGNA

BONELESS
HAM
Li $219

HECKOUT
PoPiiiiskalops
118
Big Joke *of Trim

SCROT;41 011
I. 6E10*,

off vivo, boa wittn coin to F.1.1 6 priao
amounts Any 3 ammo "nal, amounts acne I halt pm*.
SCt•IC1•1

WEIGHT WATCHERS
RECIPE CARDS
WOMEN BANKERS
GENEVA, Switzerland
AP) — American women are
having increasingly successful careers in banking, according to the International
Labor Organization.
The ILO report indicates
that in the United states more
than 30 per cent of all bank officials and managers are now
women.

laugtun' place 'Member dal
01' song"
Well, I gotta go now, I been
runnui' on like a cat-bird in a
peach orchard. Besides, I got
myself a bodacious pile of
chillun's essays to be aloukin'
at. As I sed, I 'spect your MU'
breadsnappers and rugbugs
goal' to like des movie.
Everythin' is mighty satisfactual. As Uncle Remus sez. "It
don't rain eve'ytime de pig
squeal." Why bless grashus,
der I go agin. Dat don' make a
bit of sense Dat of head of
mine gettin' like a palridge
egf wid de inners blow'd out.

man who play Uncle Remus
he 'bout as good at playactin'
as Brer Possum when he play
like he dead En I swear to
heben, how dal man can talk
en tell a story En y ou wanna
hear samaritan). powerful sad'
Dat man was forty -Jou' years
old when he make dat film in
1948. En he died dat same
sear
You apt to like de songs
-Zip a dee do dah, zip a dee
day!"!swear dat song is a toe
tapper! En how 'bout
"Laughing
Place"?
-Everybody's got a laughin'
place, a laughirf place, a

Yoe porelme Hoek No 1 sod rotten' owl+ t4 3
durable plittic recipe cord rd, of no tors cols

Nook No 2 You porthole Deck No 2 sod
receive
cords and lodes at no trite tett
The ratoltnioo

week

with

Ornaar

decks goo. tale Of INe tato a 2 P.,

171. I. I Ow.01117.•••••••
Mei lb I 1•••• pm*,
an., De*
114 epaolo,
114 4 Fee* Oen.
Yap.I 11.7
V* Ph I Melo 11.1.1•77 le Oa*
Wei
161 tan
1.447 111.67714*
%ado Awl O.n.o.
an
7 alio and 111••• 17,+.
6••70•67.7on

• Comprohenseee Index to,
per kty tot-sling every
ream,.

A
BIG JOHN Will GIVE AWAY '4 SHEET
CAKE EVERY WEEK! DRAWINGA FREE
EVERY SATURDAY AT PM TO BE HELD
Mn

FREE SPECIAL OCCASION CAKE
3:00

I Lit N

-or

4411 fief

•

DC CT

("/112

Al/A
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Assembly May Consider Horse Sale Tax
LEXINGTON, Ky. ; AP; -- sales and a property tax on
The
Kentucky
General coal during the 1982 legislaUve
Assembly should consider session, accordiag to Gov
establishing a tax on horse John V Brown Jr

Leys' Works On Display
Works by Dale lays, assistant professor of art at Murray State University, are currently on display in a one-man
show at the Lee Hall Gallery
of Northern Michigan University., Marquette, Mich.
The show runs through Feb.
13. lays also has been invited
to place exhibits in the Invita-

tional Drawing Exhibition at
the Louisville Art Gallery. The
exhibition continues 'through
Feb. 28.
Works by lays also have
been included in the Invitational Exhibition at the
University of Evansville Art
Gallery Feb. 8 through March
6.

brown decluied to endorse
either new tax, saying he
would "take a closer look" at
them.
He made the statement Sunday night during a special
-Ask the Governor" phone-in
show at WKYT-TV in Lexington.
Asked why the state does not
tax horse sales, Brown said:
"That's a good question."
"That's $10 million a year,"
Brown said. "I talked about it
at the last ; legislative; session. There is no sales tax on
the sale of horses.
"At the same time," he said,

there LS blfille btrUhg treting
that if we did tax those horses,
it would significantly damage
the leadership role that Kentucky has in the horse industry
and in the sale of horses I'll
have to take a closer look at
that next time."
There is some merit to the
idea of a property tax on coal.
Brown said, because increasing the coal severance tax
would make Kentucky less
competitive with other states
in the coal market.
More questions on the
hourlong show dealt with the
state's money problems,

vauk II Brown said were the
worst in years
The state treasury will have
$115 inllion shortfall during

Your Individual
Horoscope

he next fiscal year, he said,
ind "we are looking at every'
*venue to cut back where we
can

Fraaces Drake
FORTHUBSDAY,FUIRLAI(V 1,1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

launch
new
projects.
Capitalize on a fastdeveloping opportunity
GEMINI
; May 21 to June 20;
ARIES
Don't travel in haste Watch
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19; ar
ideological disputes. A friend
This is an active time social- gives helpful advice about a
ly Take the initiative in ()Dinn- career matter. Mix busuies.
,
ing good tunes, but avoid with pleasure.
arguments about money. The CANCER
p.m. is romantic.
;June 21 toJuly
0
0
TAURUS
There may be some indeciApr 20 to May 20; t•S‘A'r, sion about a home improveConcentrate on finishing ment project. Consult with adassigrunents in the a.m. Later visers. Don't spend too much
money on pleasure.
LEO
;July 23 to Aug. 22;
4i4t
Watch impatience with a
close tie. You may come on too
strong. Still, you'll be able to
nullify differences
romantic pin. uces during a
VIRGO
; Aug. 23 to Sept. n;
You're enthusiatic about a
.ork project, but 'inclined to
bt" careless or to overlook unn
plo,i
rttia
odi
n eaijy.
details
Work

Two Men Arrested
LEXINGTON, Ky ; Al',
Two men have been arrested
after allegedly trying to sell
$20,000 worth of stolen silver
at a laundry in Lexington,
police said.
Grant Howard Hall, 33, and
George G. Epperson, 35, were
charged with knowingly

receiving stolen property.
The two were arrested at
PDQ Cleaners, which - also
deals in second-hand gold and
silver. The confiscated silver
illegedly was stolen from a
.muse in Manctui
, police
said.

GROCERY SAVINGS FOR YOU
CHECIOSUT
CHECI( UT

CHECIUT
Folgers or
Nowa Neese(OA compost)

BEANS

$199 rill

F.49

118.Ca*

"Ptii

Ay

COFFEE

36(h. ON

19°

Prairie Form

ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES

Die Or bloier FolB•

knee J.W.

0erhas'a Gesell

FIVE
SD:RINK
S FA ALIVE 120,79
lilOz4

CHECKOUT

Boehm a Creech,

LAUNDRY
FISH
FRUIT
FISH
PARMESAN
FILLETS 12 oz $179 STICKS 12 01 $179tCHEESE 30: 79' C°CKT
AIL"`h 59
'DETERGENT $

CHECIOeo LIT
ebomtio

CHECKOUT

!muffs

rot
PIES

OIL

60z.

3110:
Post

PIO SIVA Natant

Case

Packet Lairol Bechar Or liarainirlor
GRAPE
BATH
- DILL
JELLY
2 LB $129 SOAP3/
Dok".1
1
20133
'
PICKLES ot jar109

GRAPE NUT
RAKES
'Soil

MOZZARELLA
CHEESE 6 o,99'
01:5111ZEI

kill

VASK 31
CI? $149n(
piiu
h46sr Law
T )

-e

Soaks Intim
a.
Frolgers or alarail N...

IL. Si"

I

ant ,aana•

M
,

BIG )011145

4

111•

J'BlIIGI IJIOIHINI'S

COFFEE
•oz $429

ezo,(we.
BISQUICK 40 ot $139
apploc•blt
Pr Ct Lt.,.
na•
at BIG JOHNS th,, ant coo

24 04
Brie Park

CREAM CHEESE F-

T.%

8,:h

BI I IGI IJ10111 NI'S ,

Whirs Orem /1 Polon

RUSSET
POTATOES

20J2

59' E

69e

Taw

applH•ble

rag
L,',,? one coapa•
BIG JOHNS II-,

Packer lakel

MACKERAL i$ oz 53
Parka, Label

GELATIN 3 Oz 19'

BOWL
CLEAN
ER
•aal cab
ren

Pt

ce

•0.89'

B I IGI IJ IOIHINIs ts

BIG JOHN'S FARM FRESH
PRODUCE!
NNEL
ORANGES "3 Sh•

POTATOB

8

"

Sail Vaartit

DOG
FOOD

Ls lei $199

Bar b

69'

Caehrla Frm
"
.
"
1

Wiwi. Rid Or 000,41

10. 98'

Washing** State Red Or

WEN
DEUCIOUS
APPLES

i
ta '"
:694

-Cá
RED RADISH
Ti.

ES

9.1

49°

Ffiiita Of Catania
aims EH Rid

VIRAPPPERS

This
Week's
Treasure Chest
ucy Rose was last week's
Treasure Chest winner.
She won $30000, This
week's. Treasure Chest is
worth $100.00

$100.00

9

LIBRA
; Sept. 23 to Oct. 72;
Sports and recreational activities are favored. It's a good
time to sign up for a physical
fitness program, but watch extravagance.
SCORPIO
; Oct. 23 toNov. 21 t In/eV'
Watch accidents at home
base. Don't be impatient with
relatives. The p.m. favors
home entertainment. Invite
Ahers over.
SAGITTARIUS
sir
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
You're busy gadding about,
but you're somewhat accident
prone. Watch impulsive decisions. After dinner favors
decision making.• •
CAPRICORN
; Dec. 22 to Jan. 19; Vig
A time when money
in, but it could go out just as
quickly, unless you watch
yourself. Friends may be erratic in behavior.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
You're enterprising now,
but you could upset a higherup with an unconventional
idea. Act in your interests, but
avoid risky moves.
PISCES
; Feb. 19 to Mar. 20;
Don't let inner resentments
accumulate. Avoid controversial actions. The late pan. is
your best time to act.
Romance is possible.

X

$169

Fw$100

E COFFEE

Picker Labol

Paekar Wad

Knit
a Crated

nofie

INSTANT MONEY WINNER - Mrs.
Herman Woodruff,
Buchanan, Tenn., was the Instant Money
Game winner at
Big John's Ian, 23. Woodruff received
a $1,000 check
from store manager Don Cherry.

YOU BORN TODAY are
adventurous and dislike
routine work. A great student
of human nature, you need to
combine book learning with an
understanding of your fellow
man. Learn to specialize and
overcome your
natural
tendency to scatter your
energies. You're versatile and
must learn to concentrate on
one thing for success. Writing.
teaching, law. publishing,
politics and religion are some
of the fields in which you'll
find fulfillment. Birthdate of
Adlai Stevenson. politician;
Milian Burroughs, writer;
and Arthur Ochs Sulzberger,
publisher.

Nominations For
Academy Awards
Turned In •
HOLLYWOOD
AP i• Nominating ballots are in for
the Academy Awards and the
familiar phrase. -the
envelope please," will be
heard again at the 53rd annual
Oscar ceremony on March 30.
Ballots- were due at 5 p.m.
Monday at the Price
Waterhouse accounting firm
in downtown Los Angeles.
where they will be tabulated
for the Feb. 17 announcement
of nominees in 17 categories,
including best picture, director and all the writing, acting
and technical areas.
This year. 189 Englishlanguage films were eligible
for nominations by the
membership of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences. Nominees in an additional four categories foreign film, documentary
short, full-length documentary and visual effects - are
determined by academy committees.
A record 26 films were submitted this year to the foreign
language film nominating
committee,the academy said,
noting that only one film per
country is accepted
Nominees must have primarily foreign-language soundtracks with English subtitles.
Foreign films may be
nominated in other categories.
except best picture and best
feature-length documentary

to
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Help needed for alcoholic
NI;

CNITED Feature Syndicate

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
My
husband is an alcoholic I have
tried hiding his liquor putting
alum in it giving him more.
fussing and just ignoring it
He knows he has this problem
but absolutely will not go to
AA or seek any help He would
raise cam and drink more if
went to meetings I can t
sneak because of the children
I love him and don t want to
leave him We really need
what security he provides His
personality changes completely when he is drinking
He won t hurt me bodily but
•
his tongue is so cruel
Doctor 1 dm so depressed
but not suicidal The boys
need me I read my Bible and
The Power of
aril reading
Positive Thinking but all this
is not helping him
There
DEAR READER
ire no easy answers for the

person t.. naba mate who is
an alcohols. Check the yellow
pages in your telephone directory under alcoholism and see
what organizations are available in your community The
Al-Anon organization for family members of an alcoholic
will be familiar with the logistics of the kind of situation
that you are in and may be
able to help
Now it sounds cruel but you
can't help your husband by
letting the situation drag you
down. too If necessary you
may need to give him an
ultimatum that if your relationship is to continue he must
seek help And you will have
to be prepared to carry out
your ultimatum
1 am sending you The
Health Letter number 14-6.
Alcohol Can be Dangerous to
Your Health, although most

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Mahal
3 Glass
container
4 Advantage
5 Deface
6 Runs off to
13 Small valley
wed
14 Without end
7 Forgive
15 Skill
8 Buys back
16 One-humped 9 Eggs
10 Above Poet
camel

ACROSS
1 Flap
4 Hebrew
measure
8 Housetop
12 The self

18 Partners
21

State

Peanut Butter Prices Leaves
Bad Taste In Buyers' Mouths

THE ACES

'Zr

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
RADA

POT

AFT

A

11 Fingerling
17 Printer's

measure

Abbr

19 Diphthong
22 Evergreen
OAT
TIP
11
24 Down Prefix
27 Owing
25 Tolle of
respect
29 Affirmative
33 Portuguese 44 Slave
45 Comfort
coin
26 Dry
30 Besmirch
46 Grate
. 31 Negative pre- 27 Plunges
36 Preposition
Small num47
fix
28 Russian river 37 Regard
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29 Longing
38 Improve
,32 Recent
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49 Cover
41 Article
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writing

35 Communion
plate
37 Moray
38 Pallet
39 — machine
40 Greek letter
41 Diphthong
42 Pronoun
44 Go in
47 Adherents
51 Chinese
pagoda
52 Great Lake
-53 Gaseous ele
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54 Worm
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56 Pintail duck
57 Corded cloth
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THAT'S THE 11)41e IT
60E52:LET THE BUYER
BEWARE" MOVE ON, KIP

(AN CHEATEP
-HERE 5 ONLY ONE
CHOCOLATE CHIP IN
THIS COOKIE...

alcoholics are not really concerned about their health
Others who want to know how
alcohol affects the body can
send 75 cents with a long.
stamped self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper. P0 Box
1551. Radio City Station. New
York, NY 10019
Don't overlook enlisting the
aid of your minister an getting
your husband to seek professional help
DEAR DR LAMB
1 am
desperate I have fragile
capillaries so I bruise very
easily My doctor said to take
large doses of vitamin C and
rutin. which 1 do 1 am now
taking 1000 mg of C and 100
mg of rutin twice daily. but
I'm still bruising Most of the
time I don't even know how IC
happens as it doesn't hurt
1 am 71 years old and take
Diupres for blood pressure,
Premarin and vitamin E, also
one Geritol tablet daily. I lead
a very active life and am
quite healthy but this is a real
problem It is only on my
arms, seldom on any other
parts of my body.
DEAR READER — Occasionally a low level of vitamin
C can cause increased fragility of the capillaries, but there
are many other causes for this
problem and, as your story
demonstrates, taking vitamins alone is frequently not
the answer.
If you have not had them,
you need a series of tests to
evaluate the clotting mechanism of your blood Your
problem can also be caused by
a disorder of the platelets, the
tiny cells involved in blood
clotting.
Certain medicines can
sometimes cause this, including aspirin or common home
remedies that contain aspirin.
Now that you have tried the
vitamin C and rutin routine.
talk to your doctor again to
see if he is interested in testing your clotting mechanism
further to pinpoint the real
problem.

FRANKFORT, Ky. API —
Kentucky State University
says enrollment declined 11.3
percent this semester from
last fall. The overall tally was
2,079.
It said there was a slight increase in the day program and
decreases in the community
college and graduate school,
according to preliminary
figures.

THAT YOU'RE
EATING, CHARLIE MOON?

"Behest'only half of what
you see and nothing that you
'hear ' Dinah M Craik
In a match between Turkey and Brazil at the 1980
World Championships. a
Turkish declarer *would
have been better off had he
believed nothing Sitting
East was Gabriel Chagas of
Brazil, one of the world's
cagiest players, which he
proved by finding a most
dramatic way to lead
declarer astray.
East-West were playing a
forcing club system, which
explains West's opening of
two clubs to describe a club
suit and 12-15 points.
West started with the
heart 10 that declarer won
with his ace. It was easy for
declarer to see that this was
a hand in which he had to
establish his side suit before
tackling trumps.
If trumps had been started first, even a 3-3 trump
break would offer no
chance. The defenders
would gain the lead twice in
diamonds and declarer
would be forced to concede
three clubs and at least two
diamonds.
Correctly, at trick two,
declarer led a low diamond
toward dummy and, for
some reason. West went
right up with his ace. Now
declarer was well on the
way to making his contract.
However. Chagas was
still to be heard from. On
West's ace he found the
imaginative play of his own
diamond king! West continued hearts and now declarer
drew all the trumps. confident that he knew how to
play the diamonds.
A low diamond was
finessed to dummy's 10 and
East produced the crusher.
He pounced with his jack
and the delayed club shift
NORTH
4tAK2
•K 6 3 2
•Q 108 5 3

4K
WEST
•9 4
•l0 9 7
•A 7
4AQJ842

EAST
47 6 5 3
•J 8 5 4
•K J
410 7 6

SOUTH
•QJ 108
•AQ
•9 6 4 2
4,9 5 3

I THINK IT'S A
CHOCOLATE 61/P COOKIE
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MAY I GO
OUT AND
WATCH

NO---I WANT YOU
1
.
(
TO TAKE A HOT
FOOTBATH FOR
YOUR COLD

NANCY---I
TOLD YGL.1 TO
TAKE A HOT
FOo-r BATH

I POURED HOT
WATER IN MY

AND I NEW
IT RIGHT

SS BuXLEY
A PEW
; MiSTAKES ON
THrS SC
WAN'T y'OU TO
RETYPE IT

51(2 WOULD You
coWntisura TO THE
SOCIETY FOR THE
PREVENTION 007

AWAY

MEN!

North
MI

Pass

4•

East
I'd S.
All pass

South
'I•

Opening lead Heart 10
paid off with a handsome
down three
East's play received
much applause and perhaps
rightly so Nevertheless,
declarer should have seen
through the haze
Had West held A-J-7 of
diamonds why would he
have played his ace on the
first round' And having
done so. why' would he not
offer East two diamond
ruffs, using the club ace as
an entry for the second
ruff"
hid with Corn
:South holds

24 II

•A K 2

•B, s 3 2
•Q III 8 5 3

4K
South
!•

North

24

ANSWER: Two no trump
Not enough strength to
reverse to two hearts and two
no trump is much more descriptive than a rebid in
diamonds
--Send hridpe questions to The Aces
1'0. Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225
with self •addressed stamped envelope
for repls

peaty
L Art

ceeding month The list
originally included 15 items,
but chocolate chip cookies
were dropped from the survey
after the manufacturer
discontinued the package size
that had been used for the
price check.
The latest survey showed
that the inarketbasket bills
rose last month at the
checklist stores in seven of the
cities surveyed and dropped in
six. The over-all January increase of two-tenths of a percent compared with a boost of
half a percent during
December.
fairly
were
There
widespread decreases in meat
prices during January' -frankfurters, for example,
went down at the checklist
store in seven cities; pork
chops dropped in five cities.
Coffee and egg prices were
down in eight and seven cities
respectively.
Peanut butter lovers were
out of luck, however. The
price went up at the checklist
stores in 10 of the cities
surveyed by the AP, with increases ranging from 3 percent to 60 percent. The price
went down in one city — Atlanta, which reported a 1 percent
drop. The checklist stores in
three cities were sold out of
the brand of peanut butter normall)' used in the survey. During December, the price of
peanut butter went up in nine
,of the cities surveyed.
No attempt was made to
weight the AP survey results
according to population density or in terms of what percent.
of a family's actual grocery

I'D JUST LIKE
EQUAL RIGI-ITS
WITH OTHER

IN WOMEN!

By Abigail Van Buren

Hostage to His Body
Finds Welcome Relief
DEAR ABBY: Nearly three years ago, I saw a letter in
your column from a man who was tormented and frustrated
because he had always felt that he should have been a
woman. He said he was not a homosexual, but he felt like a
woman with a man's body.
You advised him to contact the Janus Information
Facility for legitimate. enlightening literature concerning
this condition.
Abby, since I also had those feelings, I wrote for the
literature, and was put in touch with doctors who studied
my case. After much soul-searching, I know now that I am a
transsexual.
I am now living happily as a woman. I was scheduled for
a sex-change operation at Johns Hopkins, but that type of
operation is no longer performed there because the surgeons
who specialized in it left for other hospitals,so I am going to
Cleveland.
Abby, had it not been for your column, I wouldn't have
known where to turn. I was so miserable I was on the verge
of.suicide!
Please advise others with this problem to get help through
a legitimate source as I did. And make it plain that not
everyone who thinks he wants to be of -the other sex is a
candidate for a sex-change operation. Before surgery is
permitted, the doctors make sure the person is a true
transsexual for whom surgery is the only answer.
Thank you for Saving my life.
GERI

DEAR ABBY: Isn't it a pity that wigs for men aren't as
acceptable to society as wigs for women? Women today can
wear wigs without encountering any snide remarks. Not so
for men:
If society were to wholeheartedly endorse wigs for men,it
would not only be a bonanza for the economy, it would be a
big boost for the balding man's ego. I would appreciate your
comments.
MOTHER OF A BALDING SON
DEAR MOTHER: Hairpieces os` toupees(please, not
"wigs") are big business today. There are any"
number of men who wear them and joke about it
publicly. Of course, there are many who wear them
quietly.(Some hairpieces look so natural they aren't _
detectable.)
How a man feels about himself is far more important than how "society" perceives him. There are a
lot of men out there who have lost no sleep over lost
hair. A pox on "society."
•• •
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"PHANTOM ROUGH ON ROUGH NECK," OW JUNGLE SAYING -

DEAR ABBY: After reading the letter from - NO.COMPLIMENTS, I just had to write.
For 40 years I was married to a man very much like her
husband: He was not a giver of compliments either, but if I
had a new dress or hairdo, or did something special for him,
all I had to do was look at him, and the things he couldn't
say were written on his face,
So many men are full of baloney; they find it easy to dish
but compliments but can't wait to get out from under their
wives' eyes to try their charms somewhere else.
So .1 hope NO COMPLIMENTS will be content and
appreciate the good and faithful man she has. Why worry
about the tinsel topping when you know there's pure gold
underneath'?
WIDOW OF A G001) MAN

I Thomas E Roberts_ will no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own, as of
Wednesday. February 4, 1981

2. Notice
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Lexington High
Street Bridge To
Open To Traffic
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
The new High Street Bridge
will be opened to traffic this
week in Lexington, according
to state Transportation
Department officials.
Initially, the bridge will be
open to two lanes of traffic,
which eventually will be expanded to four lanes. The old
High Street Bridge, built in
1931, will be closed to traffic.
Work on the new $5.3 million
bridge was started in
November 1979 by the Dixie
Bridge Co. of Lexington.
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Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759 19.00

BENEFIT
AMVETS POST 45
for
Jo and Carla Upchurch
and
home
whose
at
belongings
Buchanan, TN were
destroyed by fire.
Sunday, Feb. 8th
2-6 P.M.
Entertainment by the
Band
Dust
Silver
followed by free dinner!
$3.00 cover charge at
door.
Looking for a Bargain Try
Mama's Curiosity Shop in Hardin Open Thursday, fridly-and
Saturday 9 - 5

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has
mobile
homes for rent.
Students welcome!
Special
rates!! We also
have
special
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.

1

-DEAR WIDOW: Well said.

HAVE A LITTLE TALK.
• • •

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send 111 and a long, stamped (28
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

Want it
Call 4
after 5

BILL'S
MARKETFISH ,6

Want t
racks

Special This Week

Apple Tree School. quality
child care with educAonal
program, 1503 Stadium View
753-9356. 753-1566

Boneless Catfish $1.00 lb.

0
S Buffalo4,1.50'lb.

t.'1 6075 et
753-9311
-/Zerar:07.-orreCoreeraerre3
-e0.,:rer.C.,-

st
[

What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333
e can copy and transform
'rests into light or heavy oils.

al

CARTER STUDIO •
753-i298

104 Main

3. ar. I

anim

We wish to take this opportunity to thank our many
friends and neighbors for their
kindness and services to us
during the death or out husband and father, Wavel Marine
We want to especially thank
Brother Mike Littrell and the
Max Churchill Funeral Horne
for their counseling and support dunng this time at sorrow
Mrs. Aline Marine. and
Children

5. Lost and Found
Lost 1 male black Chow and 1
brown female Chow pup with
black tip ears, in the vicinity of
N 16th St and Diuguid Road
If you have any information on
the where abouts of these dogs
please call 753-6014'. A reward
is .being offer.ed tog their
return

4=

int or disappeared Alaskan
Malamute in Shady Oak Tratlet
Park Reward' Please call 753
6701

6.1feTp Wanted
Medical Technologist; 3 to 11
position, open. for ASCP in
laboratory of Community
Hospital. Mayfield. KY Very
good benefit program and excellent salary Contact Personnel Office at 502-247-5211.
year old
Need babysitter for
In my home. 3 mornings per
-seek. 753-9963

FOR RENT

Gilson Power Bolt log
Splitter by day or job.
Operator available. All
stovewood
hardwood
for sale S25.00 per
rick-kali 753-8351

Brown Playschool,
Olive 753-2359.. _Ages
1 '7-up $5 50 daily Drop its
11 00 hourly

Charlie

1607

Need 7 intelligent, ambitious
college students, male or
female, to start 'immediately.
hours flexible For more information call 924-5811.*
Wanted full time employee to
work in bakery 11 pm to 7 am
also part time in bakery to work
days Apply in person at Big
Johns Qualified personal only

1. Storage Bldgs.
Built
Custom
portable
ouildings Call 753-0984

USED ITEMS

SOON AS YOUR HEAP

CLEARS, JACAL, WE'LL

IL

outlay each item represents.
The AP did not try to compare
prices from city to city. The
only comparisons were made
in terms of percentages of increase or decrease.
The items on the AP
checklist were: chopped
chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice concencrate, paper towels, Coffee,
butter, Grade A medium white
eggs, creamy peanut butter,
laundry detergent, fabric
softener, tomato sauce,
frankfurters and granulated
sugar. The cities checked
were: Albuquerque, N.M.,
Atlanta. Boston, Chicago.
Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles,
York,
New
Miami,
Philadelphia, Providence,
R.I., Salt Lake City and Seattle.

1. Legal Notice

DEAR GERI: I'm glad you wrote. Anyone interested in up-to-date literature concerning transsexualism may write to Dr. Paul Walker, 1952 Union
St., San Francisco, Calif. 144123, Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed long envelope for a reply.

no untied ;eau.

...APE

14.-st
24

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Peanut butter prices are
giving grocery shoppers some
m6ments. An
sticky
Associated Press marketbasket survey shows that the
cost of the popular sandwich
filling rose sharply during
January,for the second month
in a row.
Despite the peanut butter
price surge, the overall
grocery bill measured by the
AP went up only two-tenths of
a percent last month, thanks
to declines for items like coffee, meat and eggs.
The peanut butter problems
are caused by last summer's
drought which cut into the
peanut crop and boosted
prices. In addition, some consumers, apparently afraid
they might not be able to buy
peanut butter at any price,
hurried to stock up and
several stores surveyed by the
AP were sold out last week.
"People heard about a
peanut shortage and started
hoarding," said a clerk in a
Providence, R.I., store who
did not want his name used.
The AP marketbasket
survey involves a random list
of commonly purchased food
and nonfood items. Prices of
all items were checked at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1, 1973 and
have been rechecked on or
about the start of each suc-

BOOTS

THE KIDS
PLAY
BALL?

TO HECK
WITH EQUAL
RIGHTS WITH

North Soul ti

Vulnt-rable

Dealer Kest The bidding

ion Wanted

9TSitiaf

Airtontatic Vfoshers, Clothes
Dryers, Ill•frigerators, Trrh
Tool Sol, Metric Adding
Machine, Doable Sided Office
Desk, Hanging Gies Heat•rs,
Fire Proof Safe Pots, POIIS
end Dishes

Geo. Hodge &
Son Inc.
705S 5th, litgrmy
753.4659

Will take care of sick or elderly
person, 5 days a week. $500
per month Phone 527-9073
Will do babysittirig and house
cleaning Call 753-9465
Would like yards or grave yards
to mow Call 492-87-90._ _ _
Will do babisitting in my home
Experienced
and, have
references 753-4157

rse.c.9r

n,et111W

Al/A I
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15. Artic-W-Fiiiik

and
Apple Tree School quality For sale Used office desks
Futrell
child care with educational chairs Call or see lames
7512394
program 1503 Stadium View at 753.7668 days or
nights or see at 405 S 4th St.
753-9356 753-1566
Floor tray lamp. 3-way switch.
13. For Sale or Trade
$25. squirrel cage fan, $35.
1979 Ranchero GT 20 000 playpen. $10. Call 753-8361
miles. Al Call 753-0790 after New battery sale! 3 year war5
ranty. $39 95 exchange New
Wilt trade pecan dining room Concord Grocery. 436-5353
furniture and safe for old oak Two 14:' wheels and snow
dining furniture. 436-2333
tires, three inside doors with
hardware kitchen sink with
14. Want To Buy
faucets and spray oak office
desk, converts to typist desk.
Call 753-5545 after 5 om
NE BUY ALUMINUM CANS
Typewriters for sale IBM
Open Monday thou Saturday
model D-Executive. 13 and 17BIRP CYCLING
Royal Select model 5000. and
Remingtons.
Most machines
CENTER
same as new. We have a total
Fulton, Kentucky
472 1537
of 18 machines. so hurry, Lile
Just across the track from the
Real Estate, Aurora, 474-2717
Fulton Post Office
1E. Home Furnishings
Junk cars 474-8838

WANTED:

LP) 3ridge
Lc this
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Lotion

till be
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be exhe old
lilt in
iffie.
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d in
Dixie

STANDING
TIMBER
Will buy tie timber. Also
paying top price for
White Oak veneering
and other quality timber. Call 753-5592 after 7 p.m.

Record albums and 45 RPM
records from 1950's and early
60's, in very good condition or
better. I will pay a good price
for good records Main interests are Jan & Dean Drifter.
Elvis Presley, Marcels Buddy
Holly. Big Bopper, and
Teenagers. Call 489-2480 after
4 pm.
Want 'to buy: Used card table.
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm.
Want to buy Store fixtures and
racks Cali 753-8844.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760
19. Farm Equipment
Bulldozer for sale Eimco
model 103 MC and Lowe Boy
truck 850 cab over Ford Phone
492-8253
20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security largest
variety lowest priced no
registration or red tape in Kentucky Country Boy Store 9
miles west of Hopkinsville iunc
lion KY 164-117 Hours 8-5
Sunday 12-5 1502)885-5914
6•
22. Musical
New Snd used Baldwin piano
and organs Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office
Paris TN
SPIRIT CONSOLE PIA/10 FOR
SALE Wanted! Responsible

For sale 36- Vent-a-hood. $20
party to take over piano Con
double sink, $15; 19- black
be seen locally. Write Mr
Powers, box 327, Carlyle,
and white t.v with stand. $20
Illuicns 62231.
Call 753-9712 after 5 pm_
Pine bedroom suite, 4 pieces,
extra nice, l'i years-old. $550.- New and used pianos bought
and sold A beautiful reps
Call 753-8780
for so
Victorian living room suite piano now available monthly
upholstered meone to assume
Beautiful
mahogany set, including large payments Clayton's.753-7575
love seat, 2 arm chairs. and 4 Wanted Responsible party to
marble top tables. and 2 take up small monthly payment
crystal lamps. Quality furniture on like new organ under warin excellent condition A com- ranty 753-7575
plete Victorian living room 23. Exterminating
ensemble far below present .
prices. $1500 firm. 436-2206.
Westinghouse, . front load / ALL BUGS CALL
tuMbletype washer and mat- /
ching dryer. Excellent condition . $250 for both_ Call 7535945 after 5 pm.
Kelley's Termite
40- White Frigidare stove, good
& Pest Control
condition deep well Call 753Piton* 753-3914
4194.
Yard sale. Saturday, January
31st, 10-5. Baby items, large
size men and women's 24. Miscellaneous
clothing, motorcycle, odds and Fr sale: 5 hp air compressor
ends. 8-10 Fox Meadows. In Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
case of rain will be held in- Firewood, seasoned oak and
doors_ For more information hickory. 18".. 24". Chainsaws
call 753-9413.
repaired, sharpened. Tree
removal. 489-2327, 489-2853.
Firewood, 18-24" seasoned,
mixed hardwoods, $25 per
rick delivered. Call 753-8536.
Ken Holland print, complete
series number 1, mostly framed. Coll 753-0790..
1910 VW Bug parts. artificial
stone coal stove, antique
piano: Samsonite patio furniture. 436-2333
Wood for sale. 436-2758
.25. Business Services
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We have hired an expert technician for
stereo repair.
For your repair needs on stereo's, car
and home, hi-fi's and turntables check
with us.
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HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. 5 years
experience, 5 tax courses. 8-6
Mon -Fri , nights and Saturdays
by appointment Call 1591425
26. TV-Radio

222 S. 12th
753-51165

Dr. Craig E. Loewe
Podiatrist - Foot Specialist
-Announces office hours
in Murray.
Office hours
by appointment
Bel Air Center - S. 12th
753-0666
-

laskan
Trade,
11 753

Starting February 9th
8 til 11:30
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Paris Landing Lounge located 10
miles south of New Concord next
to Paris Landing Motel, Inc.

hao

CIV

CLAYTON'S
753.7575

*BM*

Wanted' Responsible person to
take up monthly payments on
25" color t v . warranted.
Clayton's. 753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1978 American Pride mobile
home, like new, partly furnished Call 436-5412.
1980 Aladin 14A6 mobile
home plus 5 acres of land
Located 7 miles from town on
121 South Underpinning and
sundeck included Will consider selling seperateiy Phone
436-5366 or 753-6802
1974 Double wide mobile
home. 2406, partially furnished or unfurnished All electric
with baseboard electric heat,
Very easily heated. $7500
Phone 1-354-6217.
For sale Mobile home. 12x5E
t Scheville, 2 bedroom, partially
furnished. $4000, Call 7538417.
1975 Viking, 1260, 2
bedroom, washer, dryer and
dishwasher. Need someone to
take over payments. Call 7535867.

ALL DRINKS FREE

iyee to
7 am.

r yards

Murray's No. 1 color 1.v.

LIVE COUNTRY
BAND
t*:
NIGHTLY

to 11
OP in'
flu filly
Very
nd ex'erson11.
Mr Old
gs per

house

-A•GNAVOX

mr*

28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent House trailer. 10x42
natural gas. furnished. nea
Jniversity, prefer single male
153-3895.
or rent: Nice 3 bedroom
(railer located at Stella. Nc
pets. Small deposit. Call 7532493.
Mobile home 12x60, furnished natural gas heat near
University Phone 753-3895
12x60 on private lot in Murray
natural gas heat. $140 month
$100 deposit No pets 753
1873
Riveria Courts under neyx
management Mr & Mrs Louis
Falcone Mobile homes and lots
for rent Reasonable rates
Come tine with use

21L fhb. Home

Rents

43.1
- eif Estate

r

53. Services Offered-

1973 Chevelle one owner Guttering by Sears Sears con
Two bedroom trailer completeRESIDENTIAL OR
original paint no rust good tinous gutters installed per
ly furnished very nice $150
COMMERCIAL
mechanical condition your specifications Call Sears
per month Call 753-8964 after
Older brick home with
automatic tilt wheel au- 753-2310 for free estimate
5
full
basement located
conditioned $650 or best ot
Two bedroom trailer, near Muron 14 beautiful rolling
ler 753-0941
THE
ray.no pets Call 489-2611
You loin hie our large snit,
31
acres,
miles north
1979 Datsun 210 Call 753ton of qeAty homes
1240 Two bedroom clean
of Murray off 4-lone.
3530
after
5
pm
quiet neighborhood $140 per
CARTER STUDIO
Would make excellent
month $75 deposit 'No pets
1977 LTD II automatic air
LEARN A
1 Ii 8294
development
property.
554 Mon,
753-5788 after 5 pm or
conditioned cruise Call 753
'TRADE
Priced in the.$40's
weekends
6329 after 6 pm
Two bedroom trailer very
1978 Pontiac temans. extra Heating refrigeration and
clean approximately 21/ miles
clean 17.000 miles $4000 electrical repair
Bob s
r10 L000rr Fee.. areeerree •r
Call 759-1205
on 641 South No pets 753
Refrigeration Service Hazel
8436 after 5 pm
P2004111 MANALIMIOril
1975 Toyota Ceirca GT, needs KY 498-8370 or 1531829
Bobby Lockhart
10x40 Two bedroom, all elecwork. $800 Call 436-2236
Inc mobile home on private lot -Three years with us, son, and every elec1979 Thunderbird. 1-top red Insulation blown in by Sears
in city $120 per month rent tronic company recruiter will want to sign
AM-FM 8-track stereo electric save on these high heating and
$120 deposit 753-9829
windows cruise control. wire cooling bills Call Sears 753
you aboard."
wheels 38.000 miles. t5395. 2310 for free estimate
30. Business Rental
753-9710
43. Reetstate
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
Large building for rent. 4 bays 38. Pefs-Supplies
753-1222
Want to buy 1969 Camaro in need stumps removed from
in front. hoist, 2 back bays, ex- AKC registered Doberman pupyour yard or land_cleared _cif
Rein% condi-hoe 753-1480
tra large room Call 7515970 pies. Limited number left. Cott
BETTER HOMES
stumps? We can remove
or see at 808 Coldwater Road
753-7637 or 759-4588.
Trucks
0:Used
& GARDENS
stumps up to 24" below the
'ould feature this
Dog obedience classes /WC
1973 Bronco 4-wheel drive ground leaving only sawdust
German Shepherds and AKC
home. Beautifully
436 5385
and chips Call for free
Mini
BOYDMAJORS'
Austrailian cattle dogs Call
wooded and landWarehouse
1969 Chevrolet C-20 step van estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
REAL ESTATE
436-2858
scaped lot and comforPerfect condition. new tires. or Blab Kemp Jr 435-4t4
Storage Space
753-8080
table home just
Registered Durk boars.'service y
engine. paint. Complete service
For Rent
waiting for your famiage. excellent quality ana
4e.‘sional lien el,
history $1295 167-4455 after
753-4758
ly.
Don't
let
the
oppor/Le
FrIeeLLIL
Trio(
h
Stephenson
S.R.
bloodlines
6 pm
tunity
pass
to
view
this
(901)364-2670.
TN.
Dresden
1974 Ford Ranger X1.1, good
EXCELLENT
charmer. Adjacent to
327ApTi.-Fir Rent
40. Produce
condition. $1700. Call after 5
VALUE
Murray
High
School,
Apartments for rent near Fresh country lard for sale. Call
pm. 753-7458.
1803 Westwood this 3 bedroom home
downtown Murray, 753-4109
474-2744
Reduced for a quick
1973 International Pf ton
also has study, den
Furnished efficiency cottage 41. Public
sale,
truck radio. power steering, air
owner
with hand hewn beam1803'2 College Farm Road
conditioned. 14 foot bed
transferred out of
ed ceiling and stone
$140 per month Call 753- Indoor sale. Saturday. February
$3.500. Call 753-8061
state, this 3 BR., 1'2
fireplace, formal dinWest
frI
?.
1601
7
AM
lth,
Call 436-2958
3704
bath, B.V. with central
ing room, and large .1977 Scout 4x4, power steerOlive, in backdoor. Portable
electric heat and air,
For rent Nice 1 bedroom apart- dishwasher. old brass musical
Conroy
Birdsong
ing power brakes, automatic
game room complete
wall-to-wall carpeting,
ment, tow utilities. 753-3949. instrument, brass bird cage, inair, tilt wheel, cruise, AM-FM
with wood burning
kitchen-family room
with tape. Phone 753-1323.
stove and wet bar.
Furnished apartments, 1 or 2 fant clothes and baby items
Mobile home anchors, undercomb, dishwasher,
after 5753-5163
wooden
Backyard
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms. Lots of odds and ends.
range, exhaust fan, in
deck surrounded by
Zimmerman Apartments, South 43. Real Estate
1971 Volkswagen camp pinning, vinyls, aluminum and
fiberglass roofs sealed_ patio
county but has city
mature Hickorys and
16th. 753-6609.
.Call 759-4138 after 3
awnings., aluminum carpals,
sewerage and water.
Oaks.
Offered
verj,
pm.
Garage apartment for rent no
single or doubles. Jack Glover,
Outside storage room,
reasonably in the up/
1
4ser'"..
P=11111,1111
pets 753-3913 or 759-1616.
753-1823
52. Boats and Motors
Carport_ paved drive,
per
$60's.
Phone
Kopilt$111WWICO
Newly decorated, carpeted. 2
chain-link fenced
motor Need work on your trees? Toppnice
boat
with
new
Extra
perud
Realty,
753-1222,
Real Coat*
bedrooms, central gas heat and
backyard. ONLY
and drive on trailer. trolling ing, pruning, shaping. comfor all the information.
air, stove and refrigerator fur- tIS Souttosklit(wort Sq. ti
43,500.00.
•
motor mounted depth finder plete removal arid more Call
ANOTHER
Murray, Kintucky
nished. washer and dryer
astro turf, live well and BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
NEW LISTING
.
hookup. No pets. Couple only
753-4451
GOOD
storage Must see to ap- professional tree care, 753Rental income proper$200 plus deposit. 753-2835.
preciate. Also good used heavy 8536
COMMERCIAL
ty only 3 blocks from
duty boat trailer and 1975 Professional
SITE
One bedroom apartment. next Here's your real escapel From
parnting
the University. Pro°91et848-1w0h.eel drive pickup . paperhanging paneling Comto fairgrounds on 121 North. city congestiqp and---taxes. Easy
On Arcadia St. - I Adjaperty consists of one
C-haevf
C
l l 112No pets. 753-3139
cent CO Pickens Elec. I
mercial or residential 20 years
commuting lust one mile from
large building with
- Perfect business'
experience Free estimates,
53. Services Offered
five rental units and a
Two bedroom duplex apart- city limits_ This 3 bedroom col759-1987
location, near Central
ment Westwood $215 per onial guarantees freedom from
smaller building with
Shopping. City water
month No students 436-2802 the early morning squeeze by
two rental units. All
For all ;our repair needs
Stop,
Repair.
Ford Tractor
the three in the bathrooms. and city sewerage. Apafter 5 pm
seven units have.
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
Specialised Service,
May we suggest your dialing
pr. 50 x 285.
separate gas and elecand electrical , work, look np
Diesel, Gas, & Lift Repair.
Two bedroom duplex in 753-1492 tor your showing of
Cal
morel Call 753-9226 or 753tric meters. Current
Westwood Subdivision, extra this-homel- CENTURY 21 Loret9623 We'll do your lob large or
rental income is
In- City
nice, $290 plus deposit Call talohs Realtors. small All work done to your
$540.00 per month.
•
753-3966. 753-130
Repair
satisfaction.
18 Acres. near lake at Chandler. Phone 753-1222. Kop382-2047
Two bedroom duplex with car13 Acres of good farm
Park. Hamlin. KY
Long
perud Realty, and let
Tree trimming and removal
ports, kitchen appliances furland, well constructed
blacktop road frontage on KY
us increase your earnTony Wade i901) 232-8667 or •
nished. lease and deposit re3 bedroom house with
Owner financing
1918
Alcoa Aluminum or vinyl siding (901)642-5090
ny, power through
quired. Call 753-3343.
full basement located
available'- John C Neubauer,
and trim Aluminum trim for
sound Real Estate inonly 22 miles from
Realtor 1111 Sycamore, 753Two bedroom townhouse apartbrick houses Jack Glover 753vestment..
COURTNEY SMALL
town. Owner must
range,
0101 or 753-7531.ment,
Carpet,
1873 sell!
ENGINE REPAIR 8
refrigerator, disposal. washer
Custom made cabinets, music
45. Farms For Sale
Completely remodeled
dryer hookup, central heat and
SAW SHOP Coldcenters, book cases hutches_
3 Bedroom home on 80
and in excellent condiair. Call 753-7559 or 753Approximately 14 acres for sale Reasonable 436-2566
water, 489-2853.
7550.
on Highway 893. south of Lynn
acres, full dry basetion is the house at 404
Carpentry, cabinets, furniture
Grove
Phone
753-5921
ment,
central
heat
and
South
10th.
Storm
all
kitTwo bedroom -duplex,
pair. Bring picture - we Will haul driveway white rock
air; cornpletely
doors and windows,
chen appliances central heat
51Acres. 35 acres in perma• te
make
All remodelin
remodeled.
33
acres
of
carpet,
drapes,
range,
153753-8146
or
and air. 'Call
not pasture. Well. pole barn. reasonable prices. loy's and Ag lime. also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
tendable
bottom
land,
refrigerator
with
2437
end ponds. Located 7'2 miles Carpenter Shop. 753-4124.
Also do backhoe work Call
40 acres of good
icemaker and other
east of Murray on old Murray
33. Rooms for Rent
timber. Priced for
features to numerous
:and Concord Road $40,000. Concrete and block. brick work Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
-Furnished room for rent,. one
-Basemeots,-.--ditvew-ayse--storm---753-6743.- . _
quick sale.
-to name can be yours7-53-3625.
block from M.S.U. Carpet,
cellars, porches. 20 years ex- Wet basement' We make wet
for only $26,000.00.
1.., s
46.34.3430
Homes
For
-Sale
private half bath, living room
clerience 753-5476
Fool. Nee
basements dry. work Complete/53-$725
Leo, Meier
room
kitchen. laundry
By owner: Furnished house for Do all types of plumbing. large ly guarenteed,, Call Of .wrfte
113-3409
Shill,
WW1
753
3043
facilities. $65 a month. Cali
sale.
2
blocks
from
Unrversity.
,eer 44roevorg•r •eetreee•,
or small lobs. all work guar- Morgan Construction Co_
759-4538.
in A-I condition. Furnishings 1na5n3te5e3d60,5 years experience Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah,
,110
,
4324
1C
10
/mere gooier
one year old. all like new By
KY 42001. or call day or night.
34. Houses For Rent
• _
Iti
appointment only. call 7591-442-7026.
For
your
home-care.
personal.
House for rent, one bedroorrs,
•
Murray-Calloway
Need down payment? Let us 4792 •
furnished, wood stove. on Kencare housewares. -and multi Will do plumbing, heating .
show you how you can pur- Country Estate for sale or rent. vitamin and mineral supple- carpentry and roofing 753County Realty
tucky Lake. $210 .per month
chase this 3 bedroom brick Reasonable terms 'Livestock ment needs call your local. Am- 22'11"
(502)7534146
Phone 753-6123.
priced in the $30's Call us for facilities Garden fruit trees way distributor at
30411 129•St
753-0806 WorLde.ratt Buslclusg_Senuce by.
House in, country, couple or
Alorred, KT 42071
lour showing as there 45 00 436-2333
after 4 pm.
Custom
492-8120
with small child. $100 per
Bucy
sign in the yard. It's your move
month. Call 753-3544.
and you'll win Dial 753-1492 House tor sale. Call 489-2845. Fence sales at Sears now Call cabinets, vanities. new homes.
NEED A HELPING HAND? Ex- at CENTURY 21 Loretta JObs
repair
Quality
Newly decorated home with Sears. 753-2310 for free additions
Redecorated two bedrbtoms, liv- cellent opportunity to be your
workmanship
•
Parklane Drive. .3 estimate for your needs.
pool
ing room, kitchen, bath own boss with a 2 bay shop Realtors.
•
55. Feed And Seed
upstairs. garage. utility presently being using as' a
bedrooms. 2 baths inside and 1
L131-cr
ALUMINUM
downstairs. Married couples tune-up shop Two 2 bedroom
bath pool side large eat-in kitFor sale Timothy Alfalfa hay
Zfilailt)
chen. living room den or din-.
References, deposit. 492-8594. furnished apartments are
SERVICE CO.
Will deliver i901) 364-5583 or
In room abundant closet
Aluminum and Vinyi
364-3062 nights Dresden. TN
Three
.bedroom house 2 blocks above and are presently being
space
•
Immedrateoccupancy
753
1222
rented for $150 and $125
from M.S.U. Call 753-7746.
Siding, Custom Trim
57. Wanted
For
appointment
call
753Located inside city limits at
Work, References, Coll
Two bedrooms, redecorated 643 North 4th Owner
8064
Would like to rent Burley
will conINCREASE YOUR
Will Id Bailey 753bathroom, washer and dryer sider
pounds for 1980 crop Call
financing
or
will
trade
for
bedroom
brick
Nearly
new
3
EARNING
POWER
0689.
hookup, stove and refrigerator house in county Now is
492-8996
your
house
formal
dining
room
With
this
modern
and
turnished, garden spot and outchancel Call today. Vicki at
large den. 2 car garage, con
attractive duplex just
side storage building. One mile Spann Realty
Associates 753crete driveway patio with
listed for sale. Each
west of Stella on 121: $175 a 7724
cedar fence House has many
month, $100 deposit. Call 753side has central heat
extras. Owner will consider
3604. ask for David.
and air, modern kit225 L. P. Miller St.
silver NIALEF., NFL.
financing See house at 1809
chen with all apThe Ire*, en,. inli a some, Ne
bedroom house, 4 miles
TIPit-Wiswell Road or call 753-5287
Across From Community Center
lee,ea/ .egerr
pliances. 2 bedrooms,
south. references and deposit
Of 753-0839.
PAM NOAIES
Open flours
hying room with
required Phone 753-6753
BUSINESSES
Two bedroom brick, large kit
fireplaCe, bath and
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30 LAKE AND IIKREATIONAL
35. Farms For Rent
dining
chen
living
room
and
utility area. Tastefully
PROPERTY
room fireplace half basement
Closed Wednesday
25 Acres farmland in New Condecorated throughout.
Listings neodinll Offices
single garage wooded acre lot
adin
per
ere
cord, KY. $60
Phone 753-1222, KopFri. &Sat. 8:30-12:30
Thurs.,
Coos? to Coast. Bryon
New Concord area For appointvance Contact Dean.i..Dowdy.
• perud Realty. for 'all
from
Eroryalioro.
ment
call
436-5395
Station:
Lake
St.
2981 Ripley
the details.
"Fro," Catalog
IN 46405
47. Motorcycles •
NEW LISTING
STROUT REALM`
Modern
is., low Seeger
three
37. Livestock-Supplies
1977 Suzuki RM 125. good
171,Ceehere. RI
bedroom brick home
condition $350. Call 753-8490
Morn, g
BEE MAR ARABIANS Book
in Sherwood Forest
after 5 pm
your good mares for 1981
753-0186
just v.'t,St Of Murray ciThree
breeding season
1979 Suzuki 185 dirt bike, like
ty limits. Central heat
stallions 753-6126.
new Call 492-8790.
mut air, living room
1978 Yamaha IT-250E, good
with fireplace, abuncondition, low mileage Call
dant storage areas and
753-019.
extra room which
4-9.
- Used Cars
could be used as 4th
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
bedroom. game room
1976 AMC Matador, automatic
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
or study. Offered in
transmrssion $950 Call 753
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
the mid PO's through
5867
PRODUCTS
OSTOMY
HOLLISTER
•
Kopperud Realty,- 711
1969 Chevy Nova 2 door gobd
Ire
--n' Deily! . on Fresc • lions in City limits
Main Street.
tires 5595 753 4445

JOIN

NAVY

Plumbing
and
Electrical
Service

C

L

753-8080

Di.Am

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

7S3-368S

WALLIS DRUG

S.

AtiAll AI21

49. Used Cars
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Town Struggles As Does Chrysler Corp.

ART ENTRY - Art work by Renita Underhill, Murray High School senior, was selected
to be entered in a statewide an contest sponsored by the Kentucky School Boards
Association. Three $100 awards and four $50 awards will be given the state winners.
Winning entries will be displayed in the KSBA building in Frankfort. Miss Underhill is an
art student of Betty Scott, left.

Irish Manage To Make It
Through Dreary Seasons
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
Irish are a tolerant people.
Ap Special Correspondent
Berrington (which sounds like
NEW YORK 1API - The an English name I was already
rain, no doubt, was spilling out on his way to a new assignof a black sky, and a wind that ment in Japan before the Prowould shave you was blowing vos could hasten him on his
in off Dublin Bay. The pratles way by adding a touch of
at lunch probably were cold, realism to that old Celtic
and the beer warm and a taxi blessing about the road rising
wouldn't stop if you were the with you and God holding you
Cardinal-Archbishop of Ar- in the palm of His hand.
magh.
Your man, as they say
You do get an occasional there, may have spoken the
day like that in Ireland.
truth. One or two days out of
It was probably on just such 365 may be a trifle on the
a day that Robin Berrington, beastly side in the Auld Sod.
the cultural affairs and press
I remember the day I got
officer at the U.S. Embassy in
married. In Ireland. I was
Dublin, poured out his rain- standing in the doorway of a
sodden soul to a friend in a
Dublin rooming house waiting
private letter.
for the taxi to take me to the
Ireland, he sobbed into his railroad station - for the
typewriter, "is pretty small journey north into the -green
potatoes" compared to the hills of Armagh. The skies
rest of Europe,"a great place emptied out like opening day
to visit ..." but "the high cost at Boulder Dam.
of goods, their unavailabilitj,:,
Small potatoes? I suppose
the dreary landscapes, the so. Those small fields on that
constant strikes and the long, tiny island may not produce
dark and damp winters com- your jumbo Idahos.
bine to gnaw away at one's enBut those same fields in that
thusiasm for being here."
sometimes dreary landscape
The amazing thing, he managed to nurture a William
wrote, was that "the Irish
Butler Yeats, a Sean O'Casey,
manage to muddle through a James Joyce, a George Berwith such good humor, pluck
nard Shaw, a Brendan Behan,
and inventiveness," even if an Oscar Wilde, a John Millthe most gripping issue among ington Synge,a Lord Sunsany,
them seemed to be whether a Lady Gregory, a Frank
President Reagan's ancestors O'Connor, a Samuel Beckett,
really came from Tipperary.
an Oliver Goldsmith, a
A copy of the letter was Laurence Sterne, a Richard
mistakenly put in a packet of
Brinsley Sheridan, a Liam
press releases and wound up O'Flaherty, a Sean O'Faolain
in the hands of the Irish
Times.
These small potatoes
All well, not to worry. The
nourished the forebears of

Daniel Boone, Davy Crockett.
Edgar Allen Poe, Stonewall
Jackson, Sam Houston,
Horace Greeley, Robert
Fulton, Fulton Sheen, Stephen
Foster ...
Anyhow, diplomat Herrington should find Tokyo to his
liking: the smog, the traffic,
the prices, the raw fish, the
crowded subways, the lilting
language, the courteous people, the cultural richess of
Sumo wrestling and 'Geisha
houses, the bowing and kowtowing.
After that, there's always
Reykjavik. For the weather.,

Court Rejects
O'Hair's Complaints
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
The 5th US. Circuit Court of
Appeals has rejected two attempts by atheist Madalyn
Murray O'Hair to eliminate
what she believes are unconstitutional intrusions of
religion into public life.
In one case, Mrs. O'Hair,
head of the American Atheist
Society, complained that the
City Council of Austin, Texas,
opened each session with a
prayer. In the second case,
she argued against display of
a plastic infant Jesus in the
rotunda of the state Capitol in
Austin.
The appeals court issued
decisions in both cases on
Monday and in each instance
upheld the ruling of a lower
court rejecting Mrs. O'Hair's
complaints.

By GUY DARST
Associated Press Writer
NEW CASTLE, Ind. I AP)With a statue of a Civil War
soldier on the courthouse
square and the 1932 state
basketball championship banner in the new high school
gym, New Castle seems the
very embodiment of middle
America.
A city of 18,884 people living
amid corn and soybean fields
46 miles from Indianapolis, it
is a place of unfailing courtesy
and deep pride - and deep
anxiety.
Here is what people in New
Castle are saying,in their own
words, as their major
employer '-'- Chrysler Corp. struggles for life.
"My children are growing
up the greatest people in the
world because of this place....
If they say they're going to
play basketball at 10 o'clock at
night in the school gym,that's
where you'll find them." Dick Gross, who was manager
of Chrysler's forge and
machining plant here from
1974 to Jan. 23 of this year.
"The community was comfortable with the situation
before. There were seasonal,
and market, ups and .downs.

Now it's a hungry community.
for the first ume in decades. It
will not allow itself to be kicked into the ground. .Whether
Chrysler fails or whether
Chrysler lives, we have got to
diversify." - Rick Thrasher,
a business development
specialist.
"No names, please They
take reprisals over there. Not
Gross. The superintendents.
Gross was the best manager
we ever had. He shook
everybody's hand every
Christmas. The others just put
up a notice on the bulletin
board." - A worker quaffing
a cold one at Brown's Hole, a
tavern across the street from
what people sometimes call
-the Chrysler'. when referring to the 74-year-old plant.
"After last week's layoffs,
there are 743 people on-roll
there; 2,800 used to be the
magic number." - Mayor
Bud Ayers, who once tan a
steam hammer in "the
Chrysler."
"I remember friends whose
dads were laid off in the '50s.
They ate potato sandwiches.
There were a lot fewer
benefits then." - insurance
agent John Lane.
"We'd be beat if it weren't

for the TRA Trade Readjust
down the tube'
meat Acti
-. IN worker in Brown's Hole
The federal IRA payments
may provide up to 70 percent
of a worker's pay for a year.

t tr r mat Wall Street Journal
article." - Larry Lawson,
night bartender in Brown's,
referring to a story 17 months
ago.

'The article was not offen'In December. Chrysler sive; it was everything that
workers got 3,819 weeks of came after that. The article
TRA
payments
The made us a hot topic and the TV
December unemployment stations descended on us.
rate was 17.7 percent." - They were beating people over
Cletis Kinser of the state's the head for statements. One
Employment Security Divi- of the stations asked a Realtor
the same question seven times
sion office in New Castle.
-I've got three job offers in - what does Chrysler mean to
Florida, I'm single, and I may New Castle? - and she
go."- a newly laid-off worker answered it seven times and
finally she said, 'I don't really
in Brown's Hole.
know,' and what gets on the
got two houses, one air? 'I don't
really know." paid for and one not, two kids ex-New
Castle manager
in school, a wife and I'm sup- Gross,
now manager of
porting my mother. I can't Chrysler's
Kokomo plant 65
pack up and leave, I just can't. miles
away.
That's why I voted for the con"In 1980, we had 65 attempcessions." - The first worker
in Brown's. United Auto ted suicides up to Nov. 1. In all
Workers Local 371 approved, '79 we had only 61. The
by a 3-1 margin, a contract average age of the people
that cuts workers' pay by 13 who attempted suicide ) was 56
in 1979 and 31 in 1980.' percent.
Roger Reeves, head of the
"Any decent jobs out there, police department's emergenthe young guys laid - off early cy medical service, which
have already got them." - a covers all of Henry County,
worker in Brown's.
with 48,000 people.
•'1 won't talk to you, not
"It has not been a textbook

"From a marketing viewpoint, we can tell potential
clients the new contract shows
that they are practical people
here." - Thrasher.
"It could operate as a job
shop. There's a lot of forging
work out there." - Local 371
president Luther Ferrell.
"There is no intention at this
time to close New Castle, but
the continuing decline of demand for rear-wheel drive
cars means that Chrysler cannot operate New Castle efficiently." - Chrysler President J. Paul Bergmoser, on
Oct. 14.
"We are not going to pull the
rug out from under them."
Chrysler spokesman Wendell
Larsen,last week.

MEV—

Save $100" To $ 50"
on the world famous
wall-saver
!recliner
'by Lane
During Thurman's
Semi-Annual Sale
Starting As Low As

Great American
Breakfast
now
only

ca..w V4r tias.e yet tu experience what we expected in
behavior problems_ What
has happened is the adults are
trying to upgrade their
credentials in the job market
in our General Equivalency
Diploma program., and in the
machine shop and welding in
the vocational school, we now
have to turn people away." School Superintendent Phil
Borders.

1

$199

9995

LEFT: Get ready to recline
in cushiony comfort while
sitting only inches from
the wall! The contemporary
design features a massive
button-tufted back, pillow
seat and thick roll arms
in a rich designer fabric.

We give you two large. fresh_ eggs, cooked
the way you like 'em, two crispy bacon strips,
hashed brown potatoes, and hot buttered toast.
The Great American Breakfast...it's a
special meal at a special price.
Offer Expires February 28, 1981

One of Jerry's Best...for less.

Jeaki

71-criormen 5

RESTAURANTS

IF L)

South 12th St.

ftl I "T" ILJ Fit
Murray, Ky.

occur r&nov

Atitill &

